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there's this much difference
in yape surface too!

ONLY SOUNDCRAFT TAPES ARE MICROPOLISHED SMOOTH!
There's more to tape surface than meets the eye. Any coating
process can make the surface of unpolished tape look smooth.
However, unpolished tape surfaces contain microscopic irregularities that prevent the tape from making intimate contact
with the recorder heads. With ordinary tapes, it takes about
10 plays, a "breaking in" period, before these irregularities
are smoothed out and proper contact is made.
During this critical period you lose important high frequen
cies and force your recorder heads to do the job of physically
polishing the tape surface. "I'his can result ill excessive wearing of your recorder heads and in gradual head deterioration.
With SOUNDCRAFT TAPES there is no "breaking in" periodno excessive head wear-no doss of high frequency response...

because

SOUNDCRAFT TAPES ARE MICROPOLISHEDI MICROPOLISH-

exclusive way of physically polishing the
tape to insure a mirrorsmooth and irregularity -free tape
surface. Your recorder heads make immediate and intimate
contact with the tape surface, guaranteeing uniform high
frequency, response right from the very first play. Remember,
only SOUNDCRAFT TAPES are MICROPOLISHED for your protection. Buy them-use them, your recorder doesn't deserve less
than the best. Write for SOUNDCRAF is free catalog RS5S-10R.
ING

is souNDCRArr's

-

EXCLUSIVE BONUS .RECORDING
"Sweet Moods of Jazz
in Stereo" recorded on one of two 7" reels of tape in
SOUNDCRAFI''S NEW PREMIUM PACK. You pay for (he

tape plus only $1.00. Ask your dealer today!

_
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STATEMENT OF POLICY:
Axiom: The first and most important component of a High Fidelity Stereophonic
phonograph system Is the phonograph
record.
It ís a little known fact that until' now the
dynamic range of phoiiograph'records has
been restricted by the inadequacies of certain cartridges and pick-up arms. Since
this new series was successfully rec@rded
with tremendously increased dynamic
range and since Audio Fidelity (ióes net
wish to compromise the full potential of
'this recording project to accommodate
inadequate equipment we'.announce with
great pleasure and infinite -satisfaction
the new Audio Fidelity First Component
Series*.
Since Audio Fidelity desires to raise still
further the high quality standards o? its
product and to maintain the Highest
Standard. of High Fidelity in this industry,
we decided to increase the dynamic and
frequency range, and level of sound of the
records ih thís new series
and state
therefore that we can certify only the
highest quality cartridges and arms to
track the First Component Series.
We do not recommend that you buy these
records unless your dugipment is of the
first rank.' If you are in doubt, the Audío
Fidelity First Component Stereo Test Record (FCS 50,000) provides a -ready means
of determining the tracking ability of your
high fidelity stereo equipment.
The following arms and cartridges have
been found by Audio Fidelity to be capable of tracking its First Component Serles
records:
ARMS: Audax-KT-16;. `Elac; ESL -310S,
P100; Fairchild -282; Garrard:TPA/12;
G. E.-TM-2G; Grado; Gray212; Pickering
196; -Rék-O-Kut S-120, S -t60> Shure Dinetic., Weathers .Stereoraniic Pickup System, arm and crtridge MC -1.
CARTRIDGES: Dynaco B & O Stereodyne;
Electrovoice Magneramic 21-M ; General
Electric GC
GC 7, CL-7; Grado; Pickering 371; Scott -London 1000 matched arm
aríd cartridge Shure M30 Professional
"Dynetic"; Stereotwin _(Flat) 200;: Weathers Stereoramic Cartridge C-501; Fairchild 232.
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DAVID HALL

Charles E. Ives on What to Listen For' in New Music

sound
without fury
in

3 easy steps

compact, do -It -yourself speaker system that delivers realistic, transparent reproduction without the fury
of bass or treble exaggerations. Perfectly matched Electrostatic mid/high range speakers and a dynamic woofer give
measurably Rat response over the entire audio spectrdm.
What's more, you need not be an expert cabinetmaker.
You create high fidelity at a sensible, do-it-yourself cost.

Here's

The decade since World War IT has witnessed a fantastic preoccupation with
style aid technique on the part of contemporary composers all over the world.
Its most virulent manifestation has centered around post-Webernian 12 -tone
fashions and the various forth of "electronic lap," music. The mass commercialization of liifi and "sound for sound's sake" has added further to an atmosphere in tvhieh the composer ís tempted to indulge in all manner of sonic and

intellectual gimmickry.

a

o
ELECTROSTATIC MID/HICK RANGE SPEAKER
Model 65, illustrated, uses two lansZen electrostatic
elements with a built-in power supply and high-pass filter.
Each element contains 176 perfectly balanced, sheathed
Conductors to glue absolutely clean response from 700 to

beyond 30.000 cycles. furnished complete in cabinet at
586-$91.50, depending on finish. Slightly higher in West.

...

Nearly forty years ago, Charles Edward -Ives (1874-1954)-still the most modern
and truly creative, of all American composers-published privately and at líis own
expense a 124 -page volume Essays Iyc/ore a Sonata, the "sonata" being his Second for piano (Concord, Mass., 1840-60). The hook was, in a sense, a justification
of his life and work as a musician and a deeply probing statement of what he
felt to be the place of the creative nrtiCt among his fellow Imntaín.

together with his 1912 pamphlet on life insurance-The Amount io CarryMeasuring the I'rospeer, printed by his own fine, lees fi Myrick, Essays Refore
a Sonata has become something of a legendary clasic. in its field. In 1956 a
new edition of tite Epilomee to the 'Essays" was issued by Paul Boatwright of
New Haven as edited by the distinguished musician and Ives scholar, Howard
Boatwright. Front this Epilogue we have distilled those passages which seem to
us to have parliculat hearing on the present situation in contemporary music
composition-especially as experienced by the enterprising concertgoer and
a tidinphile, 1Ve terd that there is nateli in lees' words that can help relieve the

Model 130-considered as THE mid/high
Better yet
range speaker-contains four elements for a broad, 120'
sound source. $161.5188, depending on finish. Slightly
higher in West.

D
DYNAM1C W0OF[R DRIVER

Specifically designed to complement the delicate clarity
of JansZen Electrostatic Mid/High Range Spebkers, the
Model 350 Dynamic Woofer offers clean, honest bass
devoid of coloration, false resonances, hangover or boom.
It Is the only separately available woofer to give such
clean response in so small an enclosure-only 2.2 cu. ft.
Response is uncannily Rat from 40 to 2000 cycles with
excellent output to 30 cycles. Only $44,50. Slightly
higher in West.

now is the listening and record -buying public-other Than the cognoscenti of
arty esotericn-to judge what is worthwhile and what is "gimmicky-" in the
great mass of contemporary music finding its way to die Ll' and stereo catalogs,
whether from specialty labels like Louisdlle's First Edition aeries or Composers
Recordings inc., or from major labels working under Kousscvit-rky "r Fromm
Foundation auspices?

-

ell

present confusion of s'ak'es in the modern music field -1( not on the part of the
composers, :heft at least on the part of their audieñec.

"Many sounds that we are used to do not bother us. and for that reason
we are inclined to call ihent beautiful. Frequently-possibly almost
invariahly-analytical and impersonal tests will show, we believe, that
when a new or unfamiliar work is accepted as beautiful on its first hearing,
its fundamental quality is one that tends to put the mind to sleep."

"Thai which the composer intends toieprescnt as "high vitality" sounds
like something quite different to dilleréni listeners
How far can the
Composer he held ;ietounfnble:'-

...

DO

-it -YOURSELF

Discover lansZen clarity dot yourself. Write ter
literature on fansZen's complete speaker systems and
the name of your nearest deafer.

Ar:nídinp dnrpns e/ Arthur A. Jans'rn end » lnr!c eut'J

aJ

NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP. Neshttminy, Pa.
Eip9r1 pfr.r!LS TP6'rrcn SL, New voric 7, Y. Y.
Cablc::`.lntontrlcc, K. Y.

6

t

WOOFER ENCLOSURE

working with the plans sub tarnish with each 'roofer,
you'll be able to build your own enclosure with basic
tools. The enclosure Is a sturdy, yet simple, totally
enclosed cabinet. There are no tricky baffle arrangements
or adjustments. Size without togs: 19" high x 25" wide x
13" deep. Cost of all materials should run about S12 to $18.

R

9

C

d

0

C

poet (or

a whistler) becomes conscious that be
particular idiom-that he is helplessly prejudiced in favor of any particular means of expression-that his manner can
be catalogued as 'Modern or classic; that he favors a contrapuntal groove,
a sound -coloring one. a aensuotis one, a .lireCessful one (ríhulceer that
means!-that his interests lie in the French Rehool or the Get-intuit school,
or the achoul of Saturn-that he is involved in thin particular "that" or
that particular 'this," or in any particular brand of cutcition.rl complexes;
in a word, when be becomes conscious that his style is 'this personal own,"

91 may

be

that when

a

is in lire easy path of any

(Continued on page 8)
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32. Tico -Tico,
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coupon to receive 6 records for $5.98
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FOR CANADIAN MEMBERSHIP:
address 11-13 -Soho Street Toronto 29,
If you
to have thlsebersh(p credited to en estabDished Columbia or EPIC record dealer, authorized to accept
subscriptions, 81l in below:
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CIRCLE 6
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24, 16 classical
and pop selections

23. Famous choir
sings 13 hymns

COLUMBIA ® RECORD CLUB; Dept. 222-5
Stereophonic Section
Terre Haute, Indiana
I accept your offer and have tadlcsted at ttierlght the six
records I wish to receive for 85.98, plus smell mailing eharse.
Enroll me to the (0llow122 9trfeo Division of the Club:
(cheek'one box only)
Stereo Classical
Stereo Popular
I agreeto purchase five selections -from the more than 15 to
be offered during the coming 12 months, at regular Ilat Price
plus Men mailing Charge: For every two addettonal selection'
I accept, I am to receive a 12" Columbia or Epic -stereo

City

~Le N,.<

rr:in):n Ilre:l'

Addreo,

COLUM BiA 8 RECORD CLUB
MAY 1959

22. Organist Cole
11 hit tunes

Four dashing.
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Homo

Stereophonic records must be played
only on a stereophonic record player

Terre Haute, ind.
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(Please Print).

Mitropoulos,
New York
Philharmonic

famous movies
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PIPE_,
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FIDE
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lionus record of my choice FREE.

SYMPHONY
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LESTER
LANIN
AT THE
TIFFANY
BALL
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ord'Ilbrary, These selections are described.in
the Club Magazine, .which you receive free

*

Your only obligation as a member is, to
purchase five selections from the more than
75 Columbia and Epic stereo records to, be
offered In the coming 12 months

13.1

r II

12. Nomad;Marble
Areh, 4 more

if 'you join, the Club now: ,.. and agree to púrehase only
5 selectioñs'.during the- coming 12 months

FRANKIE

IMPRESSIONS

OF EURASIA

Berlioz' most

popular work

«dash

RAY CIJINII'FInd

I

ttmrax vier. Q ColumblA,Mcorde Sales Corp..
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gengraphical part of the world's sensibilitiesthat it has monopolized
then it may be that the value of his substance is not growing, that it even
may have started nn its way backwards--it may he that he is trading
inspiration for a bad habit. . "
a

ir

0

Bó

,

STERf00YNf

"The intensity to -day with which techniques and media arc organized and
used tends to throw the mind away from a 'conunou sense' and towards
manner."

PHONO PICK UP

"Manner breeds a cussed cleverness only to be clever-n satellite of
superindustiialization-and perhaps to he witty in the bargain-"

This new, unique pickup is made
in Denmark by Bang and Olufsen.-It features a push pull magnetic principle (patent pending)
which permits realization of the
full potentialities of the most
modern recording techniques. The
special attributes which make the
Stcreodyne an dutstandigg stereo
pickup make it equally exceptional, for monophonic discs. On
any type of record the Stereodyne
offers smooth and natural sound
-firm clean bass and sparkling
treble-while its light tracking
pressure insures negligible record
wear.

P15

\=.,~u:
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"We are going to Ire arbitrary enough to claim .. that substance can be
expressed in music, and that it is the only valuable thing in it, and, moreover, alai in two separate pieces of music ín which the notes are almost
identical, one can be of substance with little manner. and the other can
be of manner with little substance. Substance has something to do with
character; manner has nothing to do with it.. The substance of a tune
comes from somewhere near the soul, and the manner conies from-God
Substance leans toward optimism and manner
knows where. . .
,

.

(towards] pessimism."

"The lack of 'interest to preserve or ability to perceive the fundamental
divisions of this quality accounts to a large extent, we believe, for sonic
or many- various phenomena (pleasant or unpleasant acrnrding to the
personal attitude) of modern art, and all art. It is evidenced in many
ways
over -interest in the multiplicity of techniques, in the idiomatic.
its the effect as shown by the appreciation of an audience rather than in the
effect on the ideals of the inner conscience of the artist or the composer."

...

a

.

a inimical nation?-if the man
who is ever usking this question would ant down and think something
over. he might find less interest in asking it; lie might possibly remember
that all nations an: more musical than any ual.ion--especially the nation
that pays the most. and pays the most eagerly, for anything after it has
been professionally rubber-stamped."

l'Manuer breeds -partialists. Is America

BEST in every way
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Wide frequency response
Smooth peak free response from 30
cps to over 15 Kc
True Stereo
Highest channel separation over entire audio spectrum-better than 22 db.

Precision balance
Both channels identical
high compliance
Same
(5 x 10-0
cm/dynel in all directions
No hum pickup
Balanced coil structure plus low implus complete shielding
pedance
eliminate hum from external fields
High output
7 millivolts per channel even on low
level stereo discs provides gain to spare
No magnetic pull
Special magnetic circuit eliminates
attraction to steel turntables
Easy

installation

Compact size and standard mounting
centers simplifies mounting. 4 terminals to avoid hum loops.
Low price
Only $29;95 net including .7 mil dia:
mood stylus ,lreptaceable in 2 seeondsl

Available from leading high fidelity
dealers everywhere

DYNACO INC.
617 N. 41st St.. Phila. 4. Pa.
Export Division: 25 Warren St.. New York, N. Y.

"We hear that Mr, Smith or bit.. Morgan etc., et al., design

to establish
'course at Monte' to raise the standard of American music toe the
standard of American composers---whicb is it?) ; but possibly the more
out compelsel- accepts (runt his/nitrous 'c/ ul.,' the less he will aCcept from
himself. It may be possible that a day ill a Kansas wheat field will do
more for him than three years in Room. It may he that moony- menperhaps some of genius ((if you won't admit that all arc geniuses)-hove
been started on the downward path of subsidy by trying to write a
A
thousand dollar prize poem or -ten thousand dollar prize opera,
cocktail will make a man eat more, but will not give him a healthy, normal appetite.... Such stimul:nus. ít strike us, tend to industrialize art
rather than develop a spiritual sturdiness
'And for tlic most of us,
we believe this sturdiness would be encouraged by anything that will keep
or help us keep a normal balance between the süiritual life and the
ordinary life, If for co en' thousand dollar prize a potato field can be
substituted so that these candidates of 'Clio' can dig a little in real life,
perhaps dig up a natural inspiration, :Ira S irir might he a little clearer.
Perhaps the birth of art will take place at the moment in which the
last gnu who Ss willing to leaking a tieing out of art is gone, and
a

.

gone forever."

"The liunib lest composer will rout find true humility its aiming low-he
oust never lie timid or afraid of trying to cx}>ress that which he feels is
far abose his power lo express
-le should never fear of being called
a high -brow
John L, Sullivan was a 'high -brow' in his art. A highbrow can always whip a low -brow.... If he 'truly seeks,' he 'will surely
fñul' many things to sustain him.... Ile can believe it is better to go to
the plate and strike out flint to hold the beach down, for by facing
the pitcher he may then know the umpire better, and possibly see a
.new parabola."

...

1
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basic contributions to our culture

indebted to William Henry Fox Talbot for the invention of the photographic negative and
discovery of the latent image. His work greatly advanced the art -science of photography. More than
a hundred years later the laboratories of James B. Lansing Sound, Inc., developed the principle
We are

of radial refraction, a break-through which may prove to be equally significant
in the field of stereophonic music reproduction. First applied to the magnificent
181 Ranger:Paragon, an instrument originally designed for use as a monitor
in perfecting stereo recording techniques; radial refraction has now been used in
a more compact, home -sized stereophonic loudspeaker system called the
JBL Ranger-Metregon. The curved refracting panel on the front of the dual
acoustical enclosure integrates two precision loudspeaker systems. A wide-angle
stereo field is radiated throughout the listening area. Radial refraction obviates the
hole in the middle, ping-pong effects, and split soloists which plague expedient
stereo arrangements. No less than seven different speaker systems, including one with
new high frequency drivers,. exponential horns, and dividing networks may be installed
iri:the Metrégon. You may very well be able to use some of your present JBL. loudspeakers. Write for a
complete description of the JBL Ranger-Metregon and the name and address of the Authorized
JBL Signature Audio Specialist in your community.
JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC., 3249 Casitas Ave., Los

AngeleL39. Calif.

THE WORLD'S ONLY
STEREO RECEIVER FOR
THE DISCRIMINATING

AUDIO ENTHUSIAST
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For those who want the convenience of an
all -in -one instrument-versatility at the heart
of theirhi-fi installation ... as well as the qualify of performance and dependability that
have typified all FISHER high fidelity products
for over twenty-one years -THE FISHER
TA-600 is the only possible choice.

S

Everything you need -on

ON-E1 compact

chassis!

STEREO FM -AM TUNER
STEREO MASTER

STEREO

.

AUDIO CONTROL

40-WATT AMPLIFIER
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$34950
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Slightly Higher
ín the Far West
.
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BEST STEREO RECEIVER
Forty watts of power from dual twenty -watt ampli-

fiers (seventy watts peak power.) 2 Cascode RF stage
on FM for extreme sensitivity. 3 Bridge -type, low noise triode mixer on FM. 4 Input and output jacks
for MULTIPLEX reception, 5 Two MtcaoRAY tuning
indicators to help you tune in the weakest signal as
easily as the strongest. 6 Connections for four, eight,
and sixteen -ohm speakers (rear.) 7 Rotatable, ferrite
loop antenna, for maximum signal power and minimum interference (rear.) 8 Two -position bandwidth
on AM (a lnusi for stereo.) 9 Ten kilocycle whistle
filter to eliminate interference from adjacent stations.
10 DC filament supply to reduce hum to complete

18

1.7-$

THE FISHER
.1

14

;

13

L.

MADE!

inrmillhility. 11 Dual bass and treble tone controls.
12 Five -position input selector. 13 Five-position
Stereo -monophonic switch. 14 Dual balance control.
15 Master volume control, 16 Tape monitor switch.
17 High and low frequency fillers. 18 Loudness conlour switch. 19 Five input level adjustments (rear,)
20 Phase -reversing switch to compensate for any improperly phased tape recordings or speakers (rear.)
21 Tape recorder output jacks (rear.) 22 Special input
jack arrangement to permit Using an external FM
tuner with the TA -600 for the reception of FM -FM
stereo broadcasts (rear:) 23 Auxiliary AC outlets for
plugging in associated equipment (rear.) Frequency
response, 25 to 20,000 cps, :Jr I db

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

21-37 44th DRIVE

LONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y.

Export: Moihon Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.
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RENATA TEBALDI

tapes her own

recordings on

irish
aaftixo

ferrosheen

recording tapó

ddentities

Is iuu..ical greatness inversely proportional to the neatness of manuscript? It should
appear 'o from a comparison of the musical manuscripts of Beethoven and of Luigi
Cheruhini, lirethovcu' ítntídineºs, both in personal habits and in wrili i t music,
was untorious. Luigi Cherubini, who was a composer of great distinction bill lacked
genii=. was. on tile contrary, a paragon al tidiness. When ink spread by accident

~sic paper, he would rut out the spotted section and replace it by a piece of
manuscript paper fitted so precisely that the patch was barely noticeable. Cllcruhini
was a man of .stern character, and during his directorship of the Paris Conservatory
demanded perfection from his students. lie was sarcastic in his criticism but
reticent in his praise. After a ,ilarllctli:zly successful rehearsal of the Paris Conservatory Orchestra, he was a_ked bis opinion. "I said nothing.," he replied,
"consequently it was satisfactory." His pupil Haler), invited Chernbini to the
fnenlitae of his first opera. Cbcruhini listened attentively, but remained silent
during the first two act's. "Maitre, exclaidted l-laleey, unnerved by his silence,
"plcani say something about my music!" "For two acts your music is saying
nothing, to une,n observed the master, "so what can i say to you?"
on

That atone Is nót

the reason why
you should use

irish
aRvo

f'erro-

In his memoirs Berlioz pi-esenis a very disagreeable and perhaps unfair picture of
Cherubini as a pedants and querulous old mail. in turn, Cherubini was naturally.
antagonistic to Ilse type of music that Berlioz was producing. Once he passed by
the entrance of a concert hall where the Symphonic Fantastique eras to he performed. One of his friends asked hint whether he intended to hear it. "I have no
desire to learn how nutsic should not be' composed," was Cherubini's gruff reply.

sheen
recording tapo

Here's why
you should use

irish
uR/1M9

ferrosheen

recording tape.
It's the best -engineered tape in the world
,.-gives you better highs...better lows...

better sound all around Saves your tape
recorder; too-because the irish FErtuoSHEEN process results in smoother tape
..:tape that can't sand down your magnetic heads or shed oxide powder into your
machine. Price? -Same as ordinary tape!
!

The name cello is the result of a curious process of truncation,
similar in derivnrioli to the word bus (which is the last. syllable of
na»nih)rs. which in turn is the dative plural of amnia, the Latin
word for all). The full name cif cello is violoncello, which really
should be violonecello, violone being.n large viol, and cello being
the suflix expressing ,minuteness. So violoncello is a big little
fiddle, something as incongruou's as bullfiddlekins.

The roles of young lovers in opera are often performed by females. The situation
becomes doubly inverted when a supposed male is disguised as a female, thus
reverting the singer to the original sex. In Der Roscnkucalier, Octavian. a mezzosoprano, professes ardent love to the Princess von Werdenberg, hut fices when
Baron Oells Ton Lerehcnau arrives 00 the scene. Octavian reappears in the disgui_e
of a ebatultermaid, to whom the libidinous Baron promptly makes advances. But
since the person who sings the role of Octavian is actually a girl, the Baton's
naim'ul instincts arc amply vindicated.

The famous K. of ilie Mozart catalog-or Schwann LP catalog
listings-was not a musician at all. Ludwig von Káchcl was a
learned mineralogist and botanist; several plants that he (disco.,
cred and described bear iris name. He .lived most of his life in
Vienna, but traveled throughout Europe in pursuit of his scientific studies. It was at the Mozart centennial in 1856, that his
great interest in Mozart became, to use it mineralogical terns, crysLilliscsl. He classifies) Mozart's works as he would minerals and
plants, and made the letter K. immortal as a symbol. Küchcl died
in 1877, at the age of 77. His span of life was more -than twice
that of Mozart.

Available iutlerver quality tape la sold.
ORRadio Industries, Iñc:, Opelika, Alabama
Metropolitan Opera Star Renata Tebaldi iii mºhayed
by C00 0711103 Artists Management Inc.

12

hl fins Meiningen orchestra, Baas von Billow had two born players, Miller and
Schmid, whom he disliked tiolently, but could not dismiss before the term of their
contract. One morning, before the rehearsal, the superintendent of the orchestra
announced: "I have sari news for you, Herr volt Billow, Miller is dead!" "Is he
really"¿" said von Billow. "And Schmid?"
-Nicolas Sloniorekv

...

Original manuscript, in Johann Sebastian.Bach's
own handwriting, of the first.movement
of Sonata #1 in G Minor for
unaccompanied violin.
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IF YOU INSIST

ON PURITY
you'll Want a new ALTEC 355A

20 -WATT AMPLIFIIER AND PREAMPLIFIER

Par purity ín music, there has never been
an,equal to Bach. For purity of tone over the
entire audio range, nothing can match
the beauty óf ALTEc's new 355A. From
pháto-etched printed circuit to elegant
enclosure styling, this superb amplifier has
been_ meticulously engineered to provide
you' with maximum flexibility, ease of
operation, faithful reproduction.

F

E

A T U

R

E

S:

SEVEN SEPARATE INPUTS: Enjoy all 'sources of music, present and 'future
TAPE RECORDER OUTPUT: Preserve your favoritebroadcasts forever
FOUR POSITION LOUDNESS CONTROL: Maintains próper acoustic balance
at'ell listening levels
THREE POSITION SCRATCH FILTER: Enjoy -new pleasures from old and
worn records
THREE POSITION RUMBLE FILTER: Sharp fitter to eliminate turntable noise
DYNAMICALLY BALANCED OUTPUT: Enjoy freedom from tube selection
and baloncing
FOUR SEPARATE VOLUME CONTROLS: Individual control of each program
source
SEPARATE POWER SWITCH: Positive action: without, disturbing volume

settings

SEPARATE BASS AND TREBLE CONTROLS: Complete control to -match

personal taste

EYELETTED PRINTED CIRCUIT: Professiónil construction not nórmnlly
found in 'home amplifiers
FOUR POSITION RECORD COMPENSATION: Each record' played as it was

recorded
FULLY SHIELDED INPUT SECTION: Freedom from hum and noise
COMPACT CONSTRUCTION: Full power In a small package
EASE OF INSTALLATION: Enjoy your music without extensive carpentry
STEREO ADAPTABILITY: Specially deslgnedrfor stereophonic use with the
540 master stereo control.

Price:

$111

1Wslnut, blonde or asahoguny eabinet.: $19.50)

iVrité for fieé cátajógue

12-50

ALTEC

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION, Dept.5MR-A
1515 S. Manchester AvenueAnaheirh, Calif,
161 Sixth Avenue, ,New York 13, N.

Y.
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Item:7 of the "FirstlFifty"

Schubert's "Unfinished" Symphony
Pick and choose from two dozen. moiiós-a good stereo has. yet to be released
SGi41,115RT
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SYMPHONY NO. SIN .WY;* ggItt.
$CHUBERT,
"UNFINISHED" SYMPHONY
,

i
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FEkENC 'FRJCSAY'S reading brings beautifully molded phrasing, calm flow.

APRIL 10, 1823; the name of Franz Schubert was pro.
posed for honorary membership in the Styrian Music
Society at Graz, in -Austria. His qualifications were presented
as follows in the nomination papers: "Although still young,
he has already proved by his compositions that he will some
day rank high as a composer."
When the governing body of the Society voted to elect
Schubert -to membership,. the 26 -year -old composer gratefully
accepted the honor and wrote: "May it be the reward for my
devotion. to the art of music that I shall one day be fully
worthy of -this signahhdnor. In order that I may also express
in musical terms my lively, sense of gratitude, 'I shall take
the liberty, at_ the earliest 'opportunity, of presenting you'
honorable Society with one of my symphonies in full score."
The late Alfred' Einstein, in his masterful hook, Schubert,
A Musical Portrait (Oxford University Press, New York,
1951), surmises that soon thereafter Schubert presented the
score and parts of a two.movement symphony he had recently
completed to the -director of the Society, Anselm Hiittenlirenner, Hüttenbrenner apparently stuck the symphony -away
in a drawer atid ,promptly forgot. about it-and so, too, did
Schubert! It was not until 1865, dirty-seven years. after the
composer's death, that the Symphony finally came -to performance. And thereby hangs a tale.
In 1860 Hüttehbrenner's brother, Joseph, had written to
the conductor of the Gesellschaft der.ilfusik/reunde concert's
in Vienna, -Johann Herbeck; that Anselm had ín his posses;
sion a "treasure in Schubert's B Minor Symphony." For five
years Herbeck ignored this information, fearing perhaps that
14
ON
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'GEORGE SZELL'S fnterpretdtlon is closest
Toscanini's among modern versions.

To

part of any deal to pry the Schubert Symphony loose froth
the Hiittenbreñners would .involve a commitment for the
simultaneous performance of one of An'selm's dreary overtures. Finally, in 1865,, Herbeck had- occasion to stop at
Graz. He sought out the aging and eccentric Anselm 'and is
suppoied to have said to:hint: "1 -ant here to ask your permission to produce one of your works in Vienna." According
to the' account of Herheck's son, .Ludwig, Anselm's response
was instantaneous and uninhibited: he threw his arms around
Herbeck'in an embrace and then proceeded to parade before
the weary conductor manuscript after worthless manuscript
of his own .music: Finally, Herbeck decided upon one of the
,overtures and =informed Aürtcnbreliner that he ititended to
give a concert of music byy, three contemporaries, Schubert;
Hüttenbrenner and Lochner. "It ~could naturally be very
appropriate to represent Sehubert by a new work." "Oh,I
have still a lot of things'by Schubert," came Hüttenbrenner's
reply, and he pulled a pile of.manuscript paper out of an old
chest. On the cover of one of the manuscripts Herbeck saw
the words "Sinfonie iii H Moll" in Schubert's own hand.
writing. Casually, be evidenced interest in the score and
Hüttenbrenner -promptly obliged by giving 'it to hint for
performance. On December 17, 1865 the music was finally
heard for the first -time, Since then Schubert's `"Sinfonie in
17 Moll" (B Minor) has become one of -the most beloved
.classics of the entire literature.
Before we get to the recordings of the sedre,''let us touch
-upon the "Unfinished" aspects of the symphony. The lack
(Continued on page 16)
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the new STEREO FESTIVAL model A2"
Once again Harman-Kardon has made the creative leap which distinguishes engineering leadership. The new Stereo
Festival represents the successful crystallization of all stereo know-how in a single superb instrument.
Picture a complete stereophonic electronic center: dual preamplifiers with input facility and control for every stereo
function including the awaited FM multiplex service. Separate sensitive AM and FM tuners for simulcast reception. A great
new thirty watt power amplifier (60 watts peak). This is the new Stereo Festival.
The many fine new Stereo Festival features include: new H -K Friction -Clutch tone controls to adjust bass and treble
separately for each channel. Once used to correct system imbalance, they may be operated as conventionally ganged controls.
Silicon power supply provides excellent regulation for improved transient response and stable tuner performance. D.C. heated
preamplifier filaments insure freedom from hum. Speaker phasing switch corrects for improperly recorded program material.
Four new 7408 output tubes deliver distortion -free power from two highly conservative power amplifier circuits.
Additional Features: Separate electronic tuning bars for AM and FM; new swivél high Q ferrite loopstick for Increased
AM sensitivity; Automatic Frequency Control, Contour Selector, Rumble Filter, Scratch Filter, Mode Switch, Record -Tape
Equalization Switch, two high gain magnetic inputs for each channel and dramatic new copper escutcheon.
Ideal for limited space (only 1513/íe" wide, 6%" high, 123" deep-excluding enclosure) the TA230 is simplicity itself
to operate. Five minutes with its exceptionally complete instruction booklet, and you will use the Festival to its full performance potential.
The Stereo Festival, Model TA230, price is $259.95. Copper and black metal enclosure (Model AC30) price is
$12.95. Handsome hardwood walnut or fruitwood enclosure, (Models WW30 and FW30) price is $39.95. For free
- attractive brochure on the complete H-K line, write to
Harman-Kardon, Inc., Dept.MR5, Westbury, New York.
M1
(Prices slightly higher in the West)
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'(Continued front" page 14)
has given posterity a handy title by
which to identify the score. 'If one insists upon the foitrmovement format of the classical syniphotty as an unalterable model. then Schuhert's B Minor Sytnllhnny may be said
to .be unfinished. On purely aesthetic grounds. however, the
work is a unified whole, a thing of beauty and comlileteticss
in itself. no more- Unfinished as an artistic. masterpiece than
the 1'en.n.s d. A1íln,-missing arms and all. Saliuhert must
have felt this instinctively when-having penned nine bars
of scherzo-he pat the work aside with only two niorennettts
completed.
There are presently more than two -dozen monophonic recordings -of the score., Strangely, there has been nu, new
of a scherzo and finale

tnajói- recording of the a`Un.frñisleed"_since Dceca's release
(DL -9975) more than a year ago of a splendid performance
by Fricsay and the Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra. And
stranger still is the curious fact that there is currently 'available only three stereo disc versions of the snore, and only that
by the late Artur Rodzinski (Westminster 1'40.521 merits any

consideration. Sooner than later, undoubtedly. the floodtides
of stereophouy will engulf the "Unfinished" Symphony and
every major ,lahrl. in -the business will have its own new
stereo recording of the sole_ Mitt as of the time of this
writing, there exists a curious void vis-a-vis Schubert's 13
Minor Symphony and its availability on stereo in truly out.
standing Snterpretntion.
Six among the mono recordings of the score seem to me
to have special.disrinctiont these are the performances conducted by Beecham (Columbia Ml.r4 I74). Cantelli (Angel
3552A), the aforementioned Friday. Munch (RCA Victor
LM -1923), Szell (Epic LC -3195), and Toscanini (RCA Victor l.M-9022). In general the conductors take either of tivb
ítlternat.iye approaches to the music: there is the Teacanirif
approach-a kind of demonic attack upon the score which
elicits sharp contrasts of dynamics and mood and makes of
the symphony a herculean, defiant thing. Then tliere is what
.may be called° the Viennese approach-a spontaneous and
casual warmth and mellowness, in which tlse listener is left
spellbound by the: inevitability of SchuHert's lyrical outpour:'
ing. The Toseanini recording is, of cctnrse, the very prototype of the forceful and dyn,tunie approach. Recorded in
NBC's old Studio 8-H in 1950, the sound matches the pert
formance: it is hard, dry, and unresoitant. Yet there is "ño
denying its power; but. oí grace and charm and, easy flow
there is -precious little.
The Fricsay is the 'very' antithesis of Toscatiini's:. Where
the great Italian -is often breathless in his nnceasing momentum; Fricsay brinks calm flow and -relaxed care. Phrases
are beautifully -moulded, dynamic markings scrupulously oh
served, and the orchestral -'playing is litxtirioüs, yet elegant.
The whole is ,surrounded with -an accütstical environment of.
warm mellowness. Fficsay's tempi are generally slow but
never lethargic.
The remaining four recordings °iri' the' "'Top 6'Y category
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generally; ply a"neat middle.'grpand.between fhe-two extreme
approaches, Cantelli acid Sze-II-closet-in spirit to Toscanini;
Beecham and Munch (surprisingly!) to .Fricsay. Cantelli';
reading is superbly disciplined and vcry'smonthly recorded.
He makes much ,of the dranta iu the score with especially
keens dynamic contrasts. Szcll is fussier and sometimes
.forced-. at times sacrificing spontaneity to calculation. He is
the roily conductor, though, who olaserves the repeat of the
first movement exposition and his orchestra is recorded marvelously well. Beecham, for his part, hasn't conveyed quite
as successfully the gentle -and tender side of the music as he
did in a memorable pre-war set of 78 rpm discs. but -his is
nevertheless á deeply felt, strongly -focused iuterpretatidn,
'sentiment -full without becoming sentimental, -The Munch, as
intimated above, is a surprise. I buce -heard him drive this
music unmercifully in the concert hall,_ but at the time he
prepared this recorded performance he was content to take
a more leisurely approach. What. emerges ís a beautifully

shaded, if slightly heavy-handed, treatment. The recorded
sound tends to become a little hooray, but -this remains one of
Munch's most successful standard repertoire efforts on disc.
Conspicuous by its absence in all this dismission is the
name of the conductor who. perhaps more so than anyone else
in our time, has mude of this symphony a very precious and
persunnl specialty: Bruno Walter. Walter bay thus far rei:orded the symphony twice during his lon career: with the
Vienna .P1ridhartnonic Orchestra during the I930's in a perfnrmattee whirl hail a'`hrief currency in this cintntry in,the
'Bl;ick Label Series olRCA Victor. and a performance of the
iníd-1940's with The Philadelphia Orchestra (still 'listed in
the current catalog in a transfer to Columbia LP disc
ML-4880) whose. glories, were but dimly perceived 'through
very distant yecordéd smind. It is to be fervently hoped that
Walter will l'e given an opportunity to re-record the "Unfinished" with the West Coast musicians with -thorn he has
now re -made all the Beethoven,Sympltonies for Columbia.
-Marlin nookepan

B'a'sic", Repertoire
h Tcheikóvskys First Piano
Concerto
Nov. '52, p.

2,

Boethoven's Fifth Symphony
Doc. 'SB, p.

3:

Ott

Beethoven's
Sonata

4.1

"Moonlight'

Jon, '59, p.37
4.

Dvolak's "New World"
Symphony
-

Feb, '59, p. 54

5:

Beethovens`"Eroica t
Symphony
March '59, P. 49

Choice To Dáte
Cliburn; Kondrashin with Orch.
RCA Victor LM 2252 mono)
1

Cliburn; Kondrashin with Orch.
RCA Victor LSC 2252 isteroo)

Toscanini-NBC Symphony
RCA Victor LM 1757 (mono]
Ansermet-Suisse Romanche
Oreh. London CS 6037 (stereo)

Petri
Westminster.XWÑ 18255
(-mono)

Toscanini-NBC Symphony
RCA Victor LM 1778 (mono)
Reiner-Chicago Symphony
RCA Viciar LSC 2214 (stereo)
Klemperer-Philharmonia
Angel 35328 (mono)

Steil-Cleveland Orchestra'
Epic BC 1001

6.

Bach's Chaconne for
Solo Violin

April '59, p,
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(stereo)

Heifetx
RCA'Vicfor LM'6105 (mono).
Segovia (guitar)
Decea DL 9751 (mono)
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Conquest of Spate
The Harmony
Trio Speakers

Here is a complete three channel stereo speaker
system better than you' have ever heard at
any price-which gives the full stereo effect
in every part of any room. And yet it consists
of only two booksize.spéakers and a hideaway
bass that is completely concealed from view.
Sound impossible? Well it was, until Weathers
developed the Harmóhy Speakers utilizing the
principle of Variable Mass-the first.major
breakthrough in speaker design in twenty
years. Now space need no longer be
a barrier to speaker performance.
Step ín:at;your dealer
and see why.

.

System
Features:.
Three channels. A fullrange
speaker for each of the stereo
channels and a non -directional
bass. The smallest and most
efficient stereo speaker system available.
Fits any site room. Blends
with any decor.
Component Features:
Harmony Speaker.
Size:

11"x91/'x35°.

Response: 70 to 15,000 cycles.
Finish: Black leatherette. Golden grille;
Hideaway Bass.
Size: 161/2' x I61/2." x.51/2".

Response: 30to 100 cycles.
Finish: Ebony._
Harmony Trio $1.19.50
Harmony Speaker $29.75
Hideaway Bass $69.50

Made in U.S.A,

Patent Applied For.
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American Electi-onics has designated its new stereo tape recorder and playback- system as the Mark VII Concerionc.
curryMou.nt7;d in an attractive magnosing case finished hi black vinyl, the entire
system weighs slightly -less than 40 pound .4.
A companion 17-watt power amplifier and
speaker (two are required) are similarly
packaged and are optional accessories to
the recorder -playback unit. The Mark VII.
utilizes three motors in the tape transport
system as well as separate -heads for record,

.

~r 5
-r

s!,

erase and playback. All controls ateof the
push-button type and there is a provision
.tor remote c,ntrolliug of till functions. Price
$795.00. (American Electronics, Inc., 9449
W. Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, Calif.)

i

Channel Master

patio..: lawn...
terrace... pool,... thrill
On

to outstanding
high fidelity sound
with University's
weatherproof
'LC' speaker systems

'MODEL MLC

MODEL BLC

Each model Is a true coaxial speaker, with separately driven
woofer and tweeter, and built-in network. Simply connect to your amplifier,
phonograph, radio, or TV - . the exceptionally efficient 'LC' speakers
provide high volume sound of fine tonal quality.
Cover any area'you desire'. , . wideor narrow, shallow or deep ....
according to model chosen,and placement angle.
Leave in place rainor shine, season after season , . .
ednfident of the rugged dependability built-in by University;
Got stereo equipment indoors? Now enjoy that life -like
sound outdoors by.hooking up á pair of matching IC' speakers.
'.

MODEL MLC One-piece fiberglas reinforced
polyester horn. Response: 150-15,000 cps. In,ned-.
once: 8 ohms. Po:Ur capacity: 15 watts. 123i" x

Shp/.lei., 10 1hs. User net: $34.50.
MODEL BLC All'metal construction. Responsd:
70-15,000 cps. Impedance: 8 Ohms. Diameter;
22%". Depth: 951", Po,rer capacítj: 25 watts.
Shp/. wt.. 21 lbs. User fief: $59.70.
`For complete details of the 'LC' sposkors,writa.
for brochure. Desk h -S, University Loudspeakers,
Inc., 80 So.-Hensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
91x" x 10%"-0.
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has entered the

hi-ft component field after a long and suc
cessful career of niamifacturiug TV autennas. Emphasizing a practical 'i pproaclr to'
high fidelity, one of its many nr}v items is
the integrated stereo!) anipl.ifier. Model 6600.
When used stereophonically, it provides
16watrs (32 watt peak_) .on each channel.
The frequency response is reported by the
manufacturer to be from '20 to 30,000 cycles (at a 1 -watt level) at 1--1.0 ill). The
inputs may be either a ceramic or a nlag-

netic stereo cartridge, or a tape head. Equalization is provided through the ganged-tone
controls. Other features are: rumble filter,
master volume control, stereo balance con
trcl, "loudness't compensation, and facilities for stereo channel reversing. Price
£119.95 plus £19.95 for a walnut cabinet,
or 6.99 for a lacquered metal cabinet,
(Channel Master -.Corp., Ellenville, N. Y.)

Clelron

now supplies a_new flex -edge
featuring .a full 1 -inch ex-

12-inch woofer

cursion of the cone at 16 cycles with only
4 watts input. Using a ceramic Indnx ntag
net (rive pounds weight, but over 1,000,000
Maxwells), the flat design reduces the
usual spc,ikcr depth by approximately 20%.
Usable up to around 3500 cycles, the new
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BUDGET fOr 1959
REHEARSAL TIME

Too expensive to consider

ARTISTIC FREEDOM

Plenty if you can afford it

-

EDUCATION of PUBLIC

Who care -5 what they think?

RECORDING COMPANIES

Better than expected

CONCERT PRODUCERS

Spend as little as ,possible

.

JOURNALISTIC SUPPORT

FINANCIAL SUBSIDIES

Too infri3quent:

Getti.ng better

.

'
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Creativity
The Plight of American Composers
di.=;onJABRAHAM SKULSKY
AMERICAN music, 'from its beginnings, has depended almost totally on European sources and techniques. Although we may refer to the jazz element and the skillful use
of folklore idiom, our composers have followed and still follow Western European techniques and schools of thought
when it cotnes to large scale concert works. Whether it
soils our inclinations or not, it is that yardstick of European
music which we must use as the basis for judging our own
development. At the same time we must take into consideration the very different conditions of. musical life as they have
existed on opposite sides of the Atlantic. In every country
and every city of Europe there are active composers, and they
play an unquestioned role in their community and national
milieu, though they may not attain major world stature.
"Those few who achieve fame beyond their national frontiers
MAY
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do so in accordance

with long recognized procedures and

criteria; and under these circumstances, there is little danger
of confusing local celebrities with figures of genuine universal consequence.
On our vast continent, however, there exists no such accepted "natural selection." Creative musical activity is focused for the most part around two or three great metropolitan centers, with New York, for economic reasons. as
. the
principal one. One consequence of this is a certain
confusion when it comes lo singling out composers and their
work on the basis of quality. True, New York ton boast of
the greatest amalgamation of composers Within its confines
tvliercin important creative figures Mork in a highly competitive situation against second-rate and even mediocre ones
who are apt to be given pt,rfnrmance priotily.
:31

One avenue of approach lo a stung- of the current 'itua ioii
of American ~sic for the concert haul is through the performance statistics of -native works by mu- major symphony
orchestras. In order to be fruitful; such an approach must
he rased on the certainty that what is being ttlayec.l
truly
the hest that exists-with no stylistic ti'enrl being kept from
our concert audiences. if such a certainty were indeed the
case today, the situation would be rather disheartening, for
it would then appear that for a decade or so no major
American composer has appeared on the horizon to gain recognition comparable to that accorded such well-known creative figures of the 1930's and 40's as Aaron Copland, Samuel
Barber, Roy ilarris. Walter Piston, and William Schuman.
-however. if we look beyond the statistics of performances
and discover what is actually being composed, it becomes
evident, so far as concert hail performance is concerned. that
works of importance by a whole younger generation of
American composers are being systematically ignored by our
symphonic organizations. Thanks to the Yeurnan work of
marious Foundations and allied groups, the situation is not
quite as had in terms of recording.
But the fact remains that there exists at this very moment
a unique crisis which, while not reflecting on the creative
art itself. can become extremely dangerous for the composer.
Willy-nilly. be is being slowly btu surely separated from his
audience by an ever -widening gap that is ,by no means wholly
of his making. This in town creates an impression among
knowledgeable listeners Ihat our composers arc iruuring and
falling behind many of the most stimulating present European trends in uaeatire music. To gain a clearer view of
This picture and its significance. let us set forth some basic
truths regarding the actual relationship between our music
and that of Europe, and in so doing give u brief summary
of our development in terms of musical composition.
1

Until the end of World 'Var One, American music may he
considered as having a strictly local character. The sole
exception seems to have been Charles Ives (1874-1954), who
was pioneering ill a sort of ivory tower and who was not
"discovered" until altnnst twenty years after he bad composed Iris finest works. His ease, too well known to he discussed in detail here, does highlight in its own way a characteristic of our own time which can be sum mned tip in the
form of a question: How would Ives have developed had the
opportunity of being a fulllime composer and hearing his
own works cornpcten'tly performed presented itself during
the years when he was at his. creative peak (1910.20) ?
It was in time 1920's that American music suddenly began
to achieve stature worthy of international consideration.
Chief among the composers who, :by their individual qualities of creaticc invention and by their awareness of the most
vital new trends in Europe, contributed to this country's
attainment of status as a major musical nation 'were Roger
Sessions (1896-....). Edgar Varese (1885-.....), Carl Ruggles (1876-....), Wallingford Riegger (1885 -sass). Aaron
Copland (1900-.... ), Henry Cowell (1897-....), and Virgil
Thomson (1896-....). Not the least interesting aspect of
these gadfly -creators is time tcide disparity of their child,
hood homes: Sessions (Boston) ; Varese (Paris-came to
the U. S. in 1916) ; Ruggles (Massachusetts) ; Riegger
(Georgia); Copland (Brooklyn); Cowell (California);
Thomson (Kansas City).
As for the works produced by these mcu during their first
fine flush of creation, we find The Black Maskers wild First
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Symphony by Sessions notable in their structural strength
and powerfully dissonant language. Though Ruggles and
Riegger developed along different lines, both dealt in the
tonal chromaticism first explored by Schoenberg in time first
decade of the century. French -born Varese and Brooklyn born Copland created immensely exciting abstract pieces
which could he called distfnetitely American. for all their
lank of any specifically folkloristic element. Such Obvious
Americanism as is found in Copland's music of the 1920's
stems from his highly original "spatial" harmonic idiom,
his Stravinsky--like sharp sonorities, occasional use- of jazz
flavoring fillusir for the Theatre: Piano Concerto), and the
general zestfulness of his musical language. in this music
Copland could be said to evoke the serious aspect of city.
folklore in contrast to the lighter -veined expression of Gerslmwin. Varese, on the other hand, through his prophetic
explurati ins in the realms of sheer sonority and rhythm
could well be said to represent the audible expression of our
technological era and of the architectural grandeur of New
'(ark. In truth, Varise's music could have been conceived
in no other -city. To round out these various aspects of
musical creativity, Cowell and Thomson must be mentioned.
though their music is of considerably- lighter substance than
that of Oheir confreres. One can scarcely equate Cnwell's
piano tone clusters against the huge tonal structures encompassed by Varese!
So it is that for the first time in our history we find
lrnericara music keeping pace with the European scene and
on bout continents time 1920's manifest themselves in the musical arts as a decade of dazzling new ideas and works of
truly seminal importance for time years to come. Interestingly enough, the modern composers of the Twenties, both iii
America and its Europe, had ample chance to hear their
own works. Organizations like the International Composers" Guild and the League of Composers were operating at
peak power. with magnetic conducting personalities like
Stokowski in Philadelphia- and Kousaevi'tzky in Boston backing their efforts to the hilt.
With the 1930's we come to an era of reaction against
the volcanic. eruption of new tonal languages and forms
of expression that characterized the preceding decade. The
trend was worldwide in scope and in the totalitarian societies
of Germany and Russia it assumed an official character,
silencing in drastic fashion all tendencies toward "modernist"
experimentation. Elsewhere the manifestations of this reaction were more varied and confusi»g. While Stravinsky,
Schoenberg, and Bartók continued along their uncomprornisingly individualistic paths, composers like Milhaud,
Honegger, and Hindemith attempted to simplify their
musical idiom whilst preserving their essential originality.
During this same period, we find new composers coming
on the scene who. almost as a forgo of protest against
Stravinsky's classicism, sought to create newer means of
expression without going back to traditional formulas. The
young Igor Markevitch, Luigi Dallapiccola, Olivier Messiacn,
and André Jolivet were the chief heralds of new timings to
come. In tide field of coutemporary music performance, the
radio studio now began to replace the concert hall through
omit much of Europe:
The manifestation of this general trend in die U. S. A. took
on a yet different form. The. genuinely original composers
of the 1920's found themselves for the most part being
forgotten: if one can say that their importance liad eree
been folly realized except by a discerning few like critic
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Roger Sessions
Edgar Varese
Wallingford Riegger
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Paul Rosenfeld. Vurúsc and Ruggles disappeared into a kind
of limbo; Sessions and Riegger were little heard. Only
Aaron Copland .seemed to develop his style in accordance
with tite prevailing trend .s6 that he emerged ,.as the most
consistently important of our cotmirisers during this second
stage of musical growth in America. \Vhike adding a strong
folkloristic color to his creative palette and simplifying
certain other aspects of his musical expression, Copland still
retained ítt his work a. characteristic harmonic and sonic
originality which made it impossible to confuse 'his scores
with those of any other composer of the day.
With the ascendance of Copland, there emerged during
the middle of the decade a arúntlter of new AMC] jean cum posers who at.pre,zeut seem to eonst.itut.e. front the standpoint
of symphonic repertoire, the backbone of our concert music
up to the present day. A distinctive new bilklorist.ic aspect,
-reflecting the vast cxpan es of the Wes was introduced by
the music of Oklahoma -born Roy Harris (189H), whose
.work has also suffered at times .ó¿u lack of structural
eohesiou. A -further: develüpnieut of this trend appears in
the music of New Yorker, William Schuman (1910),
hint he succeeded in giving a more sltaeply defined form plus
a strong dramatic force entirely his own. From New England
arose Walter Piston (1894) who carried on a tradition
Of refined French .symphoni.m, but powerfully organized
nonetheless. Then there was Samuel Barber (1910).
almost none of wliuse music has shown any .distinctively
American traits; and while he -has leaned strongly toward
traditionalism complete with varied iri'fltrences, be lit al's'o
'proved to be one of oil' truly superb musical craftsmen.
These are the composers whose iiifisic provided us at the
beginning of the 1940's with a (ill self-awareness of our
status as a sovereign musical nation.
This process was facilitated by the frequent perfortitancés
given the works of these composers by Koussevitzky and
others and by the beginning of substantial recording activity.
It was during the latter' part ot this era, on- the eve of -World
War 11, that. the na.rtles of'i)avid Diamond (1915), Paul
), and Leonard Bernstein ''(1918Creston (1906began to assume as aura of significance in the enniemporiry
American concert repertoire.
pia now we nuod turn to. consideration of certain crucial
aspects of the musical sitnatio,r as it developed 'during and
just after the Second World 'War. The War .Years. resulted
in almost total cultural '.isolation between the European
continent and America. The arikitowledged European masters, Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Baitbk, .\Milhaud, and .I-J.indcmitlt, all took up residence on these shot-es and in the
subsequent course of their teaching 'and of performances
accorded their work, a- whole younger generation of corn MAY 1959
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posers came antler their powerful influence. Fjoni 1945
on, it became clear that two main currents of compositional
style were taking shape atnopg these young composers-a
neo-classic puiftner deriving front Stravinsky, IMindeinith. and
Copland; and a- 12 -tone style reflecting the teaching of
Schoenberg in California arid' certain of his disciples.
Though llartók (lid no direct. leaching of composition either
here or -in his native. Hungary. there were more than:a few
American composers of the middle 1940's who became influenced by his music as it became more and more widely
per folioed.
In Europe. the combination of wuttiuie isolation. jack.uf
contemporary music performances, and the absence of these
all-¡iowerfu] creative masters seemed to have hiou;ht about
something like a destruction of die neo-classie 'tradition'.
established during the l920-40 era. True,. 1)allapiccola in
rutty, now in his middle fifties, has developed u distinctive
and mature 12 -tone- style.; .and Messiaten and Jolivet in
Turner have gone their special ways in working out rhythmic
and harmonic. innovations. Rut the youngest generation of
composers found themselves at the cud of the War In a
complete stylistic, vacuum. FM. those who turned twenty-one
at- the time of the liberatiñmn. the Music of. the 'mainstream masters of.the century had cnmparntítcly little significance.
The first really modern. music to he e.xperienet'.d by this
youngest generation was that of Schoenberg; Berg, anti
Weben-Viennese. 12 -tone wizards all. In a matter of a
few years, 12tone serialise l,ecaune the order of the day for
growing composers thrnitghour the length and breadth Of
1:uropc.
It was in 1948 that I carne to this éountry to live, and
not long after it became úhvicuts that what wt- had_ heard in
Europe as nett: American music was actually that of an older
generation. This music. of Harris'. Barber, Piston. Schuman
Creston. and even Copland sounded on the whole much -too
'Conservative for poutemporary.music-oriented European cars
in '1948. What: I did find tin this country after several
rrlonths of intensive exploration was something quite different
from what I had experienced íu Europe_ There-were indeed
younger composers working in term: of the most advanced
musical techniques and compositional materials. Noweve.t.
it was not the policy among the cnit.(rral pdwers that be .to
display- Or «Ielnt garde works abroad. Serge Koussevit ky.
though, .was still active as conductor of Iris great Boston
Symphony Orchestral and as founder of the Knussevitzky
Music Foundation. He, could still indulge in program's of.
Antericnn works in Which the younger neo-classicists began
to, take their place alongside of the accepted masters whom
Kousseviizky had introduced to the, .public in the 1930's,
Then there was Dinnitri \Mitsopoulos who in Miíineapoiis
33_
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and during his -.early years with the N. Y. Philharmsnic took
ttp the battle on behalf of a broader public understanding
of 12-tone composers horn Schoenberg and Berg to the
yohnger men working in that idioñr. During the years just
after the War, -the League of Cothposers and the I.S.C.M.
(International Society for Contemporary Music) were still
strong progressive forces. By 1952 it was apparent that we
did have among us some few ,composers who, in terms of
technical brilliance combined with creative power, cúuld
stand up against the best of their European contemporaries.
Pride of place, in my opinion, belongs to Elliott Carter
who, though born'. in 1908, was late In gaining substantial
recognition. While the works he wrote -during the late
Thirties and early Forties show some influence, of Stravinsky
and neo-classicism, his Cello Sonata (1947) and his Minotaur
ballet (1948) represent a wholly individual and immensely
powerful musical- speech. Aeie ye find the beginnings of
Carter's subsequent development of ' subtle polyrhythtnic'
patterns aitd a highly flexible use of variable metres; but
such intellectual refinements eriha»cc rather than vitiate -the.
dramatic urgency of his mu. tic. A distinctiJe rise of serial
technique becomes manifest íri the String Quartet of 1952
and the Variations for Orchestra (1955), cómmissioiied by
the Louisville Orchestra. Both are striking works of the most
impressive individuality and expressive power; and they.may
will mark him as one of the most imt'tortatit composers
anywhere_in the world today. Indeed there is good reason
to believe that certain novel technical elérocüts in Carter's
Quartet may have provided stimulfts fin- some of the develop
meat§ carried forward molt reeeiitly by Pierre Boulez in
France and Kartheinz Stockhausen in Cologne, Germany.
) is another major creative
Leon Kirchner (1919talent among the American composers who have come into
their own during the last decade. Combining the strong
expressive qualities of Bartók's music with the' Iinear patterning of Berg and Schoenberg, together with -metrical devices of his own, Kirchner has arrived at an individual and
strongly urgent style of his own. The Piano Concerto;
Toccata for Orchestra, String Trio, and Quartet No. 2 are
among the most notable bf his recent works.
Other composers among the post-War generation. who,
must be taken account of are Ben Weber (1916), whose
12 -tone work follows -more traditional lines; Milton Babbitt
(1916) whose wdrks take the innovations of Webcrn asa point of departure; George Rochberg (1918), an
orthodox 12 -toner with unmistakable expressive gifts; and
finally Gunther -Schuller (1925) who, apart.from having
produced some very original concert, works, has tried bis
:34
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hand 'at combining 12 -tone serialism and "'jazz --Milton
Babbitt has also turned his hand to this.
A special word is in order at this point oil behalf of Stefan
Wolpe (1902) who, since .his arrival in this country
from Germany twenty years ago, has become a singularly
powerful 'teachercomposer. His own compositions coyer a
wide variety of forms and trace his development from 'a use
of orthodox 12 -tone technique 'in the 1930's to a highly
individualized counterpoint as applied to eteiy possible
musical element. The, trademarks of his style árise out of the
expressive strength of his musical ideas, together with a
structural design flexible enough to allow for soft and
angular contours by turn. As, a. teacher he has strongly
influenced some of.the most gifted composers of ,the youngest
generation. Two whose names have -begun to come imp
prominence are Ralph Shapey and Keith Robinson.
The neo-classic side of the ctfrreniAmericsn musical fence
'has also brou'glit forward some very valuable nary Works.
Typical among the Most skillful composers in this vein is
Alexei 1laieff (1914) whose Piano Concerto, Ballet in E,
and Second Symphony can be counted among the best works
of their kind to be -written in. recent years. Lukas Foss
(1922) and Harold Shapero (1920) are two other
Americans of -neo-classic persuasion who have made notable
contributions to the. riches represented by today's American
), until recently -a dyed-inmusic: Arthur Berger (1912the-wool neo-class'cist, most lately has followed the
Stravinskian weather vane in a Webernian direction.
Above the hustle and bustle of these two main "schools'
of present-day American composition still loom the giant
figures of the 20's and 30's. As a matter of fact, the renewed
post -War interest- in avant-garde musical techniques has
brought with it a demand for rehearings and revaluation of
the music of those men who created such a stir in the 1920's
-Varese, Ruggles, Session's, Riegger, and the early Copland.
Meanwhile, Copland today,in his Piano Fantasy has adopted
certain aspects of seria] technique and- has turned his back
on the more obvious elements of his folkloristic style of the
1930's. Sessions has completed a Third add; Fourth symphony, as well as the beautifully expressive and inventive
Idyll of Theocrizus for soprano and orlhestra (a Louisville
commission). Riegger's-new Fourth Symphony is only the
latest in a remarkable series of scores to come from Iris
pen within the ]first half-dozer-, years; while Edgar Varese
after years of silence has come into his own both ín Europe
and America, creating ín his Deserts and- Poéme Electronique
music of the most boldly advanced character, using both
conventional and electronic tüeáns of tone production With
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the most exciting results yet achieved in this field:.
I have' avoided until now discussing the field of American
opera because here the American composer is still far behind
his European colleague. Except for Cian-Carlo Menotti
(1911), still an Italian citizen and thus a "special case,"
only two composers to my way of thinking have achieved total
mastery in the art of operatic composition: Hugo Weisgall
(1912), of -Czech Origin, has composed (our operasThe Tenor, The Stronger, Six Characters in Search of an
Author, and Purgatory. All except the full-length third óf
the series are onc-acters. Weisgall's art impresses by tits
powerful synthesis of musical structure and dramatic urgency.
The,style ís chromatically lyric -with a very rich harmonic
texture, together with Stravinsky -like rhythmic ideas.
Norinan Dello Joio is the other American operatic composer of distinction. ,Both in The Rubv and in -The Trial at
Rouen, lyricism and dramatic strength join forces to create
a poi e'rfnl artwúrk, While his musical materials are based
in tonality, Dello Joio makes use of a tightly knit harmonic
and contrapuntal texture, rich in the extreme.
Oddly enough, Weisgall and Dello Joio have been almost
totally neglected by our professional opera institutions.
Broadcasting and the "workshops" have been the chief
sources .for production Of their stage `rocks.
Despite the good work of the recording ,companies-with
the help of support from the IConssevitzky, and Fromm
Foundations, the American Composers Alliance, and other
groups; despite the fact that Leonard Bernstein'as conductor
of the N. Y. Phil -harmonic has embarked on a systematic
concert revival of the controversial works of the 1920's; the
fact still remains that one is hard put tó find a single conductor of a majo? American orchestra who has assimilated
the best of what our composers have created since the'War.
There seems to be no willingness on the part of. these
gentlemen of the baton to educate their audiences to ,what
is new in music by bringing the best -of these new American
works into the repertoire, not just for a'first-and-last" per
formance, but for the kind of repeated hearings that makes
possible a stable evaluation based on reasonable familiarity.
Their there is that nagging question of the amount of
rehearsal time allowed new works scheduled for concert
premieres heft in the U. S. A. Two rehearsals constitute
par for the course with a new score; three amount to a minor
miracle. An orchestra- of virtuoso geniuses cannot hope to
master a complex wort: like Elliott Carter's Orchestral Varia dons in this amount of rehearsal time. Thus are concert

LI

audiences cut off from new music-however interesting and
meritorious? If a ieason pan be found why New York 1111
never heard the remarkable Holidays Symphony 'of Charles
Ives in its entirety (though Minneapolis did some five years
ago), here, in the rehearsal limitations, lies part of the
answer.
Europe today presents a quite different situation -for the
composer working with the most advanced musical means.
thanks in large measure to state -subsidized broadcasting
establishments. There are conductors like Haris Rosbaud,
Hermann Séherc:ben, and Bruno Maderna .for whom the
most, -advanced music of Schoenberg or Dallápiccola is as
Beethoven and Tchaikovsky to our American podium gentry.
Publishers and writers are fully up on what composers are
doing. When extra rehearsals' are -needed for a new difficult
work scheduled for European broadr:ast performance, -ways
and means are usually Lk hand to provide them. The -gifted
European composer need feel no limitation in terms -of de-veloping new. techniques of musical expression. Such is not
the case ín this country for a composer who wants to he
widely performed. He had better be careful to see that his
new work can meet the two -rehearsal limit for adequate

performance-or else!.
A situation of this kind can only be regarded with fear
and wonderment; for with such limitations tacitly imposed
on today's yoting American composers, we May find them
resorting to three possible courses of action: 1) resignation
to a limited standard, of quality and daring when. it comes
to large-scale orchestral composition;- 2) cpmposing directly
onto tape by electronic means, thus doing away with the need
for -performers -and rehearsals altogether; -3) resignation to
'the -Ivesian ivory tower, 'composing idealized tonal concepts
for the future with neither thought nor, hope of hearing
the music in live performance.
It is tip to the persons and' organizations reépoñsible for
the channels of communleation-coiicerts, broadcasting.
rrrording. publishing-=between the composer and the listening public to make sure that such a triple -threat does not
become an actual and dismal reality.

Abraham Skulsky carne to these shores from his native Antwerpin 1948 and -has been in the swim of contemporary music
activity ever since, as critic, program annotator, and feature writer
--Musical America, ACA Bulletin, and otherr. He has been acttee
both ns composer and violinist -and us presently át work on n book

dealing tuith cwitemporary perti.
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AMERICAN MUSIC PANORAMA
HAIEFF: Ballet in E; NABOKOV: Symbol; Chrestiani. Louisville
A Basic Library of 49 Records
Orchestra & William Pickett (baritone), Robert Whitney cond. First
BABBITT: All Set; SHAPERO: On Green Mountain (Chaconne
Rovelaafter Monteverdi); SCHULLER: Transformation; MINGUS:
lions; GIUFFRE: Suspensions; RUSSELL: All about Rosie. Brandeis
CoFestival Jazz Ensemble, Gunther Schuller, George Russell cond.
lumbia WL 127 $4.98

BARBER: Symphony No. 1; HANSON: Symphony No. 5; Cherubic
Hymn. Eastman Rochester Symphony Orchestra & Chorus, Howard
Hanson cond. Mercury MG 50087 $3.98
Brenda Lewis, Elisabeth
others with N.Y.C. Opero

BLITZSTEIN: Regina (complete opera).

Caron, Carol Brice, Joshua Hecht &
Chorus & Orchestra, Samuel Krachmo nik cond.
3 12" $14.92 (also available on stereo disc)

Columbia 03L

260

BRANT: Signs and Alarms: Galaxy 2; ANTHEIL: Ballet Mechanique.
N. Y. Percussion & Brass Ens., Henry Brant, Caros Surinach cond.
Columbia ML 4956 $3.98
CARTER: Variations for Orchestra; HELM: Piano Concerto No. 2.
Louisville Orchestra & Benjamin Owen, Robert Whitney cond. First
Edition 58-3 $6.95

CHADWICK: Symphonic Sketches.
Orchestra, Howard' Hanson cond.
available, stereo disc & tape)

Eastman -Rochester Symphony

Mercury MG 50104 $3.98 (also

-

COPLAND: Billy the Kid -Ballet Suite; SCHUMAN: Undertow
Choreographic Episodes. Ballot Theatre Orchestra, Joseph Levine
cond. Capitol P 8238 $4.98
COPLAND: Piano Variations; Passacaglia; Piano Sonata.
Aitken. Walden 101 $4.95

Webster

Edition 58-I $6.95

HARRIS: Symphony No. 3; HANSON: Symphony No. 4. Eastman
Rochester Symphony Orchestra, Howard Hanson cond. Mercury

-

MG 50077 $3.98

HARRISON: Canticle No.

3;

BARTLETT:

4

Holidays; COLGRASS:

Brothers; VARESE: Ionisation. American Percussion Society. Paul
Price cond. Urania UX 106 $4.98

3

HARRISON: Suite for Violín, Piano, and Small Orchestral; COW ELL: Persian Set. Maro & Anahid Alemian with Leopold Stokowski
Orchestra. Composers Recordings 114 $5.95

IMBRIE: Quartet No. 2. Walden Quartet. Contemporary C 6063
$4.98 (also available on Stereo disc)
IVES: Symphony No. 3; 3 Places in New England. Eastman -Rochester
Symphony Orchestra. Howard Hanson cond. Mercury MG 50149
$3.98

KIRCHNER:

Piano

Concerto;

SCHUMAN:

Credendum.

Leon

Kirchner with the N.Y, Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos cond.;
Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy cond. Columbia ML 5185

$3.98

MacDOWELL: Suite No. 2, Op. 48 ("Indian"), Eastman -Rochester
Symphony Orchestra, Howard Hanson cond. Mercury MG 50082
$3.98

McPHEE: Tabuh-Tabuhan; CARTER: The Minotaur -Ballet Suite.
Eastman'Roche:ter Symphony Orchestra. Howard Hanson cond. Mercury MG 50103 $3.98

COWELL: Symphony No. 4; HOVHANESS: Concerto No. ("Arevakal"); RIEGGER: New Dance. Eastman -Rochester Symphony Orchestra, Howard Hanson cond. Mercury MG 50078 $3.98

MENNIN: Symphony No. 3; RIEGGER: Symphony No. 3. N.Y.
Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropoulos cond..; Eastman -Rochester Sym
phony Orchestra, Howard Hanson cond. Columbia ML 4902 $3.98

CRESTON: Invocation and Dance; COWELL: Symphony No. II.
Louisville Orchestra, Robert Whitney cond. Columbia ML 5039 $3.98

MENOTTI: The Unicorn, the Gorgon, and the Manticore.

I

2 Choric Dances; DIAMOND: Rounds for String Orchestra; BARBER: Adagio for Strings; COPLAND: Quiet City.
Concert Arts Orchestra, Vladimir Golschmann cond. Capitol P 8245

CRESTON:
$4.98

DELLO JOIO: Variations, Chaconne and Finale; VINCENT: Symphony in D. Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy cond. Columbia ML 5263 $3.98

FINNEY: Quartet No. 6 in E; WEISS: Trio for Clarinet, Viola, and
Cello. Stanley Quartet; Bloch-Weiss--Reher Trio. Composers Recordings 116 $5.95
FOSS: A Parable of Death. Narrator. Tenor Soloist, Pomona College Glee Clubs 6. Chamber Orchestra, Lukas Foss cond. Educo
4002 $5.95

FOSTER: Village Festival; Old Folks Quadrilles. American RecordAmerican Recording Society 15 $4.98

ing Society Orchestra.

GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess (complete opera). Camilla Williams.
Lawrence Winters & otherswith Chorus and Orchestra, Lehman Engel
cond. Columbia OSL 162 3 12" $14.92
GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue; An American in Paris; Piano Concerto; 3 Preludes. Morton Gould Orchestra with Morton. Gould
(piano & cond.). RCA Victor LM 6033 2 12" $9.96
GOER: Symphony No. 3; WEBER: Symphony on Poems of William
Blake. Leopold Stokowski Orchestra with Warren Galjour (baritone).
Composers Recordings 120 $5.95

GOTTSCHALK:

The

music: Eugene List.

Banjo; March of the Gibaros
Vanguard 485 $4.98

&

other piano

GOULD: Fall River Legend -Ballet; BERNSTEIN: Facsimile -Ballet. Ballet Theatre Orchestra, Joseph Levine cond. Capitol P 8320
$4.98

GOULD: Spirituals for String Choir and Orchestra; GERSHWINBENNETT: Porgy and Bess -Symphonic Picture. Minneapolis Symebony Orchestra, Angel Dorati cond. Mercury MG 50016 $3.98

GRIFFES: Piano Sonata; RUDHYAR: Granites; WEBER: Episodes,
Op. 26a. William Masselos. MGM É 3556 $4.98
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Ballet Soloists and
Angel 35437L $5.98

NYC
Chamber Ensemble, Thomas Schjppers cond.

MOORE: The Devil and Daniel Webster (complete opera). Soloists,
Festival Chorus and Orchestra, Armando Aliborfi cond. Westminster
11032 $4.98

PERSICHETTI: Psalm; MENNIN: Canzona; THOMSON: A Solemn
Music; HANSON: Chorale and Alleluia; REED: La Fiesta Mexicana.
Eastman Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Frederick Fennell cend, Mercury MG 50084 $3.98

PISTON: Symphony No. 4; SCHUMAN: Symphony No. 6. Philn
delphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy cond. Columbia ML 4992 $3.98
PORTER: Quartet No. 8; CARTER: 8 Etudes and a Fantasy. Stan
ley Quartet; N.Y. Woodwind Quartet. Composers Recordings 118
$5.95

RUGGLES: Evocations; Lilacs; Portals; COWELL: Toccanta. John
Kirkpatrick (piano), Juilliard String Orchestra, Helen Bnatwriªht
(soprano), Frederick Preusnil: cond. Columbia ML 4986 $3.98
SESSIONS: The Black Maskers -Suite; HOVHANESS: Prelude and
Quadruple Fugue; LO PRESTI: The Masks. Eastman -Rochester Symphony Orchestra, Howard Hanson cond. Mercury MG 50106 $3.98
(Sessions available ín stereo tape)

SESSIONS: Quartef'No.

2.

New Music Quartéf. Columbia ML 5105

$3.98

SHAPERO: Symphony for Classical Orchestra. Columbia Symphony
Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein cond. Columbia ML 4889 $3.98

THOMPSON: The Peaceable Kingdom. St. Josá
Music Library 7065

a

Cappella Choir.

$5

THOMSON:

Variations on Sunday School Tunes; SESSIONS:
Chorale -Preludes. Marilyn Mason (organ). Esoteric 522 $4.98

USSACHEVSKY: Piece for Tape Recorder; LUENING-USSACHEVSKY: Poem in Cycles and Bells; King Lear -Suite; BERGSMA: The
-Fortunate Islands. Danish State Radio Orchestra Members & Tape
Recorder. Otto Luening. Vladimir Ussachevsky cond.; Romo St. Cecilia Orchestra, Alfredo Antonini cond. Composers Recordings 112
$5.95
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STEREO
A home -use

via SONIC ER0NMET

report on the nett, JRL-Ranger ME'I'REGON stereo speaker system
equipment/WARREN DeMÓTTE

O'h evert' stereo enthusiast wants In be an "experimenter"
in the field of speaker placement. The problem of fixing the relationship between stereo speakers is not salved
merely 'by deciding upon the distance one should he front the
>tlice. 1n the normal use of two separate speaker systems. the
trial and error method roust he employed to obtain satisfactory results,
For some situations. stereo speakers hove been designed
that offer the maxinlotri itt flexibility.* Other systems pro.
pose possil>1e alternatives** wile)] are more effective in other
situations and work out very well in certain living rooms.
Itut regardless of the extra flexibility; the end result ennld
never be predicted.
The James 13. Lansing designers of the PARAGON. and
VETREGON have sought to overcomes all of the difftcolties
usually eneotnttered in the selection and placement of stereo
speakers by creating a stereo speaker system with a built -ht
"sonic environment." By combining direct Speaker radiation
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Snrrkrr and a half," November 1451,
Stereo.' January tUi', p. 3°.

p, 34.

with it careiully calculated amount of reflected sound, they=
have achieved a means of producing optimum stereo sound
from speakers in a fixed relationship-with excellent stereo

spread. depth. and directionality.
in the very nature of the matter, such speaker system.:
must be large. The PARAGON measures no less than 7,06
incites in length and 211,4 inches in depth. Its new little
Ill -other, the MET11F.GON. i.:l) inches tall, which is orditary
table height, extends only. 221¡ niches in depth and is just
under 74 inches in length. These are impressive figures, hut
in view of the functions the unit performs, they are an assurance that eery square and cubic inch of the METREGON
has its purpose.
The graceful. curved panel between the two louvered
grilles on the h'W.TREGON acts ut. a sound wove reflector. It=
purpose is to diffuse and integrate the sound waves radiated
by the two speaker systems mounted behind the grilles. Behind the curved panel is a huge padded cavity, divided 1>y a
rigid Separator, which contains the two speaker sy tems. Each
of these twin enclosures, with its ducted port. enables its own
speaker system to operate :It maximum efficiency.

TWO SPEAKER SYSTEMS are behind the louvered grilles-one right (visible), one left
(hidden). The ltivh frequencies making up the
directional cc>rnpO,teet are radially dispersed
by the lunge cupped laminated ,panel.
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Our particular METREGON employed the Model 130A
bass drivers, working in conjunction with the new
l`BL Model 275 high frequency drivers and H5040 exponential horns. The crossover point between the bass drivers and
the high frequency drivers is established at 600 cycles.
While this ís the optimum speaker system recommended for
use with the METREGON, other James B. Lansing speakers
and horns may be employed with very good results. In fact,
the manufacturer indicates that the METREGON system can
be built up, starting with two D130 full -range speakers.
Producing and distributing stereo sound through the "sonic
environment" method-partly direct and partly reflected-is
exceptionally effective in avoiding the "hole -in -the -middle"
shortcoming that plagues many stereo systems. The wellbalanced diffusion of sound from the two speaker systems
blends the two stereo signals into a solid sound wall, while
the direct -reflection principle maintains directionality without
separating the points of sound -origin from the main body of
sound. This provides the type of listening you would customarily expect to find in the concert hall, where primary
directionality is from the stage, with the sound enveloping
the listener rather than engaging him in a species of musical
ping-poug.
While there is effective pinpointing of instruments within
the METREGON'S deep wall of sound, such pinpointing does
not become an end in itself. In our tests, we found that this
balance between fusion and pinpointing permitted an easier.,
more relaxing relationship between the music and the listener. ín effect making the listening area more spacious and
less critical.
When driven by a monophonic signal, the METREGON
deserves the appellation of "sensational." 'fhe sound seems
to unfold and, oddly enough, take on much of the spatiality
of stereo, frequently to a degree wherein it. is Hardly distinguishable from two-channel stereo.
The METREGON is also an extremely efficient system.
Only a very small fraction of the rated output of the average
stereo amplifier is utilized in normal operation. Hence, the
results are almost identical regardless of whether it is driven
by a 12 or 50 -watt amplifier.
The character of the sound produced by the METREGON
-stereo or mono-is bright., crisp and clear. There is an
absence of the "cavern effect" noted in some bass reflex and
38
15 -inch

REMOVING BACK PANEL reveals one of the ducted -port
bass reflex enclosures in the METREGON. A .similar
cavity and speaker system comprise the other half. New
nródel 275 lames B. Lansing driver feeds everything
above 600 cycles through a right-angle horn. Crossover
network on back panel also has switch to attenuate level
o/ the 275 driver.

exponential horn systems. Transient response is very good
and the over-all bass reproduction. is firm, with no sign of
mushiness. Instruments are sharply delineated and speech
is natural and free from sibilance.
In their pursuit of the ideal in an integrated .stereo speaker
system, the JIIL designers of the METREGON have achieved
considerable success. They had the option of striving for the
maximum sound separation possible with a given physical
distance, between speakers. However, their decision was
rather in favor of a maximum sound spread coupled with
center fill growing out of the original speaker: in a natural
fusion, an acoustic principle the company terms "radial

refraction,"
There is art integrity in this concept that is refreshing to
the serious audiophile who looks for quality before all else.
Here, quality has been maintained as well as conditions met.
The .METREGON is an easy stereo speaker system to live
with and enjoy. And, given adequate wall space, its handsome,
beautifully crafted cabinetry is indeed a decorator's delight.

-Warren

DeMottc

3:

HEIGHT and depth-Length speaks for itselfMETREGON measures a little less than an average floor -standing system with ide,rtica! speakers.
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THE PRIMAL ELOQUENCE OF PABLO CASALS
a
feature

review/DAV'I
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for Unaccompanied Cello-No. it 'in G Maior:
Minor; No. 3 íh C Major; No. 4 in E -flat; No. 5 in C
Minor; 'No. b in D Major. Pablo Casals. Angel COLH 16/18 $5.98

'BACH:

No. 2 in

6 Suites

ID

e

.

'

each

DVOáAK:- Cello Concerto in B Minor, Op: '104. Pablo Casals
the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, George Szell cond. Angel
,COLH 30 $6.98
'wit}?

Musical Interest: Dvo SI-for everyone

Back-for

Bachians & Casalsldolators

Performance: Unique end irreplaceable
Recording: Pre -LP best

If the more than three dozen Columbia LPs issued from the
festivals at Perpignan, Prades,:and Puerto Rico can be called
the artistic testament of Pablo Cusals the complete musician,
it is these. four remarkable Angel reissues which reveal' the
essence of Casals the supreme artist of the violoncello.
The great Catalan had just passed his 60th birthday when
he began this series of recordings by committing to disc in
London the Second.and Third of .the Bach Solo Suites. That
was on November 23, 1936. Casals' native country was already
torn by civil war and Franco was besieging Madrid. April of
the following year found Casals in Prague recording' the
Dvórók Concerto with George Szell and the Czech Philharmonic. The remaining four Bach suites were recorded in Paris
.--iii Junb of 1938 and in June of 1939. By the time the last
sessions were done, Franco's German -'technicians" and Italian. "volunteers" had staged'.thejr victory parade through the
ruins of Madrid: If one senses an almost demonic intensity of
phrasing in these recorded performances there is -ample
reason for it.
Unlike the Prudes and Perpignan discs, some of which seem
to .have been recorded under makeshift conditions, the originals of these Angel LPs were done in the most ideal recordMg studio environment, They sounded that way when first
issued in 78 rpm format. Thanks to the loving care with which
Angel's Paris engineers have accomplished the transfer to LP,
they still sound that way. Despite the lack of overtones that
characterize today's_lsi-fi reproduction, it is astounding how
much of -the presence of the mitn and his itistrnment has been
preserved. So much the better that. Casals should have been
at the peak of his artistic and technical powers.
The Casals version of Dvoiák's lush Cello Concerto still
remains unique in its- dramatic intensity, its lyrical fervor,
and ín utter perfection of orchestral'collahnratidn. This is not
only one óf the greatest of all Casals recordings, it is very
possibly the finest work ever done on discs by the Czeeli Philharmonic and"by George Szell. Hearing the initial cello entry
on the Angel disc still carries with it the' overwhelming
pact that it did hack in 1938 when i heard the RCA Victory
78's !or the first time. -Of the more than half -dozen 4'ntodérn"
recordings of the music, that by the extraordinary Janos
Starker (available on Angel stereo 'and "mono") represents
the most foftnidable salo competition; but. there is no Gentge
Szell and the Czech Philharmonic on hand to provide an
orchestral 'backdrop of comparable excitement. and color.
It is young Starker' who also provides (on Period 5'42 and
583) the most interesting point of competitive reference to
Casals in the Bach solo suites. These works offer neither the
weight nor the complexity' of the Leipzig master's stupendous
solo violin sonatas and partitas; hu.4 there are some lovely
MAY 1959
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PABLO CASALS was just post 60
when he began the recordings newly
re-issued by Angel.

individual movements scattered throughout the entire set.
My own personal preferences are for the grave No. 5 in C
Minor end' the exnhcrasitly virtuosic No. 6 in '1) Major (this
last was written in actuality fór the higher -pitched viola ponsposa, so that anyone playing the music on the solo cello has
to spend a lot of time skating on thin ice in the 'upper register). Casals himself introduced these six suites into the active
repertoire back -in 1908, creating á sensation at the time: for
only he among the cellists of that day had developed an agile
enough bowing -and fingering technique to make such unaccompanied music palatable -to the ear.
In general Starkertenrls toward faster tempi and a somewhat
lighter fone. Where Stai-ker is elegant, Casals is earthy. It is
the synthesis of weight, line, and tension that appears to be
.the secret of the Catalan's unique artistry. btdeed,-this type of
artistry seems to have disappeared almost completely among
-the younger artists .'of our ow,n time. They are more preoccupied with agility and perfection for ihdit own sake,
Be this as it may, Casals' '`,weighting" of a phrase seeps to
stem fróm an essentially organic Conception-that the principle of `inherent vitality in the psycho -biological sense shall
have, priority over mere .musicologícal'considerations, and on
occasions even over the letter of the score. I-low else explain
the daring freedom of Casals' phrasing?, At the hands of any
lesser master, it would sound downright eccentric. Harpsichordist Wanda Landowska (one year Casals' junior) is the
one other major artist of our time -who successfully exhibits
a similar daring. Others, like pianist_Artur Rubinstein and
condne'toi Wilhelm Furrwiingler,' háv''e carried nfi the trick
front time to time.. It will' be interesting 4.6 sec whether' the
art. of truly organic musical phrasing will'come into its own
again. What a-welcotne relief that would be from the merely
efficiently musicological or virtuosiaJ Cellist Janos Starker
together with pianists Glenn Could and Van Cliburn are
some of the young artists to watch.
Whjle the.c four Angel discs represent the very cream of
the Casals recorded performances of the are -microgroove era
=particularly as an ideal combination of interpretation and
conics-we hope that there will be more re: issues forthcoming, in particular the Beethoven and Brahms sonatas.

-Da:
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Letters of Mark
fiction/WARREN DeMOTTE

Enroutc to Pui'ís
Dear Mabel:

r

e

Muy 8, 1958

Would you believe it-I'm on my way to Europe! Mr.
Hemmlcin's secretary eloped and he chose me to make the
trip with him. He's our new A & R. man at Syncratic Records.
His full name is Otto Royce Ilemmlein.
A & R stands for Artists and Repertory. They decide what
music the company should record and the artists who will
perform them. In some companies, the A & R man doesn't
do all the deciding; for sometimes the boss's wife butts in
and then the A & R man has trouble and maybe finds himself
out of a job.
At Syncratic, Mr. I-Iemtnlei does the deciding. He's a
genius and the bosses know it. He is going to Europe to
record Syn.'s winter releases. Someone told him about a
young pianist who Mr. 1-Iemmlein's going to make into another Horowitz or Rubinstein. This pianist is a young fellow
from one of those Iron Curtain cowries and he escaped
not so long ago. We're going to meet him in Zimmer-am Amster, a ]itlle town near where Mr. H. was born.
Mr. H. wants to record him there because he doesn't want
the other record companies to find out how this fellow plays
or what he's going to record for us. Mr. H. doesn't want
the other companies to discover his recording secrets. He
has his own way of recording so it sound, better than anybody else's. He doesn't want our competitors to know how
he does it and Im not supposed to tell anybody. He won't
even tell me the pianist's name.
We're going to stay in Paris two or three days while our
tape recording equipment goes on ahead to Zimmer -am
Amster. Then we'll drive out and get to work. Mr. H is
real energetic. He can work right through a whole week
with hardly any sleep or time off for eating or anything. He's
awfully handsome, a real dreamboat, about 6 foot one with
wavy hair. I wonder if he's married. He never talks about
personal matters; he's all business. He's very dynamic, knows
just what he wants and makes sure he gets it.
I'll tel) you all about everything when I have a few free
moments.
Remember me to the gang.
Au revoir,
Allison
-
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Zimmer -am -Amster
May 14, 195R
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SOUNDED HIGH AND BRILLIANT and Olio's eyes

gleam. 1Íe was excited."
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Dear Mabel:
This town is just like a postcard. There's the river down
below, and beautiful fields and mountains right in back of
us. We have all our tape equipment in a lovely old building
they call a schloss-that means castle-it's small but very
old and has a very large room that Otto (Mr. Henunlein)
uses as a recording studio. It's filled with microphones and
two big tape recorders and two tremendous grand pianos.
The rooms in the Schloss don't have the conveniences of
home, but they are very clean. Otto's room is across the hall,
111Fr REVIEW

tiext to Howard Wemley's-Ice's the tdaii tuner and more
or less Otto's assistant--he's a mousey sort of fellow.
Next to Mr. Wentley's room is Shibi Ornuld's rot
That's
the name of that pianist I was telling you about, Otto :ays
he

will

be

a

senation.

We got to work as Soon as we unpacked our

doilies. The
first thing, Mr. Wemley tuned the pianos. There are these
two big grands plus it small upright, 'I he upright won't be
used for recording. It's just fur reference and \)r. Weink:y
flirted it first. Otto told him how he wanted it tuned. exactly
to 440 A. That's the standard pitch that practically all pianos
and other instruments are tuned to for concert purposes. It
means that the middle A on the piano vibrates 440 titres or
cycle= per iecond when it is struck. Gee. isn't science won-

derful!
Otto i.hen told Mr. \\'eniley to tune one of the grands with
Mr. W. said he had never heard a piano
tuned so low, but Otto told him tu go ahead. If you ever
heard Otto give an order, you know that :Mr. W. went right
to work and timed it just as Otto wanted. Othi-rwise. there
would have been fireworks anti )d is. \\'emlcy's husband would
have been out of a job.
When Mr. W, finished tuning this piano. Otto had Shihi
play some scales first on the upright and then on the grand.
They sure -ounded different. The grand sounded so deep
that Shihi Ornuld said it was bares to get used to playing it.
Then Otto told Wemley to tune the other grand, only he
wanted: it tuned very high, about 550 'cycles for the A. Mr.
W. said the strings might not take it, but Otto told hint to
go right ahead. Mr. W. wasn't happy about it but he couldn't
argue with Otto. He tuned it high. A few shin,s snapped
but he replaced tbent.
Otto told Sltibi to play something. II soundeul high and
brilliant and Otto's eyes started to gleam, i-Ie was excited.
You could see he had something important in mind. I wouldn't
want to get into an argument with hint when he looks like
:hat. Of course. I wouldn't get into an argument with hits
about anything.
Anyhow, they set the mikes around the pianos and started
up the tape machines. It took more than an hour to set the
mikes to Olin's satisfaction. They'd set one and play a few
notes on the piano and then they'd play them hack on the
tape tuacltine and Otto would move the alike another inch or
so. He's so particular; everything must be just right.
After the longest time, Otto finally said, "I've got it." and
I knew we were ready. I was almost dying with excitement.
Otto then told Shilti to play a scale on the low -tuned piano
as fast as he could. Ornulrl's fingers ran up and down the
keyboard and I thought it was very fast. but Otto said.
the A at 350 cycles.

"You're slow, hoy." He was smiling when he said, it so I
wasn't sure he really meant it was slow,
Next he told Shibi to play the same scale slowly on the
high piano, but play it legato. That means the notes are tied
together so they won't sound choppy. Ornuld played the
same thing on the high-pitched piano that he played on the
low one, but it certainly sounded different. When he finished,
Otto patted him on the shoulder and told hint, "\Ve'ii sow
you down, boy; don't you worry."
Shibi looked confused. You could see he did not understand. `either did I. But Otto played back the tape of the
two scales that Shihi had just played. They sounded fine.
inm like the originals.
liddled with the knobs and levers on the tape machine,. They are special machines. with a lot of secret
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features that Otto Liad hull: into theta. When he finished
adjusting the machines, lie told us to listen carefully while
Ire played back both of the scales.
Suddenly the music started and babel, I swear you never
heard such a brilliant scale ill your whole life. It, was as fast
as lightning. yet every note was just so, clean as could be,
Then the slow scale started. and Mabel, it was slower than
slow. You'd swear no pianist could play that slow and still
have, one note

tied to the other.
'then i realized the pitch of bout scales was the same?
What I mean is originally, the slow scale had sounded much
higher than the fast one. Now both scales sounded alike.
uIr. Wemley yelled that Otto had done it, hut Shihi Ornuld
just sat there. Ile was flabbergasted.
Well, there we had it. An example of pure genius by the
greatest A & I{ man in the 'rosiness. \Va; I ever proud!
None of this fazed Otto. He got right down to business.
1-Ie; and Mr, W, loaded fire tape machines with fresh tope
and then Otto told Shihi to sit down at the low piano and
start playing the llnnttrrerI'latüe'r Sonata by Beethoven, Jost
like that! Mabel, that. Hammcrklavier Sonata is about 45
minutes long and it's ever so hard to play. .But there you at-e,
The first recording Shihi Ornuld is making for Syn. Records
and it's no less than the H. Sonata.
What
day! Ornuld played the Sonata through Ott the
low piano, stopping every time he hit a clinker and playing
that part over. They patch up the haul spots easily on tape.
Then Otto made him play sections at a tinte, first at one
.peed, then at another.
Got to close now, I'm bashed. Write you tomorrow.
to

Love.
-

\IIison

Ziutinci--aoi-Atilsler

tiny

16, 19511

Dear Mabel:
\Ve didn't finish recording the H. Sonata yesterday. Omuhl
was too tired alter shout 6 hours of steady -playing. After 't
hours at the low-pitched piano, he liad to do it all over again
on the high-pitched piano. 1\o wonder lie was pooped. We
all were, except Otto. I-Ic's made of steel, i think. Ile wasn't
at all tired, just pepped up.
Today, t.ltey worked hour un hour, and believe me, it is
work, At about 3 P.M, Otto said that was it. Shihi went out
and Otto and Mr. W. mode safety copies of everything they

had taped and then Otto set to work editing one complete
performance of the Henn-urrklavicr. He shooed us all out of
the sehloss, telling us -to go into the village and see a movie
or something, jul51 so long as we didn't retinal until about
10 o clock. Otto likes to do his editing alone.
.lust before we went out, X was alone with Otto for a few

minutes and I asked hint what he thought of Shihi's playing.
"It stinks!" he said. "But that doesn't matter. When I
get through with these tapes, you'll hear the best performance of tlte.11anrnrcrklnvicr Sonata anybody ever heard. This
kid can't play for beans, but when we finish the record, the
crities'll bum handsprings and hail hint as a Horowitz. Rubinstein and Rachmaninofl rolled into one."
In the village, Shibi. Mr. W. and I wandered around a
while and then dropped into tin inn for dinner and a couple
of beers. i'll tell you all about that some other time. Right

(L'orrlirrtied on page 501
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is responsible for the sound of an organ? That is
where the artisan leaves off and the artist begins.
Each manufacturer employs a tonal designer. He is
responsible for layout of the pipe blueprints for a specific
installation and the ultimate quality. A good man is as
jealously guarded as a Milwaukee hrewmaster.
When pipes are made, using methods little changed in a
millenium. they are given to a voiccr. He does the finish
tuning along with bringing out the exact tonal nuances desired: keen string, soft string, strident reed or plaintive oboe.
On flute pipes. the voicer will gently notch the languid.
lovingly bend the metal here and there; on reeds he will
burnish and curve the reed itself. performing other operations known only to him. lie must match tone quality in sets
going up to 96 pipes, along with volume of sound. The
delicate shadings brought by partials or overtones must be
balanced.
When the voices is done, the completed instrument is set
up on the builder's floor for a complete checkout. The man
responsible is a finisher, who must meld the instrument. into
a cohesive, ,pleasing blend of sound. W. H. Burnes, in his
book, The ContcnmporttryAmerican Oran, says that finishers
are a temperamental lot. They a're sometimes lovers of the
fermented grape, and not without reason-theirs is a tremendously nerve-wracking job. Barnes goes on to say that
more than once ..an organ -builder has had to hunt for his
finisher, then dry him out before he could be put to work.
\Vhett his job is done, all circuitry checked, and the organ
given a complete run-through. it is taken down and shipped
to the buyer. It will weigh many tons, made as it is from
5;000 pipes or more if a large church or auditorium instrument. Each pipe must be carefully guarded against dents or
other damage. Any slight mar or blemish can frequently
change the delicate tonal balance.
On church instruments especially, there is the additional
task of designing a suitable case. Some of these are great
works of art, serving to set off large speaking pipes at the
front of the organ. Ilcavy totttes have been written about
casework alone, delving into acoustics as well as looks.
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Early in the 18th century; the romantic outlook first began
to make itself felt in the arts. The pipe organ was not-immune
fo .the movement. Composers from Mozart onward began to

tear themselves from classic form. Gradually, the organs
became partners in this movement with the addition of purely
orchestral -imitative voices-much to the chagrin of the.classicists. It became d_tri ig the next century a period of high,
voltage dissension- among composer; and keyboard artists
alike. The outcome was i:he ascendency of the romantic
"orchestral oriented" organ. Previously the organ had
been limited almost ezclusis'e,Jy to the 'music for oratorios.
Recitals were compounded of this music. Exemplifying a
dogma still very much in existence, organists said, "Nothing
should be played on the pipe organ that is not expressly
written for that instrument.- Down with transcriptions of
"symphonic themes, operatic forks; and especially Music
composed for piano!"
In reality, the classic group may have had little room to
quibble. They might tale remembered that it was a long
time after the invention of ,the organ before the church accepted it. There was plenty of dissension too, because early
in their history the first water organs had been employed
in the Roman amphitheaters to accompany the gladiatorsand the throwing of Christians to the lions. The organ was
little more than a calliope -type noise boz then, hut in Nero's
time the public taste in entertainment was also crude.
These mádern instruments incorporate many voices orig_inated by the rómanticisrs, though -opinion is still, sharply
divided. 'We've mentioned the theater organ (Part I, p. 41,
HrFt REvmw, March '59), but what makes it different from
any other instrument? Many -details, all of them roundly
cursed by classicists.
Ina hook publisbed'in 1934 in England, A. C.. Deláeourt
that: it, should ever pass under the teem
de Brisay says:
of organ is, I repeat, to travesty.and degrade a name which
five centuries and more of sanctified effort have made hat lowed iii the aññals of music. Those who wish to go to a
musical perdition should do so to the tune of an instrument
bearing a name other than that of organ; or be made conscious of the sin of sacrilege." Opinionated, isn't :he? That
general thought was and is- shared by organ builders and
musicians. It will never he decided who is right, of course.
Some -people like green olives, others -prefer ripe.
Blame or credit for the theater type instrument must certainly goes, in large measure, to Robert Hope -Jones. He was
an Englishman who was both electrical- engineer and organ
-builder. As a businessman, he was destitute much. of the

"...
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HOPE-JONES-

created the high -pottered
orchestral organ.
-
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time, rtis association with organ companies here and abroad
was marked by a trail of financial losses, lawsuits, firings and
hirings, and finally bis suicide. His genius, ]iowever, has its
monument in thousands of pipe organs,
In an early demonstration of his newly designed' électropneumatic action, about 1886, he played on a console among
the tombstones in a churchyard. The organ and audience
were inside -the church. Hope-Jones had a decided flair for
the dramatic. He designed tnany new kinds of pipes, among them tibia
clause, "sobbing flute," and kinrira, both dear to the hearts of
theater organists. He also used leathered lips on some
voices do accommodate the great increase in wind pressure
be, pioneered.
The:. old Wurli(zers bear the legend on -the nameplate:
"Wurlitzer Hope -Jones Unit Orchestra." The --:idea was to
make an organ that would provide an orchestra at the fingers
and feet of the organist. "Unifying" meant the borrowing of'
pipes from one set to combine with others, thus making
"new sounds" as well as duplicating single voices of the classic organ. Hope -Jones went a step further with coupling,
making it possible for the artist to use practically any stop
set-up on any manual, front top to pedals.
The result was to give the theater organ, even oñé of two
manuals and eight -or 10 ranks of pipes, the sound and
vcr'satility of a much larger íñatrument. 'And don't you dare
mention a fully unified organ to builders of classic organs.
There arc instances, for economy's sake, where churches buy
partially unified instruments, but. some. builders fight .them
every inch of the way. The electrical ivork added on a unified
organ is more than offset by the saving in pipework.
Some of Hope-Jones non -controversial ideas are used today
on classic organs. The electt:ie action, a swell shutter be invented, and a few other brain -children have proved a boon
to overworked organists.
For theater music, you've got to have traps. Any percussion gimmick that can he actuated by striking with.a blunt
object or blown is fair game: chimes, bells; pianos, drums,
marimbas. vihraharps, sleigh bells, train whistle, Klaxon
horn. you name it; The theater man ín the silent movie days
handled sound effects as well as mood music-,
The :semi'=circulat arrangement of stop tablets at -the console is a strictly theater organ innovation. It's an efficient
arrangement for the artist who had to keep one eye on the
screen and one an the music, if any.
There are crescendo pedals and slbrzando pedáis. Sometimes found on church organs, the former, when depressed,
gradually bring more pipes, into play to increase volume and
effect. The slot -rondo pedal does the same thing-not gradually, but right now.
Another cute trickisT'second touch». Certain stops are
designed as such. The organist plays with. normal -finger
pressure until he needs to bring different voices iñto `play:
Depressed -beyond the first set of key -springs, the keys -drop
down., engaging whatever is set upon second -touch. stops:
Besides all this, there -are combination pistons, used .on
psactically all types of larger organsíoday. The artist selects
the stops desired for -a passage, then punches the piston located under the proper manual or above the pedals. This he
may do for each change until he runs out of pistons. The.
little gadgets, when pressed again, cancel previous settings
amid engage the new voices immediately. Occasionally, the
pout-piuf can be heard on a hi-fi theater organ recording as
piston changes are made. Some recording companies ask the
43
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artist to set the steps manually, pausing in the se4ion.: The
gap is lated edited out.
orAn outstanding difference between dwelt and theater
gans is in wind pressure. Classic organs do very well on from
91/2 to 71/2 inches of pressure en a water gauge. On a theater
monster, that wouldn't -make a peep. They usnttily start at
71/2inches,.rnnning as high as 25 on some of the really big
ones. Hope=Joncs designed an organ at Ocean Grove, New
Jersey, on 50.incltcs of wiñd for the large pipes, which were
bolted down to keep them in the loft.
Early builders experimented with attaihing a tremolo effect for certain vox h.utruala stops, then carried the "alga to
the Thole organ. They tried fan -type heaters to disrupt. the
air flow; tuning pipes slightly off -pitch; and weighted bellows
into which the main air supply for a wind chest was diverted.
This, too, was a bone of contention among the classicists.
They wanted nothing to do with such schemes. The theater
organ took the'weighted .hi;llows to its bosom. Ii "shakes" the
wind supply, and when two or more. are used together, gives
us the rush sound found only on the' picture house giants.
The theater organist of the silent film era was a busy fellow:
Sometimes he would have the advantage of a' prior run-through of the filmed feature, hut frequently he saw the pielure for the first time in a crowded theater. Coe sheets .were
furnished, but store often than no's the orgánist was flying
blind, ready to ,improvise a passage for a Scene or call On. his
memory for-Hearts and Flowers.
Bob Mitchell of boys' choir fame. says'ntany of the early
theater men didn't read music at all. The -trick was to rush
downtown to hear Jesse Crawford or another top, artist play
a matinee-so they could use the sale new materiñl on their
evening programs. This silent film tradition wt's responsible
for the flamboyant, colorful sound we' hear today when the
'old pros" take -a turn at the console in a recording se'+lion.
IF-yoír're look.iñg-'for someone to build a 'theater irgan, give
it up; The two largest builders have long since given
up the ghost. Wurlitzer Closed its pipe organ department
in the early '40s. One M the Iast of the Wurlitzers made
virtually the last Ytoat to England in the early days of World
War II- Another grand old name,.Robert Morton, is heard no
more. From something like 6,000 theater instruments that
graced the silent movie houses during the palmy days, the
number has dwindled 'to little- more than a score of first
class instruments in regular use across the country.
Some .traditional organ manufacturers strayed into the
theater field. but their primary customers hare always been

E. POWER `tiIGGSspearheads revival'o/
the classic itcsrrurnrnt.
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churches. Among these we're Skinncr,Kilgen, Muller. Aus
tin, Marr & Colton, to natne a few.. Their combined output
in the 'ntot.ton-picture field probably totaled fsir less than
either Mrton, with about 1800 .installations, and Wurliizer,
with about 2500. Theater chains ordered from the latter
firms not only by model number, 'hut by the dozen!
Then came the debacle. When "talkies" made their -appear mice. it. was ac.: though someone had -turned the blower's off of
nearly every theater -organ iti the. country, "Why," said
theater owners. "pay, good money for music when it's already
on the film?" Partly auc to maintenance costs, most theaters
merely let their organs wear out, after using them only for
pre-program uñd intermission music. The records being
made today depend on the Húb Rink -in'Chicago, the Paramount Theater in New York, Radio City Music. Hall, the
Byrd Theater and Mosque Auditorium in Richmond. Virginia, to iranre a handful.
Much "of the reedit for toduy's fine' rleordings belongs to
-individuals who have had theater organs 'dismantled for
stallatiorr in their homes or studios. A goodly number of these
individuals belong to the nation-wide American Association
of Theater Organ Enthusiasts or the 'l.os Angeles Theater.
Organ Club. The AATOE is co'rtrrosed of some 750 members
-organists. mitsie lovers and technicians. The Los Angeles
group embraces -about 300 paid -up members drawn from the_
same Cross -Section.
Whenever a theater orgait is about to be tern out.., club
member's hear the cry on their private frequency and immediately try, tet fiud someeitie to save it: They have been
suce.essful. George Alr right uses an organ from the Paradise
Theater, Chicago, owned by Hfchard,Vaughti of Los Angeles,
who, ineidental.lyy, is the mentor of HiFi Records. Wright,
Gordon Kibbee ÍOmegatapel. Don" Baker (Capitol) and
others 'have used a 9 -manual Morton from a )Redwood -City,
.California, theater now owned by Lorin Whitney -Studios in
Glendale. Other organs are spotted across the country, snaking music instead of food for mice.
Now, how about the music itself?' 'Never did a devotee of
éüher ,theater "pops" or classical music have such a wide
field .to ch-oose 'from. Take a more -than -Passing glance. at the
organ .selections available in any large record shop. You
will' -see over Iwo hundred good LPs waiting to be placid
on your turntable. Along with the 'theater organs. there are
scores ,of excellent -.classics. made on some of the finest -instruments iu the' world. As this issue goes to press, over fifty
theater organ,stereo discs are on the market, as .well as a
substantial number of classic organ recordings in the riew
medium.
The labels -on the latter read like án itinerary for a tripkrhund the world. Organs ín France, England, Holland,
Germany, aird =Mops iú between -aré represented. AeoiianSkin'ner Organ Company has a series of -fourteen records
entitled "King dfInstru`ments," nmde ,últ their inat.allations
across the country. from San Francisco to Ncti' York, and
-available on -the Washington label.
Stereo funs should come into theirown in. ¿lie next future:
\Vith an eve to the future, several companies recorded on.
stereo tape, "just in case." UaulouhtedTy, many of these re -leases will''be put out on stcreoilhoníc diner:; as weil as tape.
Maybe yen haven't. gone in much for classicaLorgan music.
Now you can break in gently, starting with 'lighter works aid
developing a taste for the more aesthetically advanced corn positions. Ad'mítiedly, scone music ..requires getting used'lo,
but so does a taste for rocquefortl
-Robert liTazelleaf

MAIL -CAL L
FOR STEREO
New features and circuits in

"mail-order" stereo tuners

equipmen/HANS H. FANTEL

AM, the other for FM-is by far the most convenient and economical way to receive stereophonic A\I/FAI broadcasts. Now
that a wide repertoire of stereo recordings is coining into
existence, nutnerous good music stations in the major metroitolitvt areas are devoting increased time to such broadcasts.
The self-contained stereo tuner obviates the cost and complexity of separate AM and FM tuners. Unlike conventional
AM/FM tuners. they permit separate tuning of each section
and provide separate signal output_ for AM and FM. This
allows the audiophile with stereo equipment to receive sinnil-

Tills is an article about ,three stereo AM/Flf tillers. The
one thing that they have in common is that they are all
"house brands" distributed by mail-order firms with the aid
of catalogs. One of them is available only as a kit (Hcathkit
PT -1). another as a pre -wired, preassemble(' model (Allied
Radio "Knight KN120"), while the last is offered both ways
or tire -assembled (Lafayette KT -500 or LT -50),'''
Combining two separate tuners on one chassis-one for

-kit

Both Allied Radio and Lafayette also sell virtually every brand of customtuner-hi addition to their exclusive house 'branch:.

made stereo
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,HOW THEY STACK U P-three hot,se-brand mail-order .ele,ea tuners pictured here represent rt,tigne dollar values. Heatlrkit (top). Lafayette (center) and Knight (bottom) are similar in physical size. Each
littler has a ferrite rod antenna fer built-in AM reception. On the Lafayette and Knight it overhangs
She chassis hut, on the 1 -Tenth. is located on top of the chassis deck. The Knight ferrite- rod utav be
swiveled to secure maximum AM signal pickup-a Rood idea according to our tests. Heath is only tuner
that ix fused for maximum circuit protection. Lafayette has two accessory a.c. sockets controlled from
front panel-along with level adjustments of AM and FA! otttpat,
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MAIL-ORDER STEREO TUNERS
(Based on data and specifications supplied by the manufacturer)
.
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taneously the AM signal through one channel and the FM
signal through the other channel.
Stereo by radio was actually the first two -channel sound
ever reproduced in the home. Years before stereo discs and
tapes made two -channel reproduction the modern norm,
enterprising broadcasters were already linking AM and FM
transmitters for what was then called "binaural" transmission. In those early days, the only available stereo material
was live concerts.
Now that the bottleneck in stereo sources has been broken
with such spectacular success, there is no doubt that the
trend toward stereo broadcasting is gaining rapid momentum.
With stereo broadcasting still in its infancy, some might
hesitate to buy stereo tuners at this time. It has been pointed
out that stereo broadcasting is inherently unbalanced because of the different characteristics of the AM and FM
channels in regard to frequency response, dynamic range,
and signal-to-noise ratio. For these reasons they look forward
to the replacement of AM/FM stereo by some form of multiplex transmission.**
But this distant prospect is no reason to put off the purchase of a stereo tuner. All tuners are designed with an eye to
the future. Multiplex outputs are provided on all models.
Whatever type of multiplex may finally become the national
norm, present tuners will accommodate the proper adapters.
In this sense, they are fully obsolescenceproof. Meanwhile.
stereo tuners are the royal road to the enjoyment of presently
available AM/FM stereo broadcasts as well as conventionally
transmitted radio programs.
Al] three of these "house-brand" mail-order tuners are
quality products capable of very fine performance. Each ís
highly individual ín concept, differing from the others in
design and circuitry. For this reason it may be helpful to
compare the technical aspects of these tuners.
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What Is the AM Circuitry?
Heath: An exceptionally well -engineered circuit design with
equivalent 7 -tube performance. Selective tunable r.f. stage
and rigidly mounted ferrite rod antenna atop the rear of the
chassis. Two-position bandwidth switch and coil arranged
in plate circuit of the 6BE6 mixer-controlled from the front
panel. Two i.f. stages, first stage fully a.v.c. controlled, second stage Vs controlled. Novel push-pull crystal diode AM
detector reduces possible r.f. and audio distortion. Also simplifies filtering out residual i.f. signal. Highly effective
bridged T -notch filter removes 10 kc. whistle without undue
loss of quality. Separate a.v.c. voltage amplifier and delayed
a.v.c. rectifier. Bandwidth is 6 db. down at 14 kc. ("Narrow") and 20 kc. ("Broad"). Image ratio is more than 55
db. and harmonic distortion is less than 1%. Tuning meter
(set for maximum swing) switched into circuit on "AM" and
"Stereo" positions. Very sensitive tuning indicator driven
by separate voltage amplifier. Also has cathode follower output and provision for adding single-wire AM antenna.
Knighf: Basic 4 -tube circuit with one tube having two sets of
elements (3 -tube total). Tuned r.f. stage with ferrite rod
antenna, 6BE6 combination mixer -oscillator, single í-f. stage
using one half of a dual purpose 6AS8 tube. Half -wave diode
AM detector uses second section of above tube. Rod antenna
mounted on pivot and may be swiveled away from tuner and

Your Opinion Please
This article has been made more "technical" in comparison with material of this nature we have previously published. The editors would appreciate your comments on the
value of this article and whether or not we should follow
the editorial procedures outlined here.

Ste "The Flip Side," this Issue, p. 90.
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chassis to secure maximum AM signal pickup. Three -position bandwidth switch peaks'high frequency audio response
while simultaneously lowering Q of rod antenna in r.f. stage
grid circuit when in "Broad" position. Intermediate steps
of "Med" and "Sharp" lessen above effects. Nominal freit'uency response flat from 50-7000 cycles. Built-in LC filter
removes :10 kc. whistle. Separate tuning indicator (EM84
tube) turned on when function switch is moved to "AM"
position. Also has cathode follower output and provisions
to add single -wire AM. antenna.
.

Lafayette: Essentially the same circuit as the Knight. However, ferrite rod antenna is rigidly mounted to rear skirt of
chassis. No provision is made to control AM bandwidth
characteristics. Bandwidth is reported to be 6 db. down at
8 kc. Utilizes 6U5 tuning eye-same one switched between
AM and FM sections by 'front panel_ controL Also has cathode follower output and provision for adding single -wire AM
antenna..

What Is the FM Circuitry?
Heath: Essentially an 1L-tube,circitit cptmling the doublepurpcse tubes in the front end. Special antenna coil arrangement built into the a.c. line .permits good signal pickup in
moderately strong signal areas. Tuned r.f. stage is cascodecoupled 6BS8 into a 6AB4 triode mixer from a 12AT7 reactance.ntodulaior (for a.f.c.) and local oscillator. i.f. strip
consists .of five 6AU6 tubes-four of which operate as limiters. With a'weak signal only the true 6AU6 limiter goes into
action, but with increasing signal strength. consecutive limiting in three of the previous i.f. stages occurs. A wide -band
discriminator (with multiplex takeoff), tuning meter, amplifier and cathode fo)lówer (latter tubes not included ín
above total) finish up the circuit. Full quieting occurs at
20 pv. input. 20 db. quieting at 2.0 Ply. R.f. and i.f. sectionsless-discriminator-are pre -aligned to simplify wiring. Printed circuits used throughout.
=

t

Knight: A 9 -rube circuit with d 'tuned 6CB6 r.f. stage, (pen lode -operated). 6AB4 mixer and 12AT7 oscillator/reactance
modulator (for a.f.c.) followed by two 6CB6 i.f., stages and
two 6AU6 limiters. Foster -Seeley discriminator, cathode follower -output, and EM84 tuning iridicator complete the
circuit. Most nose] feature is the addition -of what Knight
calls its "Dynamic Sideband Regulator" (DSR), which'
improves quality of overmodulated or very weak FM signals.
May be switched in or out of the circuit. When an FM station, overtnodulates. the DSR circuit feeds a small voltage
from the discriminator back to the local oscillator. This reduces the frequency deviation by wobbling the oscillator to
counteract the overmodulation effect. Disadvantage of DSR
is in the need to switch it out of circuit when tuning from
station to station. However, DSR principle is valid and gaite
valuable in areas where most FM signals ere very weak (it
cuts back on noise picked up with the signal), or are heavily
overmoduláted. Sensitivity rated at 2.5 111(. for 20 db. of
quieting. TN( distortion with 'DSR switched on is less than
2% at 130% modulation-a most remarkable figure sub,
stantiated-in our tests. Has a multiplex takeoff jack.

Lafayette: Also a 9 -tube circuit with a grounded -grid r.f.
stage (6AW8); triode mixer, and 6BK7B oscillator/reactance
modulator (for a.f.c.). Two 6BA6 i.f. stages, two 6AU6 limiters and Foster-Seeley discriminator. Cathode follower and
tuning indicator finish 'up circuit. Prealigited assemblies on
two printed circuit boards for convenience in kit wiring..
Identical model sold completely wired at extra charge
($50.00). Sensitivity claimed to be 2 uv. for 3Q db, of
quieting.

Is. Ii Convenient to Operate?
Heath: Despite the presence of a well-proportioned front
panel, it is unfortunately difficult to decide (in the ab
sence of a stereo broadcast) whether you are listening to

.

BEHIND-PANELS OF THE HEATH AND KNIGHT show the intricate Workmanship that goes into the construction of a stereo tuner. Note that both
urnil.r have massive heavy flywheels to facilitate smoothness of tuning action.
Heath. (on left) i.c built on a printed circuit board to sirnplify kit n'iring.
Spiral wound coil at. bottom of illustration is special ferrite rod antenna.
Pre -assembled Knight roses point -!o -point wiring.
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LAFAYETTE KT-500

switches is a'good idea. 'As mentioned above, DSR trust be
switched off when tuning FM section to find a new ,station.
If left in circuit, there is a tendency for the tuner -to go into
"motorhuuting.," DSR also reduces volume level of FM out ,put. necessitating readjustment of amplifier volume, level.

(or LT-50) has single "magic eye" trifling

indictor hidden behind FM decal on slide rule dial glass. Both
AM and FM output levels arc i-ontrolled from the front panel.
Extreme left-hand porition of control function snitch mills
tuner and two a.c. twcrssory sockets ~rear skirt.

u

AM or_FM. The only avaiilable indication is derived from.un

almost pointerless- knob and the extremely small print under
the rotary "Selector" switch. Has smallest slide rule dial of
three units tested, only moderately illuminated. Although
a kit, the tuning controls can be made, -to operate smoothly
and without backlash. Only tuner of this group with a fuse.
thus assuring adequate protectiori should pu wer supply fail.
The AM tuner section is probably one of the most sophisti.
cated designs on the market. The FM section is equally as
good and the novel arrangement of using signal pickup front
the a.c. line will often he preferable to the pickup obtainable,
from twin -lead dipoles. supplied with most FM tuners:

Lafayette: Smoothest working dial mechanism of the three
units tested for this article. Mounting AM and FM level
controls on front panel appears to be of doubtful advantage
(could have been used best on ,the Knight). Pair of n.e. convenience ,outlets on rear skirt controlled by tuner on -off
switch. These are handy for the audiophile who listens mostly to AM/FM arid -Warns amplifier turned on at the tuner.
Disadvantage to the fellow playing records-must turn on
tuner to start amplifier. Overly' active tuning eye indicator
rather anachronistic on a supposedly 'modern stereo tuner.
Eye closes completely with slightest signal inpu(.'tehding 4u
make user undecided rather than assisting him while tuning
in n station.

What Are the Most Important Features the

Buyer Should Consider?
Heath: This kit was 'designed by some of the smartest engiíteers in the cléftronic industry. It is the most complicated
hi-fi kit offered to 'Hie general public. But, In keeping with
standatds established yitars au by the Heath Company; the
instruction booklet makes assembly a reasonably easy mattei-. The AM circuit ís capable of true high fidelity Perform
mice-provided you are in an area where such programs are
'Icing broadcast. The FM section is clean and straight -forward and the inclusion oÉ the novel signal pickup from
the a,c. bete should he nsed by ¡snore receiver manufacturer.
`Cascade limiting" is a valuable F1Mi circuit innovation.
In strong signal areas it enables Iwo of the if. stages to ,lead
a double life and Act as limiters. The quieting ability is'
'equal to some of the best FM tuners on the market. The
value -Of the assembled unit is well worth twice the selling
price, of the kit. alone.
-

Knight: Considerable-"litiman engineering" went into the design of this tuner. Commendable convenience in mounting
both tuning knobs on the right-hand side of the panel. Such
adjacent, knobs save a lot of waste motion when tuner,is used
for straight -through AM or FM reception. Oddly enough,
this is the easiest stereo tarriei' to show quickly whether the
output. ís AM or FM. Bright`EM84 tuning indicators (AM to
the right, FM to the left) arc activated by the "Selector''
:witch. Use of horizontal levers on, two of .the 3 -position
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Knight: The DSR circuit ís far from being a gimmick tacked
on to u conventional_ 'M tuner. It is the only cure we have
ever seen whereby the listener can neutralize the effects
of FM station overmodulation. The Knight people claim that
overmodulation is far more common than we suspect. There
is little reason to doubt that this may he so since it is often.
to the advantage of the small FM station to'overmodulate and'
make its signal appear that much louder-while. simultaneously losing quality. The DSR permits the tuner itself to
sorrel this situation-dramatically improving Ate. quality
of weak as well as overmodulated signals.

Lafayette: The kit version of this stereo Inner can be assemAM
iNtRP

TilNING
rtED

Erukt

KNIGHT KN-120 has two "leaüt-tylie" tir)ring iroilicr#'tors-flee
left JoP FM and the right for AM. When tuner is used to

receive non -stereo. material, only one section (AM or FM) and.
its indicator is activated. Bandtúidth a'tvilcit labeled "AM
Tuning" is of the lever type. as- is the fnnctión,cwitcic in 'the
opposite corner.
443

bled in just under fifteen working hours. This, represents, á
real bargain over the price of the wired model-unless you
ennsider-your personal time worth more than $3.30 an hour.
As in -the Hcathkit mentioned ahoye, the r.f. and if. transforrrters are prealigticd., Satisfactory FM performance is obtainable with a rather simple "touch-up" procedure, The
FM section is a, joy.lo operate; first, because of its astonishing sensitivity and.sccoud, because -of the very effective a.f.e.
circuitry.
-Hans 't3; Fnntet
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1-nding
AN EQUIPMENT 'REPORT

Realistic "Solo" Speaker System

Manufacturer's

Data: A small, ducted -port speaker system in a dark mahogany enclosure. Lacquer finished on four sides
for horizontal, vertical or suspended use. Employs an Winch dual Frequency response: 50.14,000 cps. Power handling
capacity: 15 watts. Power requirement: less than 1 watt. Impedance: 8 ohms. Size: 141/4" w. x 11" h. x 105z," rl. Price: $15.95
(or 2 for stereo: 829.50). (Radio Shack Corp., 730 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston 17, Mass.)
cone driver.

JFD

"Mardi Gras" Speaker System Model ALC-2

Manufacturer's Data: A small sealed enclosure speaker
system with top and bottom panels of walnut, -mahogany or blond
wood. Frequency response: 55.18,500 cps ± 5 dh. Cone resonance:
63 cps. Power handling capacity: 10.15 watts continuous, 24.40
watts peaks. Power requirement: 5.15 watts. Magnet weight: 0.5
lb. Total flux: 15.000 maxwells. Flux density: 5,000 gauss. Cone
design: acoustic loading by cone center structure. Impedance:
16 ohms, 4 ohms and 8 ohms impedance taps also provided. Size:
14" w. x 10" h. x 10" d. Price: $30.00 (JFD Electronics Corp.,
Brooklyn 4, N. Y-.1

High lucidity is a relative term. It has been stretched from
quality Instruments of music reproduction to cover also what
might best be called a multitude of sins. Somewhere a line
must be drawn by which we can tell whether a given piece
of equipment ís still on the side of the angels. Obviously,
not all items can be of equal merit. Differences in size, price
and concept-and consequently in performance-are legitimate inasfar as they serve a variety of situations and purses.
As long as we have to be practical, perfection cannot be the
only aim. The industry must fire a few scattered volleys in
the general direction of intelligent compromise. In this kind
of shooting these two speakers score a clear hit.
The two bantam -size speakers, by example, provide a workable definition of minimum hi-fi. This is meant as compliment anti approbation, for speakers of this category are an
honest answer to a definite need:
To pin down specifics we must examine a) what is the
need, and b) what is the answer.
Obviously there are innumerable people unwilling or unable to spend sizable suns on ,high fidelity, but eager to have
music in their homes and have this music sound pleasurable.
Ordinary radios and or "handute-down" package -type phonographs fall short of their requirements while large hi-fi installations exceed them. For them "minimum hi-fi," as represented at its best by these speakers, has much to offer, espce..ially if installed in moderate -size rooms where a large sys-

tent could not function to full advantage in the scant space.
What is really important in listening is not so much extreme bass and treble, but clean, undistorted balanced sound
(not too low and not too high) in the region from about
60 cps to 10,000 cps. Of course, the frequency extremes,
deep lncb velvet in the bass and silken in the treble, are.
clear to the hard-bitten audiophile. But the less demanding
listener can easily reconcile certain abridgements of range.
What he cannot abide is the grating erosion of his nerves
caused by severe unbalance or high distortion content. To
the primary sought -for object in high fidelity is low
distortion rather than wide range.
In this respect, both the Realistic "Solo" and the JFD
"Mardi Gras" perform nobly. The sound is clean and balanced. Bass becomes effective around 60 cycles. though there
is measurable output further down. It won't shake the floor,
nor par, much conviction into orchestral thunder. But if
placed in a corner for acoustic bass reinforcement these
speakers will put an adequate bottom under most musical

material
The high end of these speakers extends beyond what is
actually necessary to balance the bass response, thus offering
the possibility of extra brightness to those who like that
kind of sound.
The speakers respond nicely to a deft, touch of the tone
controls. Adding a little bass boost and shaving just a trifle
of treble produces an extremely listenable and musically
correct balance.
Though comparable in performance, the two systems differ
ill design. The Realistic operates on the bass -reflex principle.
witb a ducted port (plus lining) to provide low resonance in
a cabinet of minima] dimensions and efficient use di amplifier wattage. The JED employs a sealed enclosure, lined with
fiberglas for acoustic absorption of the back wave. Low resonance in this case is attained tbróugh the speaker cone
design itself.
Both systems have 8 -inch drivers with unconventional cone
structures to obtain what amounts to dual -cone action with a
mechanical crossover. in the JFD, the center cone treble
radiator also acts as au acoustic load for the surrounding
parts of the cone.
Higlt efficiency is an inherent attribute of ported enclosures. It is therefore to be expected that the Realistic excels
in this respect. But relatively high efficiency for a sealed
enclosure is attained by the JFD. This means that either of
these speaker systems can be used with even the smallest
low -power amplifier-an important factor to consider in a
"minimum hi -Ii" installation.
If JFD has sacrificed a small margin in efficiency by its
choice of the sealed enclosure principle, it has gained in the
bargain the ability to absorb more bass boost from the ampli49

fier without encountering problems of cabinet resonance and

generally somewhat tighter sotwd and sharper transients
than the Radio Shack's realistic "Solo."
The most conspicuous difference between the two speaker
systems is ín their appearance. The grille cloth of the Realistic is stretched to all four corners of the front panel and
the sides of dark tnahogany have lacquer finish in the Oriental
style, so smooth as to seem almost like plastic.
In contrast, the JFD has only a light finish on top and
bottom slabs of decorative wood, permitting the grain to show,

a

Letters of Mark
(Continued front puse 41)

now, I want to tell you about the recording.
I know you'll he as excited as I was. Well, almost, because
I could see Otto in person and he's really something to watch
when he's working. He's awfully handsome. I guess I've got
a crush on him. What girl wouldn't?
Naturally, I didn't get a chance to finish this Metter last
night beeanse we didn't get hack to the schloss until 10 for
the big event and I didn't want to mail what I had. written
until I could tell you all about it.. So here it is the next day.
Well, it was a big event. When we got back, Otto was
ready for us. He's a wonderful showman. He had our chairs
set in a circle in front of the speakers and then .he started
the tape machine going.
Mabel, you never heard anything so wonderful in your
life! The sound was terrific and the playing, well, a]! I can
say is that nobody ever played the fast passages of _the H.
Sonata so fast and so clean without even missing a single
note. It was fabulous! The last movement, one of the most
difficult things to play,, it's a complicated fugue. went at
breakneck speed, and was it brilliant! The slow movement
seemed to float. You'd think it was an orchestra playing, it
was so rich Of course, it was that final fugue that got os. Mabel, it
was so exciting! When it ended, we got up and cheered. Mr.
W. brought out a bottle of champagne and we drank to

Otto's wonderful achievement.
Only poor Shibi looked downcast and almost ready to
burst into dears. You could hardly blame him. It really

There is a choice of blond, walnut or mahogany. The fabric covered "working structure" of the JFD enclosure is made
of 34" "Tim -Board," a new type of composition board said
to be acoustically equivalent to 13/4" solid core lumber.
These speakers, each small enough to be tucked under one's
arm, make a convenient stereo pair, and it is in this capacity
that they -will probably find their most widespread use.
In summary, if your requirements tend toward "minimtiID'
without degradation of essential musical quality, these speaker
systems definitely deserve your consideration.

wasn't his performance at all. I don't think it helped his
morale either when Otto slapped him on the back and said,
"Cheer up, Shibi, you'll he tcorld-famous soon. Only you'd
better not let the public and the critics get you on a stage
and hear you in person."
Otto is so frank and honest. Poor Shibi Ornuld. He just
ran up to his room. He couldn't take it. C'est la guerre or
something.
On second thought, it's not so bad. lie's no worse off than
many movie actors. The director has to lead them around by
the hand and .film scenes in bits. These are spliced just like
tape recordings. Put those actors on a stage in front of an
audience and they'd be paralyzed.
1Vcll, we slept late this morning and today we'll loaf
around. The mailman was just here with a special delivery
for Otto. I'd better close now and go down to the village
and get this letter off or it won't go out today.
Auf wiedersehen,
Allison
Z'
r -am -Amster
May 17, 1958

Drug Mabel:
We were just finishing breakfast this morning when a
woman and two children drove up to the schloss and what
do you think? She's Otto's wife and they have two children.
She's not much to look at-, horsey type, if you know what I
mean. I was just wondering if I shouldn't pack this job in
and get back to the good old U.S.A. You get pretty lonesome
for an honest -to -goodness hot-dog after a while.
See you soon,
Allison

ORCHESTRA ¡FOR HIRE
Back in the dark days of the great. Depression,
Vienna's Philharmonic, despite its musical renown,
sometimes found it expedient to balance the budget. by
selling itself bodily. The kind of overtures the orchestra liked best apparently were those from well-heeled
baton -wielders who let it be known that they would
find ways to express their appreciation for the honor of
being invited to conduct the orchestra. Rank amateurs,
of course, wen= excluded from consideration. But there
were a number of orchestra leaders financially upperclass but artistically strictly iower-,middle. Conducting
50

the Vienna Philharmonic, they felt, would give a
needed boost to their prestige.A suitable assignation of this kind was thus arranged
for an ambitious yonng American conductor. After a
generous contribution, he found himself facing the
great orchestra. The players gamely lived up to their
bargain and gave a '"superb performance. But when a
newspaper reporter called the orchestra manager preceding the concert to find out "what Mr. X was going
to conduct," he only got the tart answer: "That we
don't know, But we are playing Beethoven's Fifth."
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standards.

If your choice is stereo, Sherwood offers

The Ultimate in performance-and two model&

to choose from:.
Model 6-5000, a

20+20 watt dual
amplifier -preamplifier for stereo "In a
single package"...
Model S-4400 a stereo preamplifier with
controls -coupled with a single 36 watt
amplifier for converting monaural systems to
stereo (can also be used with Model 6-360
-a 36 watt basic ampliffer(539.50) to
make a dual. 36 watt, combination).
Basic coordinated controls for either stereo
or monaural operation Include 10 two -channel
controls, stereo normal/reverse switch,
phase Inverslopp-switch, tape -monitor switch
and dual amplifier monaural operation
with either set of Input sources. Bass &
treble controls adjust each channel
individually fir together.
The five modes of operation (stereo,
stereo -reversed, monaural 1, monaural 2,
monaural 1+2) are' selected by the function
switch which also operates a corresponding
group of Indicator lites to identify the
selected operating mode...and all Sherwood
amplifiers feature the exclusive
presence rise control.
Model 6-4400: Stereo pre -amp, controls&
single 36'watt amplifier, Fair Trade $159.50
Model 5.5000: 20 +20'watt.dúal stereo
amplifier; Fair Trade $199.50
lgrcempiele epedfiutiepswrite Dept. V-S

.

the right place, or paid the right
price.

Fortunately, for the audiophile, this
sort of meaningless. award "giving"
has never been a part of the High
Fidelity industry. Here, awards come
the'"hard way" for outstanding performance based on. high technical
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ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, INC.
4100N. California Ave., chingo le, lilfnols

Therefore, Sherwood is justly proud
of its many outstanding .honors bestowed; unsolicited, by' most recognized 'testing organizations, plus
many other special recognitions.
For the American Pavillion at the
BrusseLs World's Fair, the only FM tuner
selected, was the Sherwood 5-3000.

Undoubtedly the most'commonly displayed seol In the United States is
*the 'UL" of Underwriters Laborato-.
ries-cdmmonplace except in the Hl.
Fi field) Only Sherwood and two
other popular Hi -Fl ti ne 'bear -this
seal of acceptance-your guarantee of safety from the hazards of
shock and

fire
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And when the Deán of High Fidelity
publishers created the Hi -Fi Music in
the Home performance commendation seal, Sherwood's S-2000 AM FM tuner was the Arai io be chosen
for the honor.
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Wyeth Engineering, Inc. just one of
many, many testing laboratories (one
in particular must remain anonymous)
recently tested Sherwood tuners and
certified their adherence to F.C.C.
brad 1.11.E standards of conducted
and/or radiated' interference:
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gsk High Fidelity dealersyou'll find a majority recommend.
Sherwbód -as "the best buy" in a
complete High Fidelity Home Music
Just

The "complete high fidelity homemwic
menophonle Or !lotto phonic.
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GROf6 GRANDCANYON-SUITt

Gershwin's last orchestral work-his own orchestration of the Suite from PORGY AND BESSnever performed since his death. The first ánd oñly
recording of this historic work.
The Utah Symphony, Abravanel,.conductor.
Monophonic: (with Grofé:' Grand Canyon Suite) XWN
18850, Stereo: (with Copiand: El Salón México) WST 14063

tt-I5
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PROKOFIEFF

'

7.4:
Nlál%

.y._

THE FLAMING ANGEL (Opera in Five Acts): A Gothic
tale of the supernatural transformed into a dramatic

rtatymG aflQl
*^.

masterpiece.
Rhodes, soprano: Depraz, bass; other soloists; Chorus of
Radiodiffusion-Télévision Francaise; Orchestre du Théátre
National de I'Opéra de Paris; Bruck, cond. (Monophonic, OPW

1FPROPAOFIEFF,n

1304)
UQVaN(Yf _a'+RlSm

S C A R LAT T I

TETIDE IN SCIRO

0`..;z

TETIDE IN SCIRO (Opera in Three 'Acts): A newly
discovered opera by Domenico Scarlatti in a mag-

nificent authentic performance. A historical find!
Soloists, Angeljcum Orchestra of Milan; Janes,' Cond.
(Monophonic, OPW 1305)

wiatf

WEISGALL,

.

qIn do flab(

_.

THE TENOR (Opera iri Oñe Act): A modern psychological drama by one of ,America's outstanding

composers!

E

Cassilly, tenor; Coulter, soprano; other soloists; Vienna State
Opera Orchestra; Grossman, cond. (Monophonic, OPW 1206
-Stereo, WST 208)
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For complete Westminster catalog, write: Dept. MR-5,,Westmlnster, 275`7th Ave., New York, N. Y.
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.REVIEW

STEREO HIFI CONCERT
Reviewed by
MARTIN BOOKSPAN

BEST OF THE MONTH
London's flair for "stereo theater" recording páys off again with a neordefinitive album of Lehar's immortal Viennese operetta, The Merry
Widow.
"in this bubbling production ... the over -ail recorded sound
is delightful," (see p. 56)

GEORGE JELLINEK

DAVID RANDOLPH

-

JOHN THORNTON

Decca's stereo disc of the Richard Strauss Thus Spoke Zarathustra is,
under Karl BShm's baton, a brilliant achievement.
magnificent

BACH: Clavier Concerto in D Minor;
Clavier Concerto in A Major. Ruggero Gar-

Musical Interest: Masterpieces
Performance: Done with gusto
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Directionality: Very good
Stereo Depth: Good

Don't, be frightened away by the tasteless
back cover of the jacket, with its garish
yellow. This is a fine disc. The performmuees are direct and straightforward, There
ís no attempt here at any "museum recreation" of 13aeh. The orchestra sounds fairly
full and the playing has body to it.
The soloist does a fine job, and his hat psi chord has an appealing sound. Moreover,
it is located squarely in the center of the
group, with an amazing degree of presence.
The recording Is full-bodied,
The i) Minor Concerto is, of coarse, one
of l3acli's finest, and the compsmion piece
D. R.
.is an appealing work.
in D; Cantata No.

50-Nun lit das Heil and die Kraft. Mimi
Coertse and Margaret Sjastedt (sopranos),
Hilde RStsl-Mojdan (contralto), Anton Der.
meta (tenor). Frederick Guthrie (bass) with
Choir and Orchestra of the Vienna Stale
Opera, Fe/ix Prchaska cond. Bach Guild
BGS-5005 $5:95

Musical interest: Baroque staples
Performance: First rate
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Directionality: Fine
Stereo Depth: Good

descriptions
might indicate, this disc can he highly rcc
antmcnded. If any faith can he found with
it, it is the tendency of the tenor soloist to
over -balance the alto in the beautiful Ez
mís8rfcordin duet, Otherwise the recording
is nicely balanced throughout, and llte
As

the

above

thumbnail

stereo perspective is fine, Crntifying is Ilse
'hike" of the tone of the three Prninpcts,
thanks to the excellent stereo recording.

All the soloists arc good, hut a special
word should be said for the artistry of Mr.
Dermota. The boss has a rather big voice,
but Ise wisely keeps it within tire bounds
of the stylistic needs of the music,
Tile chorus, also, deserves commendation,
despite the fact that the contraltos might
he a little more prominent. I Iris might be
due to their placement, though, rattler than
to any inherent Weak uese on their part.
The Cantata No: 50 consists of a single
M is' 1959

-"A

vivid reading that bristles

Capitol's Musk for Strings finds Leopold Stokowski achieving a remarkable re-creation of the glorious string sound of his Philadelphia days.
"Breathtaking , . ctnd from start to finish commands attention for
the plastic beauty of the string choirs." (see p. 63)

-

.

movement, lasting less than four minute_.
is preauned to be part of a larger work,
rise remainder of which is lost. What it
lacks hi length, it makes up iu strength. it
is a powerful, almost angry work, fist donhle
chorus and orchestra, it is, ssillt its anti=
phonal writing, a "natural" for stereo,
Prohaska has brought a fine sense of style
D. R.
to his readings of built works.

it

BEETHOVEN: Overtures-Leonore No.
3; Egmont; Fidello; Coriolan.

BACH: Megnificat

... a

addition to the recorded Strauss catalog
with energy." (see p. 60)

tin (harpsichord) with the Cento Soli Orchestra of Paris. Victor Desarxen,cond. Omega
OS1-13 $5.95

Vienna Phil-

harmonic Orchestra, Karl Miinchinger cond.
London C5-6053 $4,98
Musical Interest: High indeed
Performance: Dull
Recording: Slightly muffled
Stereo Direl-tiunaltl; Good
Storeo Depth: OK

-

In the March issue I included a brief discussion of this performance in the Basic
'Repertoire article o: tire recorded Eroicu.x,
Walter's .is a broad. assured reading, slower
than most hut with its own particular brand
of heroism. 1 would put it scents(' to Klenr
pe'er's Angel disc in my own affection3.
Tbc recorded sound is, surprisingly,
bolder and fuller in the monophonic recording, but there are details its the scoring
which emerge more clearly in the stcrco ver
Sion. The directionality its the stereo version
is especially well contrived, wills good separation between the two channels. Walter's
good start
new Beethoven eriea is oil to
with this release and the Prrsioral Symphony
M. 11.
of a few months ago,

:

These per(orurances have very little to
commend them. Miinebinger'a tempi, by
and large, are plodding and dull. Lconorc
Mo. 3 and Ee,nront, lauds of which should

erupt into ecstasies of jubilation at their
conclusion, are delivered in a very ho -hum
manner and there arc some ragged string
attacks in Ilse chords that open Egmont and
Ccrrolnir. The Fidelio Overture fares bent
of all, but here again the element of jltbilation its the peroration is missing. Completing the sorry picture is recorded sound
willed in quality. Metneltincier obviously
Was the wrong eoudnet or to entrust with
M. B.
this heroic music.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3 in E
Flat, Op. 55 ("Eroica"). Columbia Symphony Orchestra. Bruno Walter cond.
Stereo-Columbia MS -6036 $5.98, MonoColumbia ML -5320 $4:98
Musical interest: Olympian
Performance: Steady and assured
Recording: Bigger sound in the mono,
with details better in stereo
Stereo Directionality: Excellent
Stereo Death: OK

BIZET: Carmen Suite. RAVEL: Bolero.
Virtuoso Symphony cf London, Alfred Wallenstein cond. Audio Fidelity FCS 50,005
$6.95

BIZET: Carmen
Suite.

Suisse

S

Romande

elf e;

L'Arlesienne
Orchestra. Ernest

Ansermet cond. Landon CS6062 $4.98
and
BIZET: L'Arlesienne Suites Nos.
Carmen Suite No. I. Philharmeniá OrAngel
chestra, Heroert Von Keratan cond.
Mono 35618 $4.98
1

21

Musical Interest: Familiars all
Performance: Close race
Recording: London and Audio Fidelity,
the winners
Stereo Directionality: Equal and good
Stereo Depth: Good throughout

The three recordings represented offer
fascinating comparisons in technique and
isterprctation, and each offers something
the others do not, Audio Fidelity has gathered a line orchesua of many of Etrglund'4
lending players and given them a polished
leader in Alfred Wallcustein. Ansernset,
lung an necnnsplishe,d conductor, heads
ono of Europe's best orchestras, while
53

Von Karajan and the Philbarmonia are top
rank in any league. Which of the three,
then, should he chosen, considering that no
collector in his right mind would want to
spend his money on three versions of the
Carmen Suite combined with two of VAr

leslenne?
Audio Fidelity presents a marvel of balanced stereo, with plenty of articulation too,
in a performance, while not noted for exceptional interpretative finesse, is to the
point, expert, and flawlessly done. London
and Ansermet combine to present a more
plastic performance, one that has a much
more varied dynamic sense, a delicacy and
a sensitivity not present in the Wallenstein
issue. Von Karajan, who leads the Philharmonia in a fuller and more energetic
reading than either, offers his interpretation in a very good monophonic release. The latter offers more music from
L'Arlesienne, end -a shorter quota of Carmen, while Audio Fidelity offers on its other
side Ravel's Bolero. So you flip this musical
coin and what comes down is interesting to
behold. If you want sound to demonstrate,
then it is Audio Fidelity, and a great engineering triumph it is. London's sound is
close behind, with a bit of an edge on first
string sound, but also a more satisfying
reading by Ansermet. It is unfair to compare Karajan in sound; but the monophonic
Angel is as good as any from the viewpoint
of engineering, and indeed some of the finest
L'Arlesienne playing is to be heard from
the Pltilharmonia.
All things considered, this is a victory
for Audio Fidelity. Spatiality is .very pro flounced, and everything is smoothly set out,
in as well balanced a stereo spread as
yet heard at this stage of the art.
J. T.
-

BORODIN:

Polovefslan Dances (see COLLECTIONS)

BRAHMS: Double Concerto in A Minor, Op. 102; Tragic Overture. Op. 81. David
Oistrekh (violin); Pierre Fournier (cello);
with the Philharmonic Orchestra, Alceo
Gallia/lc cond. Angel S-35353 $5.98

Musical Interest: Certainly
Performance: Just misses catching fire
Recording: Good
Stereo Directionality: Unobstrusive
Stereo Depth: OK

This slightly sedate performance of the
Brabms Double Concerto somehow falle
short of its promise. Everything is played
well, with great polish, but the sparks doh't
fly the way they should. Undoubtedly a
more assertive figure on the podium would
have galvanized the whole to a far greater
degree than Gallier.a.
The stereo recording has a richer, fuller
sound than the previous monophonic issue,
with both soloists coming from just left of
center.
M. S.
BRUCH: Scottish Fantasy (see MENDELS.
SOHN)

CORELLI: Concerti Grossi, Op. 6
(complete). Chamber Orchestra of the
Sociales Musics, Copenhagen, Jorgen Ernst
Hansen cond. Bach Guild .BGS 6010/12 3
12" $17.95. Mono-Bach Guild BG 585/17
3

12" $14.95
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FALLA: Concerto for harpsichord, flute,
oboe, clarinet, violin and cello (Robert Vey -

Musical Interest: Baroque Masterpieces
Performance: Completely idiomatic
Recording: Very fine
Stereo Directionality: Just right
Stereo Depth: Good
No hesitation is in order when -it. comes
to recommending this set. The performances
are masterful in every way, and the fine
stereo recording, puts the players right in

-

your living room. Moreover, they'll fit into
your living room since they sonad like a
chamber group. In this respect, this set
differs from both the Westminster and the
Vox album of the same music. Both the
latter two are larger conceptions, employing a greater number of players. The Vox
version, especially, seems to have been made
with a full string orchestra.
It should be made clear that comparison
with the other versions was made on the
basis of the monophonic versions only.
Westminster supplies a fuller bass than
either of the other recordings, while Vanguard puts the largest space around the
players, yet preserving fine clarity of line.
From this point on, your individual preferD.11
ence must determine final choice.
DOHNANYI: Variations on a Nursery
Tuna; Piano Concerto No. 2. Erno Dohnanyi
with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Boult cond. Angel 536538 $5.98
Musical Interest: Variations-A delight;

Concerto-Variable
Performance: Excellent
Recording: Firsf-rate
Stereo Directionality: Fine
Stereo Depth: Good

ron-Lacroix, harpsichord, with soloists of the
National Orchestra of Spain).; El Retablo de
Maése Pedro (complete opera ). Julita Berme -10 soprano)-The Boy: Carlos Munguia
(tenor -Maése Pedro; Raimundo Torres
(baritone)-Don Quixote. The National
Orchestra of Spain, Ataulfo Argente cond.
(both). London CS 6028 $4.98

Musical Interest: Stimulating oddities
Performance: Very good
Recording: Sharp and vivid
Stereo Directionality: Life -like
Stereo Depth: Likewise

These two works of Falla's full maturity,
both written in the same period (around
1923), provide a logical coupling as well as
an interesting stylistic contrast to the better
known national -romantic aspect of the composer's art. Both utilize harpsichord, and
the presence of this instrument symbolizes
Falla's striving for classical discipline and
the influence of 16th and 17th century
traditions.
The concerto is a work of austere neoclassicism in which the composer achieves
stringent sonorities with the unconventional
blend of his instrumentation. Argenta conducts his soloists with admirable vigor and,
if your ear relishes the sound Falla contrived for this concerto, your enjoyment will
be enhanced by stereo's added dimension.
Argenta's authority lends similar weight
to a smooth and expert performance of
Falla's inventive operatic treatment of the
familiar Cervantes episode- Raimundo Torres sings the musicof the Knight vigorously
but with more strength than elegance; the
other two parts are well sung and cheracterized. The appeal of both pieces is of a
somewhat _specialized nature, bat the program adds up to a rewarding listening experience, mirrored in fine stereo realism.
-

The appearance of the stereo versions of
these two performances is most welcome,
especially since the stereo is so successful.
Dohnanyi, who- is over eighty, is still a re
markable pianist and his performances of
these scores will probably be studied by

future generations. The Nursery Tune
Variations is a sturdier work by far, but the
Second Concerto, with its bold Romantic
splashes, may prove to be durable also. First
Blass collaboration from Bonk and the orchestra rounds out an unqualifiedly successful release-

DVO*AK: Cello Concerto in B Minor,
Op. 104; FAURd: Elégie for Cello and Orchestra, Op. 24. Janos Starker with the Philharmonic Orchestra, Walter Siisskind cond.
Angel 5-35417 $5.98
Musical Interest: High
Performance: Technically fina
Recording; Good
Stereo Directionality; OK
Stereo Depth: OK

There's not much channel separation in
this stereo re -issue of performances released
monophonically about a year ago, but the
cello is firmly planted a little to the left of
center and there it remains through both
works. The stereo recording does, however,
give off a rounder, fuller sound than its
monophonic equivalent.
Starker's performances of both works are
marvels of technical security; an added
measure of virility would have made these
interpretations landmarks of the recorded
repertoire.
M. B.

G. J.

FAURI: Elégie (see DVOLAK)
GLAZOUNOY: Birthday Offering (arr.
Robert Irving). LECOCQ: Mam'zelle Angot
(arr. Gordon Jacob). Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra, Robert Irving cond. Angel

S

35588

$5.98

Musical Interest: Romantic ballet fare
Performance: Very good
Recording: Disappointing
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth: Good, a little dose

Angel has released a coupling of opulently arranged ballet scores--a very beautiful
presentation of lush romanticism. Giazon
nov has the edge for long-lasting melodic
value. Lecocq's music is typiehlly French,
dazzling and saucy, but without too much
imagination. Irving, a much better conductor than he is given credit for, makes the
.most of his opportunities with the Royal

Philharmonic.
Irving has taken music from four Ciazonnov scores for Birthday Offering which was
given by Sadler Well's company in 1956 to
celebrate its Silver Jubilee. The production
was a surprising and overwbPlming success,
so it has been kept in the repertoire. Most
listeners will recognize quotations from The
Seasons. There is a bad tendency for the
orchestra to sound too hard in full 8 pas.
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Italic .eF?nuez on. a 23adget...
A Completely Dfferent Kind of
Record and Tape Club
(Tan the

Different !
Different!
Different!
Different!

You buy at the prIcexhe defiler usually pays-at least 38% discount on. monthly -catalog

Different!

You can purchase SMS records and tapes not available anywhere else.

ielectións.

You may purchase records and tapes of all companies, not just brie.
You have no minimum purchase requirements.

You never receive "approval" records or tapes not actually

ordered.'

*Every month we will offer you the complete catalog of one or more record and tape libraries, such ds Angel,
Capitol, 'Columbia, 'Mercury, RCA, etc., thereby affording you vast, savings as you build your library from
over 10,000' selections which we will offer you in

gdl/t du

gei. ike

3M5 Record Club

Jlf

Stereo Tape Club

(lórm.rly,Sam Goody Record Club)

and receive FREE

and receive FREE
Any One LP record (including stereo)

anyone of'the full half hour
stereo tapes listed ,below:
These tapes are an SMS

- or

product, (available stacked
.or staggered), and cannot
be obtained anywhere else.
SMS-1001-AROUND THE WORLD

an
-

gt1!0.`:frifT

kZ

WITH ANTON KARAS,Including La Vle
Eh Rose, La Paloma, River Kwal

March, 0 Sole Mlo, etc.

Stereo Cartridge and diamond needle.

SMS1003--BASIN STREET, Old Favorites Including: Anastasia, Lady be
Good, Sam, the Old Accordion Man,
and mány others.

SMS-10P2-FLAMENCO CARNIVAL

'(for Ceramic or Mogneflc input)

C.

'A -MEMBER

OF EITHER CLUB YOU 'ENJOY ALL THESE ADVANTAGES:
38% savings each month on records and tapes (Including stereo) from a library of a major company.

AS

30% savings on all other records, Including stereo.
30% savings on all other stereo tapes.
Great savings on equipment and recording' tape.
Immediate shipment.
Free monthly Catalogue of latest releases and newsletter.

-

FULL YEAR'S MEMBERSHIP IN EITHER CLUB $12.00

Va:

SMS Record Club
203 Grand Avenue, Palisades. Park, N.

MR -7

I
understand that I em Under no obligation to purchase any minimum
number of records and that
may purchase monthly special retards at
38% discount añd all other records for 30% dlscoinl. I am to receTve
1

FREE any one LP

record, Monaural or Stereo, or

stereo cartridge And diamond needle
Chet' Cartridge:
Ceramic input

a FREE

check

0 -money-order

for $12.00 Is enclosed to cover membership

SMS-1002

SMS-$001

machine ((n -line)' stacked

My

SMS-1003

Q machine tonset) staggered

Q

check

money order for $12.00 is enclosed to cover. membership fee.

Please make check payable to Stere.ophanlc Music Society, 303 Grand Avenue,
Palisades Park, N. J.,

Namr

Address

MAY 1959

l

four.track tapes now available Stir new Ampex, ,Pentron, Tandberg,
Telectro and Viking machines.

Name

Make of Record Player

understand that I am under no obligation co Purchase any minimum number
tapes and will receive my bonus stereo tape by return mail, Under the
SMS group purchasing plan, I may purchase monthly special stereo tapes for
38% discount. and all other tapes for 20% discount.

Ten 33/4

Please make,cheekpayable to SMS Record .Club.

City

a

I

ci

Check one;
Check one:

Magnetic input

or

fee.

MR-7

Stereophonic Muslo Society

Electro-Volee

Free record
My

VO-:

303 Grand Ave., Palisades Park, N. 1..

S.

_

Stale

-

-

Address
City

State

-

Make of Tape Recorder
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sages, a tesuht of too close brass pickup,
and the first string. niso become too heal
liant at tines. The problem can be solved
by high frequency roll -off. Otherwise, all
is serene, The -recording offers a great deal
of sublime melody atitd some really breath-

J. T.

taking woodwind playing.

HAILFFTER: Sinfonietta, Orquesta Naclonal de España, Ataul16 Argento cond:
London CS6029 $4,98

Angot

LECOCQ: Mam'zelle
ZOUNOV)

(see

GLA-

LEHAR: The Merry Widow (complete).
Hildr, Cueden (soprano)-Hanna Gleweri;
Per Grander. )tenor)-Grcf Donilo; Walde-

(tenor)-Comilla de Rosillon;
Emmy Loose (soprano)-Velencienne: Karl
Dosch Ineritone)-Mirko Zeta. and others.
The Vienna State Opera Chorus and Orchestra, Robert Stolz cond. London OSA 1205 2
12" $10.96
mar Kmentt

Musical Interest: Everlasting
Performance: Effervescent
Recording: Exciting
Stereo Directionality: Expert
Stereo Depth: Exemplary

Musical Interest; Fascinating
Performance: Tremendous
Recording: London's best
Stereo Directionality: Perfect
Stereo Deptn: Exactly right

There are several reasons why this new
London stereo record is exceptional. The
must important reason í's that the Hallf.er
score is so fascinating! It is unpretentious,
it aboutyds with good humor, it is part classical, port Romantic, ;part modern in send,
part .sensual and natienaiistic in texture-

individual.
Magnificently played by Orquesta National de España under the inspired direfe
lion of Argenla, this score, despite its transparency, poses no problems for the leading
seats, and the first desk men of this orchestra carry off their part; with polished
virtuosity. London does not have a more
perfectly engineered stereo disc in its aland wholly

of the Polonaise and off-stage

efItelsl das
tlltctly separated in the right channel. All
in ad I, a high degree of stage illusion is

The sherry Widow is Viennese operetta
at the summit. The stony may add sot to
little more than a cnttglatner'aaton of tired
clichés, yet miseeialed efforts to endow the
honk with Hroudway-slyle:d "sophistication"
can only result its a hopeless tangle akin to
n stagging of Pol jury by a group of Tyrolean yielders. On the other hand, if you
ttrelerve the spirit of the original inspiration
cold ntnist the parts to a group of singing
:mots who can perform their tasks with
conviction but also know the right moments
for a tengueincheck approach-the enterprise just cannot fail. Not when you have
Lehár's music Oil your side.
In this bubbling production, Loudon wisely relied tin yet another powerful ally-the
a

ready sizable catalog. it is easy to tinier
stand why Toseanini. Waller, Stokowski,
avid others su strongly favored this Sinfonietta when it won :1 prim, in 1024. Play ere end conductors alike must find this
charming score a delight to work with. The
H:dllter work was the last recording Argenta made for London before his untimely
death, which makes it all the more valuable.
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HANDEL: Messiah-Halleluiah (see COLLECTIONS)

HAYDN: Symphony No.

G Major ("Military'): and Symphony Na. 101 hi
D Major ("Clock''). Vienna State Opera
Orchestra. Mogens Wcildike cond. Vanguard
SRV 109-5D $2.98.
109 $1.98

100

1n

There is no attempt at the merely spectacular hi this recording, As a resttll, it
is an eminently sarisiying disc. We)dike's
way with Haydn ie thoroughly adñlirnble,
and bis tempo in the last movement of tile
rllilrtrrry Symphony does not suffer from the
excesses of the Scherchen version (\Vest-

ttlinster),
Both stereo and monophonic versious
might benefit front slightly more bass, but
this is a very minor criticism. A word
should he said for the late presence of the
percussion inSt rintaen1 , so important in the
aloes movement of the Military Symphony.
D. B.

HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto (see COLLEC56
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Mono-Vanguard 5RV-

Musical Interest: Enduring Haydn
masterpieces
Performance: Exemplary
Recording: Good
Stereo Directionality: Sufficient
Stereo Depth: Pleasing

TIONS)
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directoritll hand of Hebert S:nit:, who, as
some will recall, presided over the operettn's
briilinnt New York revival of 1913 {with
Martha l ggerth anti Jan Kiepura). Of
course, his association with thle treasurable
spore is clutch deeper than that-it goes
hack alt the way to 1905 when The Merry
Widow started its fstbtllous journey. Stolz,
now 79, is probably the world's leading exponent of n great tradition, a fact this yet

attractively demonstrate-.
The east is excellent. ililde Cueden's
glamot'olls and lively portrayal of the Widow
slakes i)anilo's stubborn reticence to the
very end of the third act almost incomprehensible, niel she sings with charm and assurance. Per Crunch's. the young Swedish.
tenor of the Volksoper, dews not create a
s'cn dashing image of Danilo, but lac, tiro,
sings with an essy 'trace, thoroughly steeped
in the style. Waldemar Kntcntt, as (::tlnille,
is an rudentvoieed wooer whose singing of
"Komsal in lots Heine. Pat'fllon" is One of tlié
hieII points of the performance. f ant net
sore I teeuld deserihc a \Iarsosian accent,
'Buts:

achieved in this well -prepared production.
For all illy whole -hearted endorsement of
the ftlrcgoing, toy admiration fur the older
(nott-Stereol Angel set is by 1111 mean, lessened. (Sdtwarzkopf, Cedda, Leosc and
Kunz are Angel's singing principals, the
last named a super') 1)arilo Oren though
this role is conventionally sung; by at teller).
Angel's sound, on re -hearing, is as bright as
over and the úverall perfotroanee is every
hit a3 exciting (even more so in the
SchwarzknpfKunz ensembles) as AC one
offered by Loudon:
The l.intdon sal starts oil will) a splendid
perfurntance of the overture-n brand new
p,tptturri fashioned by Stolz. The updating
shows a masterly hand and the passing
anachronism of the beguine rhythm is more
charming than intrusive. One demerit. however, goes to London for fulling to include
a libretto.
The notes end synapsis which
accutttpany the sett ant only stn -so.
(:.,d.

MEN'DELSSOHN: Midsummer
Dream (see TCHAIKOVSKY)

Night's

MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto in E
Minor, Op. 64; BRUCH: Scottish Fantasy,
Op. 46, Alfredo Campoli with the London
Philharmonic Orchestra. Sir Adrian Boull
cond. London CS -6047 $4.98

e. -

I.'1

but whatever it is, Karl Diiinelt has mastered it hilariously in the delicious characterization of the bungling diplomat-.
Equally excellent is Entrny Look in the
role of !Ito "duii(iii wife."
Aside from Certain spots ou Side 1 where
the chorus gets a sl'ieehlly blurred reproduction, the over-all reseeded sound is delightful. Then-. is ,a distinct spatial illusion het
the engineer< have wisely and tastefully. enn
CCnn-atted on the 'middle" zone," leavine
iuridettt:tl ;attractions ("on stage" dement

Musical Interest: Mendelssohn-A masterpiece; Bruch-No masterpiece, but
engaging
Perfermenee: OK
Recording: Good
Stereo Directionality: Fine
Stereo Depth; OK

Campoli leas had a previoars go al the
ttfeudclssoitn Concerto, lit :t performance
eilh this came orchestra under Eduard van
Beinttn (now available on Richmond
19021), That one is a beautiful]y, poetic,
undcretfuted reading, Since then Catupnli
has become more of the virtuoso shotelnnit
and this new reading is flashier and noire
extroverted, I still prefer the old Campoli
fur it possesses qualitictt which are all toe
rare lit tuday'it music mart:
ltrnch's Scottish Fantasy is minor, but
eharlrting score. Cain/lob plays it well, btu
Bottle's- accompaniment is no more than routine--nutt'h less involved with the score
titan when lie conducted the Philltarutonia
Orchestra for Rabin's Angel recording of
the music (354f14), The recorded sound ie
well-balanced and eleanh'-futused. M. B.

l

MOORE: Thé Devil end Daniel Webster
(complete). Lawrence Winters (baritena)Daniel Wcbeter; Joe Blankenship
Jahcls Stone: Dcris You -rig (soprano)-Mar¡
Stone; Frederick Weidner ¡tenorl--Mr
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Juan Montero, matador.

Prom BULLFIGHT. by pent acion of
SYrnon and Schuster, Pwbliehere.
Copyright 01958 bti Peter Buckley.
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for the matador
it conies
when he can no longer play at the
game of bravery, but must at last
face up to the supreme test of his
courage and greatness
when hé
must conquer .or be coiiqúéred.

-.

paper claims, every brand, every
product of old Must now 'fact lip
to the new challenge wrought by
stereophonic sound. Regardless of
past laurels, it is today's performance that counts.

MOMENT
OP
Tl3 UTH"

-

-

. for the turntable or changer
it comes when Inc stylus descends
to the groove of a stereo record, to
track as never before required .
vertically as well as laterally, with
lighter pressure, greater accuracy,.

The United Audio DUAL -1006

...

totally new, significantly different ... is the only combination
professional turntable and deluxe
changer created for uncompromised stereo and monophonic
reproduction.

less distortion and far more sensitivity-when the operation must

be silent, smooth and flawless to
permit the music to emerge with

We invite yoíi to -visit your authorized United Audio dealer
to
submit the DUAL-1006 to the most
demanding of tests ..- . to see and
hear lit in its "moment of truth."

...

clarity, purity and distinction.

Shorn of pretension and mere

:-

'Che DUAL -1006
combination professional turntable I deluxe changer for uncompromised stereo and mono reproduction
Actually tracks and operates automatically or manually with only 2
grams stylus pressure.
Choice of heavy, large diameter
new laminated concentrically -girded design retains
dynamic balance and plano surface.

turntables'

-

Rigid equipoise motor suspension
principle eliminates vertical rumble.
Sutphin direct reading stylus Ares

sure/tracking force gauge.
lb. standard;
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Totally new design one-piece tone arm
provides perleN-vertical and
lateral tracking
no multiple arm
resonance or cartridge vertical -amplitude distortion.
Truly freefloating tonearm
unique
clutch disengagement for complete

-

-

-

freedom.

Multiple dransmission motor drive
uses individual gears for each speed
-automatic disengagement makes
"flat spot thumping" impossible.

Stereo-thóno switch has phase -can.
ceiling feedback circuit to remove
vertical noise signal from mono records played with stereo cartridge.

Obsolescence -proof intermix for
present or future record sires.
Elevator action conger spindle safeguards record grooves and centers.
(or automatic) single
play
permits setting tonearm on
rotattng or motionless turntable.
True

manual

-
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Scratch, and others. The Festival Choir and
Orchestra. Armando Aliberti cond. Westminster WST 14050 $5.98

MOZART: Eine kleine
TCHAI KOVSKY )

geno, and others. The Vienna State Opera
Chorus and The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Kart Bahm cond. London OS 25046
$5.98

Douglas Moore's setting of Stephen Vin-

cent Benét's famous story has long been
recognized as one of the best examples of
American folk opera. It is tuneful, rich in
nativa color and makes its point plainly and
vigorously. The Westminster performance
is no more than competent but, fortunately,
never less than that either. The magnetic
personality of Webster should call for an
American Chaliapin-and where are you
going to find one?
The benefits of stereo are added to the
fine recorded sound with singularly happy
results-the two channels are buzzing with
activity. One minor complaint-the faint
vocal presence allotted to the satanic Mr.
Scratch. Otherwise-an excellent production job and decidedly fun to listen to. G. J.

Musical Interest: Masterpiece-streamlined
Performance: Above average
Recording: Jus+ about average
Stereo Directionality: Slight
Stereo Depth: Satisfactory

London's complete Magic Flute dales
back to 1955-it must have been one of the
first operas recorded stereophonically. Nothing startling is revealed in the two channels
-in- fact the definition of choral voices
leaves something to be desired. The over-all
sound, however, ís entirely satisfying.
'
The excerpts have been reasonably well
chosen-you just cannot condense this opera on a single disc and hope to satisfy
all listeners. This particular listener would
gladly reduce in this instance the generous
representation allotted' to Walter Berry's
unsteady Papageno in favor of, say, "O his
and Osiris," which is omitted. Sarastro,
sung by Boehme with imposing if not mellifluous sonority, gets decidedly shortchanged
hére-only one verse is given of "In diesen
heil'gen Hallen."
The'remainder of the distinguished group
of singers comes through in fine style, with
Gueden's tender and sensitive Pemba taking the vocal honors. The orchestral account
is above reproach, if hardly sparkling. For
the time being this ís all there is to "ZauberIlote" in stereo-doubtless a temporary state
of affairs which, nevertheless, should herghten the appeal of this abridgement
G. J.

MOZART: Cost fan tuite (highlights).

(soprenol-Fiordiligi; Chris -

(memo-soprano)-Dorebelle; An-

ta Ludwig

(tenor)-Ferrando:
(baritone)-Guglielmo: Paul Schiiffler (baritone)-Don Alfonso; Emrny Loose (soprano)
-Despína, and others. The Vienna State
ton Dermota

Erich Kunz

Opera Chorus and The Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra, Karl Bohm cond. London OS
25047 $5.98

Musical Interest: High
Performance: Outstanding ensemble
Recording: Clear and well balanced
Stereo Directionality: Realistic
Stereo Depth: Good

The cast of this performance features Vienna'sfinest singers, who happen to be outstanding Mozart specialists to boot. So is
conductor Bohm and it naturally follows
that the ensemble work sq essential in this
opera is of the highest order. NoCthat this
record lacks demonstration of shining individual talents: Liza della Casa is a bewitch.
lag Fiordiligi, and Christa Ludwig (a comparative newcomer when this recording was
made about two years ago) is her worthy
peer. Dermota endows his characterization
with a mºnlinesá- not always suggested by
Mozartians of similar vocal assurance, and
Kunz performs with the expertness and
bonhommie that are his trademark. Finally,
though Sch6fffler's contribution is all too
brief, every moment of it is filled with authority. Come to think of it, my only reservation is non-musicaL It concerns the Italian diction which, while not exactly bard to
take, does suggest a certain amount of uneasiness for all principals except Miss della
Casa.
The recorded sound is excellent. The
nature of the selectibna chosen (arias and
close ensembles) places a limit on directionality-an aspect which will be more
discernible when the complete set is issued. -Meantime, should you hold the opinion that one LP of Cosi /an tutte's music
is all you need (you are wrong, of course)
this is the record for you. It is, -at, the
present time, the only abridged "Cost
available.
G. J.
58
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(see

MOZART: The Magic Flute (highlights).
Wilma Lipp (soprano)-Queen of the Night;
Hilda Gueden (soprano)-Pemina; Leopold
Simoneau (+enor)-Tamino: Kurt Boehme
(bass)-Sarastro: Emmy Loose (so rano)Popagena; Walter Berry {baritone!-Papa-

Musical Interest: Fine Americana
Performance: Enjoyable
Recording: Tops
Stereo Directionality: Very effective
Stereo Depth: Very good

Lisa della Cesa

Nechtmusik

OFFENBACH:
'page 69)

Tales- of

ORFF: Citulli
TIONS)

Carmine

Hoffmann

(see

(see

COLLEC-

PROKOFIEV: Violin Concertos-No.

I

In D,1,Major,_Op.,-19; No2 in G Minor, Op.
63.
Ruggiero Ricci, with the Suisse Romende Orchestra, Ernest Ansermet cond.
London CS 6059 $4.98

Musical Interest: Considerable
Performance: Fine
Recording: Good
Stereo Directionality: OK

The newcomer to music, on first hearing
these concertos, will be puzzled, and even
repelled by Prokofiev's unexpected changes
of mood. But after a few repetitions, you
hear sounds emerge not heard before, and
before you can say Serge, you begin to
appreciate what Prokofiev has been telling
you all along.
Ricci in these performances displays a
rather wiry tone at times, but his virtuosity
overcomes all of the technical obstacles that
appear with frightening regularity on every
page--An ermet is careful not to let his marvelous orchestra sound too big, but keeps
the dynamics transparent and clear-cut.
Ricci seems more comfortable in the youthful I) Major Concerto, and London has issued better engineered stereos. But even
so, the standard throughout is high, and
the record ía well worth the having. A
little tip
. listen underneath the solo
parts to what ís going on in the orchestra,
especially the woodwinds, to appreciate
right away the special brilliance of Prokofiev's way with instrumentation.

..

PURCELL: Trumpet pieces (see COLLECTIONS)
RAVEL: Bolero (see BIZET)
RAVEL: La Velse; Bolero; Rapsodie Espagnole. New York Philharmonic, Leonard
Bernstein cond. MS 6011 $5.98
Musical Interest: Great Ravel
Performance: Routine
Recording: Substandard.
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth: Shallow

The
R>svel

the monophonic version reviewed by the

'writer in a recent issue. 'The performances
are slick, pat,- routine,- ana with a less Competent orchestra could -be considered quite
ordinexy: =perhaps Gtie-of the dangers of so
much' abundance of releases is that mediocre performances are bound to crop up
with disappointing frequency, especially
where the familiar scores are concerned.
La Valse appears the best of the offerings,
but it Is a poor winner, and the stereo
version makes it even plainer than on the
J. T.
mono recording.
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Russian Easter Overture (see COLLECTIONS]

ROISINI: William Tell Overture
LECTIONS)

Stereo Depth: Fair

.

stereo release of Bernstein's all
album is no different in essence than

(see COL-

-

SHOSTAXOVICH: Symphony No.

This coupling represents two Prokofiev
works in the same form, composed twenty
years apart; yet each bears an unmistakable stamp. -Although the G Minor is a
warmer work, cast in a more lyrical pattern, ít is still filled in with those characteristic Prokofievan compositional traits.
Flashing changes of mood, sudden key transitions, teasers of exquisite melodic phrases
interrupted by harsh dissonances-those
things that were so much a part of his brit
-

'leant technique all his life, are scattered
throughout both concertos in delightful
profusion.

S

in

Major, Op. 47. Stadium Symphony Orchestra of New York, Leopold Stokowski
D

.

cond. Everest SDBR 3010 $5.98

-

Musical Interest: Considered by many
the best of Shostákovich
Performance: Variably good
Recording: Spotty in (/ parts
Stereo Directionality: Eaeellent
Stereo Depth: Balanced well

If an 'impossible speculation could be
indulged for a moment, this music as recorded in stereo with the Philadelphia Or.
chestra in its great Stokowskian era with
present day techniques, would have resulted
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Here's Why
RADIO SHACK'S 1.959
SOLO Speaker Is'W'orfh
Twice ,Our Price:!

1

Heavy

REA L/ST/C

laminated
mahogany
tab in el

SOLOe
$15.95

-'

2 for Stereo 829.50

_-r

Ult,a.somplianl

suspension cone
speaker (ontitting of a woofer with
o coarfaffy mounted "whiner

If made in this i.büntry, Radio Shack's exclusive "SOLÓ"
speaker system would cost more than twice its low price,
Here at last is a VERY SMALL SPACE HI-FI speaker with
real lows and clean highs. It's designed by the same Radio
Shack engineering staff that created the world famous
ELECTROSTAT-3 tweeter. And its magnificent performance
is matched in appearance by its handsome furniture finished dark mahogany enclosure with blending grill.

"

Extra
heavy

Amite
magnet

Size 141/" x 11" x 101/¢' deep; 8 ohms to match any hi-fi amok 'tier, console or TV set; sealed back with terminal strip; cabinet
finished on four sides for horizontal, vertical or suspended use;
á'. runners of matching mahogany Included; response Is 5014,000 cps. 'Qualltywise, space-wise and budg.t'wise
,
there's no other speaker to compare.with'our "SOLO"!

Acoustic

lining
throughout
for clean
sound

vented, duet -type molest. e
Neimhohz resonator
.
esp
to ealend the range
Ike SOLO with REAL laws

Tuned,

dolly designed

el

The World Famous
5;000-25;000 cps
TWEETER

REA'L /S TIC

"TRIO"
544.50

2 for Stereo.

"ELECTROSTAT-3"
$27.50

Radio Shack's'REALISTIC "TRIO"
is a magniitcent 3 -speaker system
that compares brilliantly with $100 systems
. and Includes features no other speaker system
has
.. such as the patented centermounted acoustic cut-off fitter
in' the 8' woofer. This provides clean lows without h.f interference.
The superbly engineered dual tweeters have
smooth wide range and
are mounted at offset angles for dispersing the sound uniformly in all'
directions. in addition to being solidly encased, they are so mounted
that they may be rotated 90' for maximum effectiveness in either up
Mint or lowboy positions. Dual hi -pass filter, response 35-17,500 cps;
8 ohms; ,r'aminated dark mahogany furniture -finished on 4 sides: size
22y, (,13"' x 111/2" deep; complete with 2 separate, matching runners.

Radio Shack's REALISTIC ELECTROSTAT-3.adds a
new acoustic brilliance to any speaker 'system
smooth, silky response from 5,000 cps to beyond
the range of human hearing. It's the tweeter
that's been getting the rave notices . .
the
tweeter the whole world wants most. regardless
of price. Mahogany. blond or walnut finish.
Size 117/8" wide x 5'/" high x 41/2" deep.

,,a$

.,

REALISTIC ELECTROSTAT3 CROSSOVER NETWORK KITS include colts, condensers and L

pad, complete with simple asfembly instructions. Either 8 or 16 ohm kit.. :..each $4.95

Ask for our 64 -pole
HUH BUYING GUIDE

R.4/r0
SH.41Clf
CORPORATION W;-?"`a~
p167 Washington St., Boston 8, Mass.
STORES 730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass.
1,230-240 Crown St., New Haven 10, Conn.
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$79.50

REALISTIC

i\

RADIO SHACK CORPORATION, Dept. 5 A
730 Commonwealth Ave Boston 17, Mast.
Iea,eneed me the following:
REALISTIC
Sli. Wt. Order No.
Ouan.
SOLO Speaker
12 lbs.
90LX250
TRIO Speaker
25 lbs.
9011210
7 lbs.
ELECTROSTAT-3
3SCX017Y
e-Ohra X -Over
2 los.
911500

Sale

$75.95
44.50
27.50
4.95

Radio Shock 1959 Hi -Fi Buying Guide
Money Order
C.O.D.

Check

Nome
Address
City

-Zone

'State

"
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Now-just $1 can show you how to get more listening pleasure from your hi-fi set!
That's the- cost óf the new 1959 edition of the HI-FI GUiDE & YEARBOOK the
,authoritative Ziff-Davis Annual that covers every facet of high fidelity enjoyment.
Besides telling you how to use. your equipment,for the best possible reproduction,
the 1959 HI -,F1, GUIDE & YEARBOOK presents a round -up of the trends in the hí-fi
field...tells you'howto save -on repairs...guides you in the selection of records...givés you tips ón.tapes. It's actually'líke getting two big books for. the price of one!

-

GUIDE
Section 1: IMPROVING YOUR HI,FI-Strange Allergies of hi-fi. Square Waves Check
Tone Controls. Give Your Pickup a Chance. Getting the Most,f(om Your Tweeters. MX
means Multiplex.' Your Stereo Listening Area.
Section 2: INSTALLING YOUR Hl -FI SYSTEM-Hiving the
a Fi to the Suburbs. Index YoUr
Music. Ceiling_Mounted Speaker.
Section 31. TAPE RECORDING-Getting the Most From Your Tape Records, Tips and
Techniques. Don't Let Your Tapes Hiss at You. Make Your Own Stereo Tape Recordings.

YEARBOOK .SECTION

-

TRENDS IN- HI-FI: developments, in 1958 and what the

future holds.
a conductor, a music -critic, and
tell what records (classical and jazz) they would'select-and why.

CRITICS' CHOICE OF RECORDINGS:

69 Arilales

a

sound engineer'

THE ULTIMATE IN FM STATIONS: here's how

:13,5v.
!

}

STEREO
on y bud,yof

station in Chicago really caters to its
hi-fi. listeners-in what could be a nationwide
trend in programming!, Also gives you a listing
of FM stations throughout the country.
STEREO: the'latest report on what is happening in this big, exciting field.. PLUS a photo
story showing what can be done to fit more
equipment into'less space.
an. FM

Gtl
l
PEAR800K'

I'

J-

All'told, the

HI-FI GUIDE & YEARBOOK brings
wealth of information to help you get
the most out of your hi-fi listening hours. Only
$1.00 ($1.25 outside U.S.A.), it's a fabulous
buy! The Hi -FI GUIDE-& YEARBOOK is on sale
now-make sure you pick up your copy today, at your newsstand!

you
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ZIFF-DAVIS 'PUBLISHING 'C.O,MPANY
434- South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 5, Illinois
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a terrific release. Stokowski has a special way with the Shustakuviclt "Fifth,"
and even with the Stadium Symphony Orchestra of New York, there arc some great
nrtstiients. One does miss, though, the opulence of tone, that glowing gorgeous color
that Stokowski achieved with the Philadelpliia string-s, so right for the long drnwnout lyricism of the slow movement. The
electrical energy of the.Finale, with its hair.
raising percussion in the first measures
sounds rather 9át compared to existing
mono versions, partly x fault of n.ticttiphoitfog, partly because the percussion lacks real
presence. Sonic formidable break''-up afro
occurs in middle and high frequencies at
climactic lioints-an obvious, reminder that
-not too much can he'crowded onto it stereo cut groove at this stage of the art. The
recording has some magnificent moments,,
especially in the first aitd third mov,anents,
and the Mass work in the Scherzo is well
reproduced. Rut, over-all, this disc is a this.
appointment.
J. T.

STRAUSS WALTZES-Emperor; Vienna
Blood; Blue Danube; Tales From the Vienna
Woods. Virtuoso Symphony Orchestra of
London, Emanuel Vardi cond. Audio Fidel.
icy FCS-50,013 $6.95'
Musical Interest: Masterpieces all
Perforinance: Not bad for non-Viennesé
Recording: Big and resonant
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth: Fine

This disc and Wallcnsiein's recording of
the Tchaikovsky "Pathétique' reviewed he low arc two of die initial releases in Audio
Fidelity's entry into the field of recorded
serious_ music. Since its creation about four
years act the company lato nwdé rather a
fetish of sound and the initial release of
recorded classical music has. been accompanied by'extravugant claims in this area.
I've heard all five items in the initial release and can report that the sound on all of
them is full and lioirl and very impressivebut so is the work of almost every significant company in the business today, when
you come right down to it. It is along musical lines that Audio. Fidelity will either
"make it or break it" ín serious music, and
along these lines the company's initial venture is solid and promising.
Vardi, the ronductur of these Strauss
Waltzes, is_Audio Fidelity's Director of classical úrtísts and repertoire. 1-le is a wellknown viola player and has appeared with
increasing frequency as is conductor in the
New York area in die past decade. These
performances of the Strauss Waltzes don't
lave the matchless style nor_tlte irresistible
appeal that someone like the late Clemens
Krauss brought to them in his series of
Johann Strauss recording for London, hut
for non -Viennese performances these arc
quite good. Vienna Wood and Tales From
the Vienna Woods fare lest of all, with an
especially successful zither soloist in the
latter_ 'the recorded sound is big and' bold,
with fine spaciousness and depth: M. 1 .
STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra
Poem, Op. '30. Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, Karl Bi hm cond. Dacca DL 79999
$5.98, Mono-Dacca DL 9999 $3.98
R.

-Tone

Musical Interest: Crirdrovorsial Strauss
1

iFI

REVIEW

Performance Immense!
'Recording: Superlative
Stereo Directionality: Perfect
Stereo Depth: Full and round

For splendid sound, for the summoning
of overwhelming orchestral forces, "Zara.
thustra" has no competition among the
Strauss tone poems except for'tíiouicnts of
Ele Heldenleben. Inspired by the writings
of Nietzsche,. the music is magnificently
contrived. fn the full- romantic sense of
musical expression for' its own sake, "Zarathustra" is an impressive example of musical archi tectu_t e, conceived by a -mare who
second -to -none understood the,.art of instru=

"Pictureon théWall;''

TELEVISION
YOURS
WITH NEW

tnentation,

Karl Mimi' takes this ürrpréssf a score
and wakes die most of it. The tesul.t is x
magnilicerit addition to the recorded Strauss
catalog, Engineering aids and abets_ a
vivid reading that bristle, with energy adding up to one of the most thrilling issues
in the tthole Dccca line. 1f the work fails
to overwhelm you in We earthshaking opening measures, such as, is achieved by Reiner
oit the RCA Victor stereo tape, do not be
disappointed, for what follows the- resi of
the way is Sheer orchestral magic: Strangely enough, the Stereo version is supei-iot to
the etonophonic in respect to solid buss
line.- This is certainly the best stereo LP
the writer has yet heard on the Deceit label.

J.T.
STRAVINSKY: Ebony Concerto; Sym.
phony in Three Movements. London Symphony Orchestra, Sir Eugene Goossens cond.:
Woody Herman and his Orchestra. Everest
SDBR-3009 $5.98. Mono-Everest LPBR.6009
'$3.98

9PEdckroOd

du Vinci

Yoti've dreamed of "picture on ,the wall television". It's yours now with
the new Fleetwood da Vinci; :. the set designed for custom installation
designed to be framed, as a picture, in a frame just right for your
decor. Fleetwood?s new slim design lets a bookcase give a perfect "builtin" appearárice- without actually building. in.
-

Revolutionary new 21 -inch* Fleetwood picture tube has non -glare
safety glass laminated to -tube face. Picture is brighter, viewing angle iii
wider, reflections are virtually eliminated. Wide, band pass and, excellent
gives picture detail
circuitry . . with no manufacturing shortcuts
that allows you to see an individual eyelash -oh á pretty girl.

...

-

Musical Interest: Echt Stravinsky
Performance: Exemplary on both
Rocording: Overmodulated at times
Stereo Directionality: Perfect
Stereo Depth: Also

If all the devotees' of niodetn anti socalled "progressive" jazz, could listen intelligently end closely to Ebony' Concerto,
and the tovrts of contemporary music frir
large ensemble give repeated listenings -to
Symphony In Three Movements, then I'm
sure there wouldbe a remarkable meeting
of the minds. A_ great master, writing in
any form, and' choosing to express musidal
thought influenced by the changing times,
will almost always -manage to create Somcllting 'that will outlive the birth pangs.
Stravinsky composed Ebony Concerts; as is
short. composition, and says more in this
minor piece, than a thousand "Progressive"
jars bits that have come and gone since
1946. -when Woody hfennart et al (for
whom it way dedicated' perfor,med it firstat Carnegie Fiall.
Symphony in Three Movements dating
from 1936 is a much larger and more.seríous composition. Every bar has the stamp
of a master xt this trade, and it is musically
and intellectually fascinating from beginning to end.
The coupling provides a fascinating study
iu contrast, with the chamber ebuntl of
Woody Herman and his ensemble on .the
opening bagels, and the large force, of the
Symphony on the remainder. In both; a
great -master, probably the greatest cons
poser of our time, says so well -whet he must

The.Fleetwóodda Vinci is available in two models: Model 900-a two
chássis system that features the lazy Itixtfry of full electronic -remote
control, and Model 910-with-self contained controls.
'Diagonalmeasure.
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that you wonder what he can possibly "ex.
plore' next.
The performances are splendid, lint the
recording is somewhat overmodulatcd. This
ís not the usual thing for Everest, rind the
overloads occurred only in /jl passages, dc
spite the use of three different cartridges,
several equlization changes, and a close
check of stylus.
The mono recording was the lesser offender, and the Ebony Concerto was tech.
Meetly almost 'lawless. Stereo spread gives
added meaning to the Symphony, and leads
a fascinating new dimension to the. Con
J. T.
certo.
SUPPÉ: Overtures (see COLLECTIONS)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker Suite,
Op. 71a; MENDELSSOHN: A 'Midsummer
Night's Dream=Incidental music. Hollywood
Felix Slatkin
Bowl -Symphony Orchestra,
cond. Capitol SP 8404 $5.98
Musical interest: Masterpieces both
Performonc Excellent Nutcracker
Recording: Well above par
Stereo Directionality: Well divided
Stereo Depth: Just right

There are now about thirty versions of

Nutcracker available to the collector in
various tersions from the complete score to
the familiar Suite recorded here. Slatkin
enjoys the distinction of being one of a very
few worth) stereo issues of the Suite, and
unless future releases are topnotch, then
the Capitol LP should hold its own, the
finest for some time to come, The Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra performs
the Suite with elegant precision, and Mr.
Slatkin presents a reading notable for exquisite detail. Capitol engineering has produced one of tite best stereo discs in its
catalog to date, with a noticeable lack of
distortion in transients, and with all the
lines beautifully balanced. A well articulated and resonant sounding "Nutcracker.'
and one to own. The reading of Meudclssolut's Incidental music does not thatch the
Tchaikovsky, but, it is well played throughout, and the enginccriug is just, as line. The
scherzo emerges as a real miracle, for stereo
sound gives to this little masterpiece the
dimension it needs for perfect recorded
realirrrtion.
J. T.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Overture

1812 (see

COL-

LECTIONS)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Overture

1812, Op.
Minneapolis
Symphony Orchestra, University of Minnesota Brass Band, West Point cannon, Riverside Church Carillon, Ante! Dorati cond.
Mercury 90054 $5.95

49; Capriccio 'fallen, Op. 45.

Musical Interest: His most familiar overture
Performance: Good musicálly, not so
good for cannon sonics
Recording: Varied
Stereo Directionality: Very, good
Stereo Depth: Good but a little close

hack in 1954 Mercury released its now
recording of Tchaikovsky's 1812
Festival Overture. It was Mercury's intention. that the music lie played as nearly as
it was originally conceied, complete with
church bells, hod cannon. Whether the
62
famous

r.,ajority of collectors purchased the album
for the nurms, or to hear the Caunun, cannot be accurately determined, but the fact
remains, the public did bur this particular
Mercury release, in iabulott rpriintify, although the 1812 Overture lead already been
recorded in some depth on ether labels.
Witlt the advent of stereophonic recording, it must have become immediately evident that the "1812- should be re-recorded,
bells and all. Therefore, on April 5. 1958,
atNorthrop Memorial Auditorium. the project was accomplished for the second time;
in full stereo fashion. Mercury's technique
placed the Minnesota lira- (land- players
behind the brasses of the Minneapolis Syrtis
phony Orchestra. The orchestra itself was
spread in normal classical fashion, with
percussion right center, and double basses
on the left. Although the liner does not include microphone information, I assume the
newest Telefunken stereo mikes were used,
and of course three -channel tape machines.
In order to achieve the spectacular effect
indicated in the original score. Mercury engineer's previously inade a stereo -tape of
the I aura Spelmuu Rockefeller Memorial
Carillon at Riverside Chinch, which con
tai's 74 bells. Bass bells are quite intpres
sive, weighing more than 40,000 pounds,
and the whole of the galaxy is housed atop
the 392 foot church tower. Its total weight,
if vmr are interested in that sort of thing is
more than a half -million pounrl.! Bells
were recorded through the cooperation of
Carrol B. Fitch and carillonneur Dr. Kamiel
Ltrft ver'c of Riverside Church. In order to
preserve the sound of the carillon, \icrcuty's technicians hung three mikes, left
channel for the low pitch belle, right channel near the mediums pitch, and renter
microphone for the brilliant high-pitched
bells.

In order to capture the cannon shin:,. Ilre
recording team visited \Vest Point aglin.
and through the cooperation of Museum
Curator' Gerald C. Sr nn e, chase Cannon No.
87, a venerable beauty weighing :3,180
pottnds. By ancient formula, this bronze
beauty was loaded with black powder.
rammed tight with wet wadding.
Now, all this information is to let you
know the enormous amount of trouble that
Mercury executives and other personnel had
to go through for this project. After the
music was recorded, and the carillon rape
and the cannonshot tape integrated, into a
first "composite" master, the metal parts
made. the tests fwally okayed. the presses
began their production run.
The result, musically. technically, and
"dramatically?"-l)orati and the \brumes).
ohs Orchestra and University of Minnesota
Brass Band players combine to render a
very exciting and sonically superior stereo
recording. The percussion section acquits
itself nobly, and the carillon effects are
good. Lamentably, tlwugh, the cannon
sounds like two sticks heir's.: lilt together,
and is a very large disappointment. The
cannon used ir, the 1954 monophonic version was a great deal better. Thai piece
rliri have a satisfactory reverberatory bang,
and added a vital hit of excitement to the
old "1812," \Vltat is ,lacking, quite obviously, is a low frequency inrpac(, a series
of dissipating reverberations as the sound
decays. No matter how you explain it, the
Cannon sounds harsh, loud, and too close.

Comparison of two recent issues of the
same score would place either competitive
recording on a superior platform if you consider only the sonics of the finale. Slatkin
utter Duly percussion, and to great advantage in the Capitol stereo disc reviewed
elsewhere in this issue. London's recording
to ,n ears is still the best, and :\1w) n uses
some sort of cannon, or cannons. Compare
the solid impact of the Loudon stereo to
the Mercury, and the difference will be
quite totiecablc. Both readings are good,
on ;í par, although I slightly prefer the London LI'. From the. viewpoint of well bal
arced stereo sotutd. and wide frequency
response well contained in the grooves, Al.
wvn's effort is Iw far the more desireahle.
Perhaps if Mercury had not spent so
much of an effort for authenticity and had
just used its very talented -engineering stall
to record a full-throated tcverbcrant can.
nun roar that would sound with overtones
for live ur six seconds, a sound that you
could jeer in the low, low frequencies instead of capturúrg the sharp whop of the
vintage bronze at West Point, a much happier result might have belts obtained. J. 'I'.

TCHAIKOVSKY: String Serenade in C
Major, Op. 48; MOZART: Serenade-Eire
Kleine Nachtmuiik (K. 525). Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Solti cond. London
CS 6066 $4.98

Musical Interest: Lasting favorites
Performance: Excellent
Recording: Tchaikovsky fares better
Stereo Directionality: See above
Stereo Depth: Good

First, let it be said that this is excellent
playing. There is remarkable technical
address and tonal richness. Roth performances, moreover. are finely suited to the
stylistic needs of the respective works.
Tchaikovsky's familiar music brings new
thrills, thanks to the spirited conception
and "close to" recording. One has the feeling of being right on the conductor's pre
diems. True, the strings do not benefit from
the sheen that might have resulted front á
more distant placement. ilowever, one can
hear the inner parts as never before, even
if, as a consequence of 'this mruxiniity to
the players, one also occasionally hears the
sound of the how against the strings. 1I

like to follow the score while listening,
this recording will put you right among the
players.
The Mozart, on the other hand. emerges
with a shallower quality. Moreover. the direcrionality which was so line in the case
of the 1'chaikotsky seems to be not as much
in evidence here. Most of the players scent
to lie concentrated on the left channel.
U. R.
you

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.

6 in

B

Minor, Op. 74 ("Pathétique"). Virtuoso
Symphony of London, Alfred Wedlenstein
cond. Audio Fidelity FCS-50,002 $6,95
Musical Interest: A classic
Performance: Respectable
Recording: Good
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth: Good

\Vallenstein's

is a respectable perfornt-

HtFi

REVIEW

alive of the "Palhéeique," if lacking a hit in
personal profile. iiut this seems to he the
prevailing style in Tchaikovsky performance these clays. You can enumerate on the
fingers of one hand the poetconductors of
1959-and \Vallcnstein is certainly not one
of them. ]fur within its own aesthetic

framework this is a valid performance. 1 he
recorded sound is on the thick side. with a
resultant muddiness in sonic passages,. especially the very cud of the symphony rvitlt
its divided low strings. The clnrity and
articulation here arc not all they should be.

Which twin has
the Audiotape?

M. B.
VIVALDI: Concerto for
COLLECTIONS)

2

Trumpets (see

COLLECTIONS
MARCHES FROM OPERAS-

Marches from Aida (VERDI); The Marriage of Figaro (MOZART); The Damnation
of Faust (BERLIOZ); Tannhauser, DIe Meistersinger (WAGNER); Carmen (BIZET);
Coq d'Or (RIMSKY-KORSAKOV); Russian
and
Ludmilla
(GLINKA); Prince Igor
(BORODIN); Le Prophéte (MEYERBEER).
Virtuoso Symphony of London. Arthur Winograd cond. Audio Fidelity FDS 50,008 $6.95

v

a

Musical Interest: Moderate
Performance: Variable
Recording: Supercharged
Stereo Directionality: Impressive
Stereo Depth: Perfect

The idea of progruuning operatic
marches is appealingly unconventional. and
the excerpts here have been well chosen
for variety of color and spirit. Of course.
certain marches arc very effective outside
of the dramatic context (the Rólcóczy
March and the Feat March from Twrahaiiser) while others stiffer by the Ions of
pageantry or stage action (Aida, Carmen,
The Marriage of Figaro and Die Meistersinger). The relatively seldom heard Russian excerpts are welcome choices in any
case.

According to the rumors that have
reached us the individual talents which
make up The Virtuoso Symphony of Landon are of the caliber to justify Ilse extravagant designation. But the performances
are several degrees short of virtuosity. Some
of the marches come off creditably lint the
"Rukóczy" is singularly unexciting at such
a slow tempo, Ilse Coronation March of
Meyenceer suffers from poor ensemble and
]lororlin's Polovetsi Mardi needs more conviction and fire to save it from its inherent
dullness.
There are some stunning moments on this
disc-Ilse reproduction of the trumpet
sound and tite sense of directionality attendant to the contrapuntal string passages
in the Aida Grand March, and the clear
definition of instrumental, nuances in the
Mozart excerpt, for example. Also i do not
recall the cello passages so clearly revealed
in other renditions of the Berlioz march (is
the conductor's cellist background responsible for this?). However, in the portions
requiring full instrumentation and heightened dynamics the grooves are evidently
taxed to the limit of endurance and the excessive reverberation hampers the desired
clarity.
G.
G.J.

MUSIC FOR STRINGS-BACHSTOKOWSKI: Mein Jesu, Was Für SeelenMAY 1959

NOT EVEN théir mother can always tell these boys apart.
But it's pretty easy to see which. one is getting the rich,
realistic performance that Audiotape consistently delivers.

Like twins, different brands of recording tape often look
the same, but are seldom exactly alike. And though the
differences may be slight, the discriminating -tape recordist
won't be completely satisfied with anything but the very
finest sound reproduction he can gét. Most of all, he wants
this fine quality to be consistent-he wants identical results
from every reel, regardless of when it was purchased. And
so, he chooses Audiotape.
You'll find that Audiotape is different in other respects,
too. For example, only Audiotape comes on the C -slot reel
-the easiest-threading tape reel ever developed. Another
example is quality. Audiotape has only one
standard of quality the finest possible.
And that's true regardless of which of
the eight types of Audiotape you
.
buy, Don't settle for less. Insist
Audiotape. It speaks for itself.
:

one
."

Manufactured by

AUDIO DEVICES, INC,
444 Madison Ave., New York 22, New York
Offices in Hollywood & Chicago
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CHOPIN HITS IN STEREO HI-FI-Badura-Skoda, Boukoff, Lewenthal, Reisenberg
Polonaise No. 6; Waltz No. 6; Fontoisie-:mpromptu, Mozurko No. b
Westminster WST 14055
$5.98

I

In Paris;

Coquette

& 8

Uebestróum; Both: Cornish Rhapsody; Addinsell: Warsaw Concerto &

Capitol

SP

8326

Borodln: Nocturne, Bach: Air For G String, Tchaikovskyr Woltz & 3 others.

JJJ

JJJJ JJJ

JJJ

13

JJJ

JJJ

JJJJ JJJ

13

_

JJJ

JJJ

JJJ

JJJ

12

-

JJJ

JJJ

JJJ JJJ

12

J

JJJ

JJJ

JJJ

11

JJJ

JJJ

JJ

11

JJJ

JJJ

JJJ

JJ

$5.98

Polonaise In A-Aot Motor; Fantosie-Impromptu, Prelude In A Molor & 7 others.
SP

$5.98

8371

MUSIC OF JOHANN STRAUSS-Musical Arts Sym. Orch., Leonard Sorkin cond.
Die Fledermous; Pizzicato Pcilko; Blue Danube
Concert -Disc CS 28
$6.95

Waltz, Perpetual Motion 82 others.

ON WINGS OF SONG-Mishel Piastro and His Concert Orchestra
Spanish Serenade; Zopatoado; Hungarian Dance No. 6, Vocalise & 6 others.
Decca DL 78675
$5,98

THE ORCHESTRA

SINGS-Capitol Symphony Orchestra, Carmen Dragon cond.

Largo al factotum; Toreado Song; Amon-hi Alfredo, Vesti la giubba & 6 others.

Capitol

SP

16

14

CHOPIN BY STARLIGHT-Hollywood Bowl Sym, Orch., Carmen Dragon cond.
Capitol

8440

J

11

$5.98

VOICES FROM THE VIENNA

WOODS-The

Boys Choir

Score

Depth

JJJJ JJJJ JJJJ JJJJ
JJJJ

YOU-with Orchestra

STRINGS BY STARLIGHT-Hollywood Bowl Sym, Orch., Felix Slatkin cónd.
8444

Stereo

Stereo
Direction

JJJJ JJJ

$5.98

I

SP

Performcote

others.

4

Embraceable Your love You; There's A Smoll Hotel; Dearly Beloved & 8 others.
Everest SDBR 1 016
$5.98

Capitol

:ar_

JJJ

LEIBERT TAKES A HOLIDAY-Dick Leibert playing Byrd Theater organ
All The Things You Are; Donkey Serenade; Laura; September Song & 8 others.
Westminster WST 15034
55.98

MITCHELL AYRES PLAYS ROMANTIC BALLADS FOR

e

r

others.

CONCERTOS UNDER THE STARS-Leonard Pennario with Dragon cond. the
Hollywood Bowl Sym.
Liszt:

.

& 6 Others.

YOUNG IDEAS-Ray Anthony and His Band
Moonglow, WhyDo love You?, Lonely Night
Cannot ST 866
$4.98

..

C Í.ANE

Musical

Title

.

of Vienna, Carl Elti cond.

JJJ

JJJ

JJJ

JJ

11

JJ

JJJ

JJJ

JJ

lo

JJ

JJJ

JJJ

JJ

lo

JJJ

JJ

JJ

9

JJ

JJJ

JJ

JJ-

9

JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

8

JJ

JJ

JJ

8

JJ

JJ

Songs of Johann Strauss, Beethoven, Schubert, Haydn and Mozart.

Omega 051 28

$5.95

-

CONCERTO-Freddy Martin and

His Orchestra
We live For love Tonight; Cornish Rhapsody, Our love; My Reverie &
Capitol SW 1066
$5.98

11

others.

SWINGIN' SCHOOL SONGS-Dave Pell and His Octet
On Wisconsin; The Victors; Iowa Corn Song; The Eyes of Texas &
$5.98
Coral CRL 757248

12

others.

GOSPEL SINGING IN WASHINGTON TEMPLE-Ernestine Washington
Wipe All Tears; I'm Tired And Weary, Holdin' On & others.
Westminster WST 15032
$5.98
I

Thank You Lord;

MUSIC FROM THE BLUE ROOM-Jan Garber at the Roosevelt Hotel (New Orleans)
Cheek To Cheek, Swingln Shepherd Blues; lonesome And Sorry and Medleys.
Decca DL 78793
$5.98

CHA CHA CHAS AND MAMBOS-Socarras and His Orchestra
Teo For Two Cha Cha; Sixty Second Mambo; Nervous Govotte Mambo & 9 others.
Decca DL 78336
$5.98

OPERA WITHOUT

WORDS-Rome Symphony Orchestra, Domenico Savino cond.

Tosca.

Kopp KCL 9022

$5.98

JJ

MOST HAPPY HAMMOND-Jackie Davis, organ
Stonding On The Corner; Surprise; Push de Button; All Of You & 8 others.

Copilot

ST

1046

$4.98

.
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woh Befállf Dich in Gethsemane( -Preludio:

GLUCK: Suite; .BORODIN: Nocturne; PAGANINI: Moto f erpetuo; RACHMANINOFF: Vocalise. Leopold Stokrwski with
Symphony Orchosfra- Cap'ifol SP 8415 $5.98
Musical interest: ljxcepfionaf transcript
tions
Performance: Superb
Recording; Likewise
Stereo Directionalilyt Classic seating
Stereo Depth: Just right

At Iasi! Of all

Ida: Stokoseski recordings
'recent rears, this is the one that most
clearly re-cmhles the very hest that this
controversial conductor can otter. and (lint
is. considerable. Slokowski somewhat astonished the musical s-orld by his introduction
of non -unison bowing with tlti Philadelphia
'Orchestra, and this. plus other tcehnitjues,
made for an unearthly liefiuty of string tout,
During the 78 rpm era, between 1929 and
1940. Stokowski made rr1311P RCA Vietor
Audis, and. pi almost every one the startlingly rich sound tof the Philadelphia is
etched for posterity. Old-fashioned sound
by modern (Jay standards, hut within the
dynamic .and frequency response limitations
of that day, one can still snake a definite
critical evaluation of the peculiar glowing
opulence of the Philadelphia strings. Slukriwski has. made many recordings with
nT

'His"

orchestra slice tltut rime and they
ail fall fur below the magnificence achieved
with his previous RCA Victor -shellacs. That
is until note. ,Music for Strings is breath'taking in some moments, and front start to
finish commands aftmtlion for the ¡,histic
beauty of the string choirs.
Stokowski's restraint in these transcriptions and in his conducting adds much to
the,mcccss of this release. "Mein Jests'- is á
moving experience and ís read 'with touch
ing tenderness, a reminder of the Stokowskian miracle achieved whit the Philadelphia in -his lovely transcription of Kontnt
dússer Tod. Preludio is given b stirring performance, .'Ind contrasts nicely with the
Chuck Suite -which follows. The Mu.seite is
played Leithi unusual verve- .fforodii s Nocturne fails to come up to the standard of
the oilier 'repertoire here, and Moto Per peino is merely good. Vacalite ebuerges
wills restraint-all title better for the almost
chamber atmosphere created thereby. Alt
altogether admirable release, one rto -own
and it credit to u conductor to whom all cif
'us owe. a great debt.
J. 1'.
OVERTURE,

TCHAIKOVSKYi

1812

Overture; ROSSINI: William Tell-Overture;
SUPPÉ: Poet and Peasant, Light Cavalry
Overtures. Hollywood Bowl Symphony Orchestra,- Felix Slatkin cond.

Capitol

SP

8380

$ 5.98

Musical Interest: The pots boil
Performance: Energetic
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stisrec Depth- Brasses shallow

-e-

The only thing inissitíg frotit' this :illituu
of energetic pot-boilers is :time antique
Hollywood cannons for use 'in Trhaikovsky's 1312 Overture. We nutlet he content
to rely op Mercury and London to satisfy
those who will tolerate nothing 'less than a
reverberatory roar that will (puke the !muse
reek of cordite fumes (there's an iduia .
a five -inch firecracker with each album, to

MAl- 1959

lit on cue, score exr:cifit furnished in
deluxe issue). Mr, .Slatkin uses a big bass
drurn, with a fundamental of below 40
cycles, and it sounds real Gee. A fine sheets
is imparted to the strings. especially in flte
be

LEONARD BERNSTEIN'S

MIRACLE

"William Tell," where they manage

to mask
the trombone= in the storm scene. The "Lone
Ranger" inalt; is a abode slow in tempo.
Suppé's wonderful ovértitres are _riven slick
treatment too, hut "11112" is lile real solid
effort here, and worth
priest of the whole
album, The superlative London stereo of
"1312" (CS 6030 with the London Symphony lard Grenadier Cuards Band o0ei's
high powered competition, hut the Capitol
disc has the advantage of including a more
varied program. For those of you idhb scant
cannons, Loiclon has 'cn1, and if you want
it performed more realistically, the only
choice left is to join the Army. Overture!
Is recommended with only slight reservation. Hight brasses are over-hrilliant and
tend to "fry" in loud, parts.
J. T.

ON 57'h 'STREET

RUSSIAN'COMPOSER MASTERPIECES-BORODIN:

Polovtsian

Dances;

RiMSKY-KORSAKOV: Russian Easter Overture; Dance of the Buffoons; GLARE: RitsSian Sailor's Dance; MOUSSORGSKY: Polonaise from Boris Godounov. Audio Fidelity,
'FCS 50,009 $6.95

Musical Interest: Familiar Russian dressing

i'er(ormance: Straightforward
Recording: Very, very good
Stereo Directionality: Superlative
Stereo Depth: Warm and full
.After a great- deal of cleverly 'planned
and skilled advance publicity, Audio Fidelity- has rt-l"iie d its first batch of serious
'music stereo recordings. At Slit mu tact, let
it be said that this young Cmmupally has
achieved a notable success in engineeringFfere is some of the ,smoothest struts I've,
y31 listened to. The orchestra is micro phoned inagnifceittiy. resulting in cleats(
lined articulatioe, till the way iretn the
lowest fundamental to the highs .frequencies
and their overtones. Despite the claim of
absolute lack of distortion, there is some in
the final grooves of each Aide. But, that is
a minor fault, and one that will he with us
on flat disc recording for some time lo
conic. Audio Fidelity is tt, be congratulated
on Borne magnificently reproduced sound in,
what appear, to be an intelligent result of
very careful engineering- The sound dies
not "drift
directionality 'is razor sharp
and well balanced. the Mull iras good acoustics, end file orchestra is well positioned
for microphone. pickup. The newest Neuman stereo_ mikes were used I ant sure, for
there are Ito cancel.lationt'effects The or-d9iestra itseR plays esy well indeed-surprisingly 2vc11' for a hastily ,organized ensemble.
It takes a dal of time for'any orchestra
to begin ao develop real unity and character,
and that little fact po+es s 'serious problem
ao, a company which w:uul the best btrt
cannot have it for the simple reason "the
.best" is under contract- Audio Fidelity
spared'neithel money nor effort to put together tile hest TE could, and the ensemble
is very good. In clue course, ít will become
much better if, it plays together long
enough. \Ve have on these first discs some
stunning sound, with straightforward, carefully contrived performances. Sound is
,

'

'1
sa

The New York Philharmonic is currently
having the finest season it has had in years.
The,Carnegie Hall box office has dusted
off its SRO sign. Cfitics at'e digging for
their most cornnieñdatory adjectives. And
life is Steal for the nation's oldest symphony
orchestra. Credit for this goes to Leonard
Bernstein, the supremely gifted young-con.
ductor who became permanent musical
director of the Philharmonic this -season..

-

tcur+tOrAta:.lty t

c

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
SHOSTAKOVITCH:
PIANO CONCERTO NO.2
RAVEL: PIANO CONCERTO
IN G MAJOR
4r

t1 .;..
PT

Leonard Borustciu at the pinrw and conducting the

New York,Philhorn,onle

Among Mr. Be.rnstein's most impressive
performances are those in which he doubles
as piano -soloist and conductor. Two such
performances ,are found in this new
Columbia Masterworks recording-the delightful and very appealing Shostakovitch
Concerto No. 2 and the brilliant, exacting
Concerto in G of Ravel,
StiOSTAKOVITCH: Piano Concerto No. 2Leonard Bernstein at the piano and conducting
the New York Philharmonic RAVEL: Concerto
in G Major-Leonard. Bernstein at the piano
and conducting. MI.1337 MS 5043 (stereo)

GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDEL1TY AND

STEREO -FIDELITY RECORDS BY

COLUMBIA
m

"Cntombi.' 'ltute,Wort."

Qr

a dlvr.ron of Coromb:.'Bro.dcuttnr

Dt.reu tire,

Sr.um. Inc.
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King Were, however. and Audio Fidelity will
dazzle ears from one coast to the oilier-.

J.T.

Sound

Talk

'1

by John K. Hilliard
Director of Advanced Engineering
WHAT SPEAKERS FOR STEREO?

Sound engineers agree that the finest
stereo reproduction can be achieved only
by two identical speaker systems of exceptional quality. Short of this ideal, however,
the premise is muddled by no ever-increasing number of unfounded claims... roost
of them based on sales philosophy rather
than scientific fact.
Actually, the proper selection of stereo
speakers is quite clear. Due 'to certain
psycho -acoustic effects, one exceptional
speaker system and one of moderate abilities will provide better stereo than matched
speakers of intermediate quality. This is
only true, however, if the lesser speaker
meets certain requisites.
The two speakers must be similar in frequency response and character. In the high
end of the spectrum they must have the
same limits. At the low end, they must be
similar down to 100 cycles. Below that
póint, the performance of the lesser
speaker is relatively unimportant.
If the lesser speaker goes down to only
300 cycles or has major irregularities in 'its

response, a phenomenon called the
'orchestral shift" will occur. This shift
results from the fact that the sound from
any given instrument

is reproduced from
both speaker systems. The comparative
loudness determines the auditory location.
If an instrument is placed" .in the lesser

speaker and then plays into a frequency
range where that speaker is inefficient, it
will then be louder in the better system
and will appear to shift to that better
system.
Speakers that are inefficient below the 300
'cycle point will not provide true stereo,
This is obvious because --the 300 cycle point
is above middle C on the piano; 70 cycles
above the primary pitch of the female
'voice and nearly 200 cycles above primary
male pitch. For fu91 stereo it is therefore
imperative that the lesser speaker efficiently reach at least 100 cycles,
All ALTEC speaker systems are similar
in their exceptional smoothness of frequency response, have a high frequency
limit of 22,000 cycles, and are efficient
below 100 cycles in the lower range. This
regularity in response, ranee, efficiency
and quality is the reason why ALTEC
speaker systems arc noticeably superior
for stereo reproductión.
For further information concerning the
best elements for stereo, write ,SLTre
L"aNSILZG cORPORAT1Or8,, Dept. SMR=lt
1515 S. Manchester Ave Anaheim. Calif.,
161 Sixth Ave., New York 13, Ñ. Y.. :: "
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HAYDN: Trumpet Concerto in E -Flat;
VIVALDI: Concerto for Two Trumpets and
Orchestra in C: 'PURCELL; Tune and Air for
Trumpet and Orchestra in D; Voluntary for
Two Trumpets in C; Trumpet Voluntary in D;
Sonata for Trumpet and Strings in D. Roger
Voisin and Armando Ghilalla (trumpeters)
with Unicorn Concert Orchestra, Harry Ellis
Dickson tend. Kapp KCL 9017 $5.98
Musical Interest: Unusual
Performance: Full blown

Recording: Resonant
Stereo Directionality: Much in evidence

Stereo Depth: Good
When the monophonic version of this
disc appeared, my review for FiER noted
that the performances were nothing short
of '`brilliant." This opinion is rime further
substantiated by the stereo version. it would
be difficult to imagine snore skillful perfot-tuances, from either soloists or orehcsrra.
Curiously, the trtttnp@Is Seers to emerge
from the left hand channel, with the first
violins of tite orchestra grouped on the
right. Although one might have expected
the soloists to be located iii the center, the
car has no trouble in adjusting to this

placement,
In the Purcell Trumpet Voluntary in 'I),
the balance leaves much to be desired. The
strings are much too far back, so t-lint if the
level is raised to the ;mint Where they are
sufficiently audible, the trumpet solo h
piercing. Also, in the same composer's
rune and Air in D, the studio sound drops
out during the splice just preceding the return to the opening section.
Aside front these two minor complaints,
however, tite recording is very satisfactory.
As in the case of the mono version, the
spacious acoustics are nicely matched to the
nature of the music.
'flue final Purcell work on Side 2; al.
though it is perhaps the least spectacular
sounding on the entire disc, is nevertbelcs1
a gcai. It has an exquisite gáality, cape
dally in tlee writing for strings, reminiscent
of moments in his masterful work, The
D. II.
Fairy Queen.
HANDEL: Hallelujah Chorus from Messiah; LASSO: Echo Song; MOZART: Alleluia from Easultate Jubilate (K.165); BORO DIN: Dance of the Polovetsian Maidens from
Prince Igor; Soon I Will Be Done (arr. William Levi Dawson) Polly Wolly Doodle i¡Arr
Gail Kubi'k); ORFF: Praelusio from Catulli
Carmine. Roger Wagner Chorale, Capitol
Stereo

SP 8431

$5.99

Musical Interest* Variable

Performance-. From magnificent to superficial
Recording: Spectacular, not always well-

balanced
S'eren Directionality: Mostly satisfattory
S:ereo Depth: Good
At first listening, this is a spectacular
dise. Mr. Wagner obviously knows his tray
around with a chorus, and this group sounds
like an aggregate
singers of solo calibre,
su ',ensiled is the tole,
Under more careful scrutiny. however,
there is something to he desired. Herewith
my rnnnirtg notes:
Hallelujah Chorus` 0ennil(i l tempo, but

f

orchestra is far too distant; chorus is prominent beyond all proportion, so. that timpani
and orchestral basses are all but missing.
Almost everything stems to be left channel,
Echo Song: The main .body of the churn?.
is '`close up," and the good stereo recording clearly places the echo group in the
distance and to the left, giving an excellent
spatial effect. However, there is one psychologically disturbing factor: the train
group does not scent to be. singing loud
enough to call forth an echo front such a
great distance! Moreover, why does a professional chorus that prides itself on its
virtuoso calibre sing this work in English,
when amateur groups with much less skill
have sung it ín the Italian original?
Shouldn't a professional chorus set an example for others?
"Alleluia": quite a virtuoso feat, having
all the women sing the solo coloratura
Hues! They carry It. off story well.
Danes from Prince Igor. Again the
churns is so prominent that the orchestra
is sadly lacking in presence. Seems to be
sung in Russian. However, here is where a
professional chorus leaves snmething to he
desired, The tone is 50 polished that one
misses the earthy, folk quality that lies at
the root of this IniugniIi cntly exciting tun sic. it, latent barbarity is vitiated by too sophisticated tone quality.
Soon I Will be Done: Excellent ensemble,
hut the rhythm is so metronomic that the
music lacks the "insinuating" quality it
should have.
Polly' ;Folly Doodle; A 'well -performed
"novelty" number, but what a strange bedfellow for Handel and Mozartl
Orff's Praelusiu: This is indeed a Gut
performance on the part of all concerned,
in'cluding the anonymous instrumentalists.
"flee recording, too, is spectacular, in its
ability to reproduce the sounds of the four
pianos and the battery of percussion instruments. However, to my cars, this music iS
no more than a series of cleverly put -together rhythmic effects. Despite the furor
that Orff's Work; have been crearing, I find
that the Music loses its interest after first
hearing. If you like Orff, get this dice, by
all means. The performance is t'irtuosie
with a vengeance.
D. R.
CHARLES K. L. DAVIS SINGS RO-

MANTIC ARIAS FROM FAVORITE OPERAS-with the Stadium Symphony Orchestra of New York, Wilfred Pelletier cond.
Everest SDBR 3012 $5.98, Mono-LPBR 6012
$3.98

Musical Inletestt Operatic hit -parado
Performance: Promising talent
Recording: Near perfection

Stereo Directionality: Natural
Stereo Deptt: Good
Davis, winner of tine 1958 1,d1et-opolflan
Audition: of the Air, has been heard pre.
viously in popular eollcutions and now
makes his bow in an operatic program.
Aside from generous vocal endowments be
also exhibits the results of sound musical
training. Flis voice is bright, his delivery
confident, be has a good legato and phrases
sensitively, Still one cannot heap thinking
tltut this is a sinrewhal premature LSposltre
of a yet tutforuiuC.l arliSt in o pr0::ram which
tiutonnaric:ify invites the most fus'rtidaide
comparisons.
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MONO HIFI CONCERT
Reviewed by

BEST OF THE MONTH

MARTIN BOOKSPAN

Westminster has a real "sleeper" in its anthology of Debussy masterpieces conducted by Manuel Rosenthal
"combining breathtaking
performance with fabulous engineering.... There are no weaknesses
... not anywhere." (see below)

-

GEORGE JELLIINEK

DAVID RANDOLPH
JOHN THORNTON

Monitor's disc of Schubert's A Minor Piano Sonata reveals in íts good
conics the real greatness of Russia's Sviatoslav Richter.
"Here is
nobility and power, mated lo instinctive feeling for the music's ebb
and flow." (see p. 72)

-

o

BACH: Prelude and Fugue in C Minor
(BWV 546), Prelude and Fugue in C maior
(BWV 547) Fantasia in C Minor (BWV
562); Toccata and Fugue in F Major (BWV
540). Finn Viderm (Organ of St. Johannis,
Velle, Denmark): Bach Guild BG-580 $4.98

Columbia's coupling of Richard Strauss's almost unknown Fraú ohne
Schatten Suite with the familiar Rosenkavalier music, as led by Eugene
Ormandy; is a masterstroke
"the full Philadelphia treatment .
sound is gorgeous." (see p. 72)

Musical Interest: Tops
Performance: Exoert
Recording: Resonant
These are skilled performances of fine
music, with recording that captures the
sound of the organ with complete success.
My only slight complaint would he about
lack of variety in registration. In other
words, here is a well -played conventional
conception of Bach's organ music that can

readily

be

recommended --provided

that

one enjoys that "conventional conception."
But, as I have stated in the past, I would
prefer to hear Bach played nn an organ in
a room that offers great clarity of line, iii stead of a blur that obscures the music.

D. R.
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No. 3 in
C minor, Op. 37. Paul Badura-Skoda, with
the Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Hermann
Schorchen cond. Westminster XWN-18799
$4.98

Musical Interest: Yes, yes
Performance: Fine
Recording: Good

An clement of exhilaration is lacking in
the finale, but otherwise this is a first-class
recording. Badura-Skoda plays the solo
beautifully and Schcrchcn gets the proper
strength and sensitivity into the over-all
presentation. The recorded sound is good,
with fine balance between the solo 'instrument and orchestra. This version automatically takes a place near die top of available
recordings of this Concerto,
M. R.

BEETHOVEN: Leonore Overture No.
COLLECTIONS)

BEETHOVEN:

("Eroica")
B IZET:

Symphony

No.

3

in

(see

3

E

-flat

(see p. 53)

L'Arlésienne; Carmen Suites (see p.

53)

Violin Concerto No.
DELSSOHN

B RUCH:

I

(see MEN-

CHARLES K. L. DAVIS SINGS ROMANTiC ARIAS FROM FAVORITE OPERAS
(see p. 66)

-

CHOPIN:

Piano

pieces

(see

.

too heavy. Altogether a tremendous release.
and one that ibis reviewer, for one, will
J. T.
enjoy for many, many playing:.

COLLEC-

TIONS)

CORELLI: Concerti Grossi (see

p. 54)

DEBUSSY: Refiets dans I'eau
LECTIONS)

DEBUSSY: Iberia (see COLLECTIONS)

COL-

FRANCO: The Virgin Queen's Dream
Monologue (with Paula Lenchner, soprano);
Fantasy for cello and.orchestra (with Samuel
Brill, 'cello). Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, Eduard Flipse cond. HOWE: Castellani for two pianos and orchestra (with
Celius Dougherty. Vincent Ruzicka, pianists);
Stars; Sand. Vienna Orchestra, William
Strickland cond. Composers Recordings CRI

DEBUSSY: Jeux-Poéme Densé: Prelude
to The Afternoon of a Faun; Féfes, Nudges
from Nocturnes for Orchestra. Orchestre du
Thoétre National de 1'Opéra de Paris, Manuel Rosenthal cond. Westminster XWN 18771
O

$4.98

Musical Interest: Jeux is magnificent!
Performance: Worth an award
Recording: Westminster's best

One of the most Perfect Debussy recordings in the disc repertoire, combining
breathtaking performance with fabulous engineering, has been issued by Westminster
here in this monophonic issue. Of all the
Rosenthal releases on Westminster, this one
by far is the best. There are no weaknesses.
Not anywhere. Jeux comes forth in jewellike splendor with every facet glistening,
with every delicate nuance of tone placed
with shimmering perfection in just the right
place. Virtuoso playing under a man who
has a superb sense of dynamics, and who
never loses the lung line, adds up to a recording you lutist own.
So many times the music of Debussy suffers front over -transparency. resulting in a
clear. but brittle sound. Rosenthal manages
to obtain this ice -clear articulation without
losing warmth of tone, and the result is intoxicating. Jeux is the prise -winning effort,
and womb the price of the recording many
times. "Afternoon of a Faun" is very tel
done, and 1'7tes is most notable because of
the steady bent thirst Rosenthal in tiutatius
in the middle section. !imager is very good
too. and the orchestral tone never becomes

(see

124 $5.95

.

Musical Interest: Moderate
Performance: Sympathetic
Recording: Good average

.

The program of this LP is evenly divided
between two contemporary composers, Holland -American .John Franco (h. 1908) and
Virginia -born Mary Howe (b. 1882). The
monologue for dramatic soprano and orchestra from Frances uncompleted opera
about Sir Francis Bacon.is tire most inspressively individual entry on the record-a
scene of considerable dramatic impact
heightened by the imaginatively eerie use
of celesta and pernuasinn in the accompaniment. Paula Lencliner performs the music.
admirably. The Fantasy, in which a germinal motive is treated to an elaborate
"cyclic" developtuent is, apart from ex[jibbing the composer's contrapuntal skill,
decidedly less interesting.
Mary Howe's Castellmru is an effective
virtuoso showpiece for two pianos and orchestra whose open Iy romantic appeal
makes one wonder why it is not better
known. Slurs and Sam/ are miniature tone
forms of considerable skill mid expressiveness am) just as task accessible. The per -
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01ympia aed Antonia to the same singer
ís quite permissible----the adventurous history of this opera provides handy precedents for all kinds of productional twists.
Mattiwilda Dobbs is an unusually agile
Olympia-her Doll Song exhibits, aside
from Iwo firmly anehured E flats, a rlazzliitg interpolated FL-alto scale passages of
almost impeccable purity and'accuracy. For
the part of Antonia a Warmer, fuller sound
would be conducive to better results, but
her- portrayal is touching and agreeably
musical. Uta Graf. on the other bah&, is a
rather colorless Giulieua, a part that requires more vocal allure. Weakest of the
entire cast is Nata Tuecclter who appears
in the entirely unrelated parts of Nicklausse
and the Voice of Antonia's mother i fur this
lidr singing is
1 don't. recáll a precedent).
a distinct handicap to the performance and,
to make matters worse, by maintaining a
respectful distance from true pitch site
turns the Barcarolle into a rcnl trial.

Similar

expediency-or economy-has

that .the interpreter of
Crespel should also assume the roles of
Schlemihr and the student Hermann. The
singer in question, Bernard Later!, fortunately comes through..handily. Aimt"s Donut,
however, who is called .upon to add the
parts of Nathanael and Spalanzani to the
quartet of tenor buffo' roles, sports a frail,
tremulous voice that is tailor-made for the
feeble Frantz,' but not quite .so for the
vigorous' student Nathanael.
This is, for all purposes, Is complete
version. although a somewhat baffling one.
Both the Prologue .and Ejii)ogue oiler more
music -than _found in the Schirmer score.
evidently

ruled

On the. other hand, the Entr'acte to Act I,
the interlude before the. Waltz Scene and
the finale of Act I are abbreviated. The
Btrrcaro%le Entracte. also unaccountably
shortened, is placed after AM Ill, which
seems rather Illogical. De riitely on the
credit side ís Epic's smartly designed package (Hollywood, railer t4um Paris-influ
enced) with full ,libretto luir no information on the performers.
Hats off to the recorded sound --plush,
spacious, cleanly articulated. Stereo adds
mixed blessings--'sharper definition of orchestral detail and vocal ensembles_ f particularly the two trios of Act
On the
other hand, Hoffman and Nicklanese, who
enter the stage side by side in the first
scene, reach your care through separate
speakers. It's separate speakers, too, for the
Barrrarnlle, snppiRedly an intimate duet
sung in a clinch.
Faults aplenty, this is still an enjoyable
performance. It may be a while until a
better one comes along, so tite set is well
worth considering If you want Offenhacht's
weird hut 'brilliant masterpiece -1i your col-

lit).

lection.

G:

T,

side, Palestrina's relatively reserved tnusiee
on the other, Monteverdi's. emotional outbursts, including the:- famous Lasciatenti

morire.

It ís ro the credit of'the conductor that
he is so sensitive to the needs of both
kinds of mueicr and to the. credit of his
singers-apparently, eighteen in numbertrial they respond completely to his de;.
mends. The recording, likewise, leaves nothing to he desired -in tonal beauty, balance,
and acoustics.
A comparison of the Monteverdi side with
the Vox version of a few years ago, by the
Coulaurl Vocal Ensemble reveals the fact
-that the earlier conception is somewhat
more emotional, while the present disc has
greater, tonal warmth.
D. R.
POULENC: Dialogues des. Carmelites
(completo opera). Denise Duval (soprano)

-Blanche de la Force; Denise Scharley (mezzo-soprano)-Tie Prioress; Régine Crespin
(sdp'eno)-Madame Lidoine; Rita Gorr
(soprano)-Mother Marie; Xavier Depraz
(bee-tonal-The Marquis; Paul Fine) (tenor)

-The Chovalier de la Force; and others.
Orchestra and Chorus of the Théetre Nationci

PALESTRINA: Sicul cervus; Soave fie it
morir; O beata et' benedicta et gloriosa','
Adoramus fe Christe. Stabat mater; MONTEVERDI: Lamento d'Ariannai Ch'Io t'ami.
Netherlands Chamber Choir; Felix de Nobel
cond. Angel 35667 $4.98
Musical Interest: Masterpieces
Performance: Sensitive
'
Recording; Excellent

This is an admirable disc. On the one

de I'Opóra de Paris, Pierre Derveux
cond. Angel 3585 3 12" $ 15.94

Musical .Interest: Major ,contemporary
opera
Performance: Very good
Recording: Good-with; some resorve=
Lions

Francis Poulenc'.has written three operas.
The first one, a youthful work (Le gen .darme incompris, 1920) is hardly known.
Les mamelles de Tirésias followed in 1947
and quickly ascended to fame (or notorí-
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ety) by virtue of its daring subject matter.
Then, in 1953, Poulenc-accepted a conunis
lion fbr La Scala, choosing for his libretto
the moving Dialog/1s des Carmelites, a
play of Georges Bernanor. based on a historical fact. La Scala introduced she "Dialogues" on January 26. 1957, and the NBC
Opera made a memorable television pro(lucth)» of it a year later. The Paris premiere by the Opéra took plaee on June 2L
1957. presided over by the conductor of
Angel's pericter tancc, Pierre Dervaux,
The fervor of religious faith is the only
emotion manifested do Ibis open. The story
begins in 1789, Blanche de la Force, the
central figure, is a creature of Mélisandelike fragility. Unable to adjust -herself to
life's turmoil she seeks escape-against the
wishes of her father and bristlier-ass a
Carmelite 'nut.. But convent life, with its
unquestionitlg acceptance of rigid discipline, proves equally harrowing. The storm
of the Reedlution Soon overtake= the sheltered world of the convent. The Carmelite
order is disbanded by the goveimncnt and
the nuns are expelled. They are joined in
a vow of martyrdom, but Blanche, fintli
herself incapable to meet this nets. crisis,
escapes. The Revolutionary Tribunal rinds
the entire order guilty of, forbidden activities and the death sentence is summarily
pronounced on the nuns. In thelust scene,
as the tragic procession moves toward the
guillotine. Blanche appears in the crowd in
tinte to join her sisters in 'their last moment of ntartyrdon .
We might pause a moment here, for this
is an unforgettable scene-the implacable
climax toward which the entire opera gray -

ins- of the precediit,:two hots:.

stales slowly and inexorably: The utul- approudb the scaffold singing "Salve Regina"
in steady tones t:f ,celestial purity over
vaguely defined chbral voices emerging from
the crowd. The grisly and terrifying noise
irregular
of the falling blade-is beard
Intervals. and each time it is heard the
singing -diminishes ín streng,th until the
melotly is _sustained: by a single voice. As
the last nun is silenced Blanche lift's her
Voice in thé lust verses of 'Beni Creatorthen her voice dies out suddenly and-

Hens it word ntuy also be added :ibi,irt the
orchestral writing which, ,tliough full -textured and abundant ín vivid harmonics, is

always transparent and sensitively shaded
to the all-important vocal design. The deserved world recognition of the "Dindogues"
should inspire other operas front Poulenc's
pen-few indeed are the skills today cono
parable to his.
The east presented here discloses only
one singer of renown, Denise Duval, iu the
role of Blanche. This is a diffié.nit part, too
demanding vocally to allow full concentration on the considerable variety of shadings
that make up this fragile and pitiful figure.
Miss Duval falls humanly short of perfect lion, which tnakes her characterization all
the more human. Div recollection of Patricia Neway's television ,(,erfortnattce finds
Denise Scbarley's Prioress u little paler in
dramatic strength by comparison, lint Régine Crispin is very impressive in the part
of Madame 'Lich-tine and Rita Gorr,is appropriately stern as the determined Mother
Marie. lit the all too brief role of the
Marquis, Xavier Depraz is excellent, -while
Paul Find displays a rather light and not
too expressive tenor voice us Blanche's
brother. Dervaux's direction may he ac
eepled as absolutely authoritative and the
balances he maintains between voices and
orchestra most happily reveals both elements in a complimentary light.
For the most part the perfarniance-ii
blessed with luminous sound. The overabundance of high siapranó tones is haugltl

It

C/Wain.
The chilling drama of the opera's last
scene is all the .alert eleciri(ying since it.
is preceded 13y a series of episodes in
which dramatic elements are understated
or completely absent. 'Through most of the
opera the characters express themselves in
a natural, conversatiotial tone-theatricalism is pointellly avoided and the amble
nuts a delicate course of re.struint. To he
sure, Poulenc displays a mastery of the
flowing song, -speech that is reminiscent -of
Debussy and Moussorpsky at their must inspired, llut the predominance of feminine
Voices, which

inhibited Puccinis.exquisite

Suor Angelica. proves even more formidable
for Poulenc's subtler, less demonstrative
talents. Where Puccini made us constantly
aware of the undercurrent of hidden emotions. Poulence offers only brief moments-of
contrast and relief-the gripping death
scene of the Prioress, the poigítant duet between Blanche and .her bristlier-which
scent like isolated ripples iii a sea of undislurherl placidity. But then comers the
final scene with an impact to make 'one
-momentarily forger the dramatic .shortcont -

with engilieeriné difficulties which a'te'nol
always solved to satisfaction-there's quite
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bit of shrill singing, some of which, of.
course, cannot be blamed on the engineer-.
ing. Still-more care should have been
taken in this,area.
G. J.
a

DIETRICU AUF

DEVISO

RAVEL: Alborada del. gracioso .(-see-COLLECTIONS)

ROSSINI: L'Ifaliana in Algeri-OJerture
(see COLLECTIONS)

SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concerto No. 4
Minor, Op. 44; MILHAUD: Le Carnaval
d'Aix'for Piano and Orchestra. Grant Johannesen kith the Philharmonic, Orchestra,
Georges Tzipine cond. Capitol EMI G 7151
in C

$4;98 -

Musical Interest: For'French pastry fancie-s
Performance: Saint Satins-Lacking a littie in seasoning; Milhaud-lust right
Recording: Slightly boomy

Tittac recordings by' Marlene Dietrich went
to war. díd their work (they were broadcast
to audiences in enemy territory) and vanished into OSS files in Washington. Forte :lately Miss Dietrich had het- own copies,
which were made available for this albuma collection tilled with the haunting sadness
and deep feeling which represents her: a't- her
tipforgettable best.
Lill MARLENE-Marlene Dietrich
CL 1275
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Musical. Interest: A strong Sonata ,and
engaging Impromptus
Performance: Extraordinary
Recording; One of Russials best;sounding
exports

:

In case you've 'been wondering whether
or not all the talk about the greatness of
Richter has bectrexaggerated, just listen to
these performances. Here is nobility and
power, mated to an instinctive feeling for
the music's ebb and flow. The Sonata itself
is one of the great ones of the literature
and Richter's reading is remarkable,
He ís equally successful, with the two
impromptus, neatly capturing the casual
charm of the music.
The sound is resonant and hold:,among
the -best I've yet heard from theSó'sviet
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SCHUBERT: Sonata in A Minor, Opel..
42; Impromptus in E -Flat, Opus 90, No. 2
and A Flat, Opus 142; No. 2. Sviatoslav
Richter (piano), Monitor MO -2027 $4.98

1

name

city

.8 -flat (see

.

r'+7l

p

pre-war recording of the score by Alfr'rrl
Cortot with the Paris Conservatory Orches:
tza under the direction of a then obscure
conductor named Charles Miihch. Nor does
Tzipine illuminate the orchestral part with
any great insight This, in short, is a serviceable .hut by -no means exceptional performance.
The saucy Milhaud score, on the other
háod, fares very well ín this, its first re
corded performance. This is a product of
the 1920's and is a re -working by the composer of sonic of the material he used in his
ballet, Salade. There are,twelve sections -to
the Carnauhleach one perkier titan its predecessor. Johannesen and Tzipine combine
to give us.a pert and zestful performance,
with. expert collaboration from' the orchestra. The recorded sound tends to get hooray.
M: B.
SCHUBERT: lmproriiptu in
LECTIONS)

c
..

lohannesen doesn't bring to his performance of the.Saint-Satins quite the degree df
sophisticated élan which characterized the

Ill,

i.

SCHUBERT: String Quartets and Qu
115 quartets and 2 quintets).
Endres Quartet, with Rolf Reinhardt (piano)
and Fritz Kiskalt (cello). Vox VBX.4 3 12";
VBX-5 3 12"; VBX-6 3' 12" $6.95 per album

leis-complete

MusicalInterest: Unquestioned
Performance: Splendid
Recording: Good

Even .if these performances were not as
good as they are, we should be ín debt to
the Endres Quartet and to Vox for this

tremendous undertaking. As ít happens,
the players are folly equal to the demands
of Schubert's music, With the result that
these arc rich, technically secure and ex.peessive interpretations. In view of the
great number of works included, it would
he pointless to dwell on the interpretations
accorded individual Inovettients. Suffice it
to 'say that these are searching- readings;
and that the recording is tonally ,faithful
and well-balanced.
lily enthusiasm for this`underlaki ig-especially at the 'asking price!-is as great
as this review is brief.
D. R.
STRAUSS: Atso,sprach Zarathustra (see

R.

-p. 60)
R. STRAUSS: Death and Transfiguration; Dance of the Seven Veils.from Salome:
Dance Suite After Couperin. Phílharmonia
Orchestra, Areur Rodzinski cond. Capitol
ÉMl G 7(47 $4.98

Musical Interest; Variable
Performance:-Cleün
Recording: Fine

The most impressive thing about this.
Death. and Transfiguration is the enormous
dynamic range contained within the grooves

of the disc, from the whispered opening
to the f/f of the apocalyptic pages. The
performance is steady, if, a bit 'antiseptic.
f want more passion, and drive here than
Rodzinski summons.
Similarly, others have made a more vofuptuously sensuous thing of Salome':
Dance. In the Dance Suite After Couperin
Rodzinski ómits'two of the eight sections;
the six that he does giye, us have q period
charm, 'but as a whole the score is not up
to the composer's earlier eeveation of tine
spirit of Lul'ly in the "Bourgeois Genii!.
hontnte" music. Performances and recordM. B.
ing 'arc uniformly ftnee.bowé6er.
R. STRAUSS: Suite from Der Rosenkavalier.; Suite from Die Frau ohne Schaffer!.
The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Orm6ndy cond. Columbia ML 5333 $4.98

Musical Interest: Grand coupling!
Performance: Luxuriant
Recording: Deluxe

Pairing the familiar, though sdt o1'errecorded "Rose.nlcaualíer score with the
first recording of the suite front Die Frau
ohne Schatten rates as "A & R" inapiratíon
of the highest order. We have had several
excellent -readings of the former-all, with
slight alterations. following the sequence
laid out by the composer himself decades

ago-and only recently Capitol

gave us

a

beautifully recorded one with , Steinberg
and the Philliarmonia (PAO 8423). But
Orntandy is a masterful hand with this mu lie, and his treatment is all one can ask for.
Avoiding both fussiness and over-drantaiize,
tier he guides his unique ensemble through
familiar episodes with tempi that are relaxed and logical, and builds to a stunning
climax ín the ecstatic music of the third
act

trio.

But what makes this an irresistible disc
is the revelation offered overside. Although
the mystically perplexing story of Die Frail.
HIF[ REVIEW

citing, and the words can he understood,
but the soloist, Dennis Noble, is not as vocally sure as Milligan.
This new recording alsó ofiets ss Ir plus
the most famous of Handei's Coronation
anthems- which'is stirringly pctfoimcd, as
well us the excerpt from Solomon, a teaser
that will make you want to own the whole
set. (You won't be sorry, either, for it's on
Angel With Beecham conducting.)
J.T.

an impressive percussion section. En tlris
'new Capitol -EMI recording Sir Malcolm

oboe Srhrwren is leagues apart from the
humanly
anly enraging one the same. von Hof
tnannstbul fashioned for.f)er Roseuhatyrlier,
ibis juxtaposition clearly prove; allot both
have sprung front the some rich fountain
of musical inspiration. One might add that
the massive colors, hold orchestrating
strokes and sweeping waves of sensuous
melody never again returned into Strauss's
operatic writing with the magical effect
present iii these twa scores.
Columbia has come through with the
full Philadelphia treatment ---the recorded
sound is gorgeous fromt the first mote to
not exactly the last, for the .sar-tabseil
chords at the. very cud are &starred by saeG.J.
King pitch,

Sargent makes time most of the considerable
forces al his contntaitd.
Capita] falls short of a stunning release
only because the .prick -up is loo distant, and
while the chorus acquits itself magtti6cently, the car keeps mreariting" to understand the 'English text. The old Westminster set (WL .5248) has a much closer
sound, and es a result, has a more intellible, cleaner articulation.
IIoscever the Iluddersfineld choir is much
the better group, and Sir Malcolm, who
also ~ducted the premiere, leads his combined forces in a warmer, more vital reading. Boult's performance io sonically ex:

..

WEBER:

Oberon-Ovarturo (see COLLEC-

TIONS)

COLLECTIONS
RAVEL:' Alborrfdo

DEBUSSY: Iberia',

STRAVINSKYt Ebony Concert6; Symphony
in Three Movements (see p.-60

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4 in
Minor, Op. 36. New York Phiiltarmonic,
Leonard Bernstein cond. Columbia ML -5332
$4.98
F

(gatilebra

Cumt.on

Musical 'Interest: Repertoire cornerstone
Permormanca Excellent

SERIES

Recording: Excellent
1iore Is a gstrfortimaucc of the 'f:eltaikUvsky s'Fóurtlt" that has teal personality. This

IY

9/el1i*/L

doesn't necessarily mean that the eonihteior
ilistOrl. the .IttlaSic lo fit 11. into lü9 own personal conception; what it climes mean is that
one eau feel an overwhelming Invol5'emnersit
on the conductor's pail with the music -ht
feels it deeply and passionately and it is
these qualities %thüm)r he conveys in his
performance.
Not everybody will agree with Ller nstein's
ideas; for one thine, he favors generally
Slow tempi and he indulges in an occasional
FUbnro which may be questionable. And
sometimes he will draw art on inner voice
and give it an exaggerated prominence. Au
for me, however, I End the reading always
'an absorbing and often an exciting one.
Columbia has captured. an admirably
Iransfiarent and vibrant orchestral sound
and how well the Philharmonic pie vs in this
recording!
M. I3.
La Forza del Destino-Overture (see
COLLECTIONS)

VERDI:

vipfttrtEi6,,,
r..d:

!«

COAXIAL HIGH -LOW DUETS ,.
With built-in crossover network tdn'ae
bmosing range of pure, lhalltng ro;Jfapfó,
y

WOOFERS...

i_

Big power handling capoctylfor deep
vibrant quality: in the, lower registers.
12-., ,. spo.50
1s`,
152150

...

New...

FULL SCALE WIDE RANGES. .
Oual cone constructtp)t' for versatility
of clari)y and richness four Models

of 't5'.

-

WALTON: Belshazzar's Feast. HANDEL:
Coronation Anthem-Zadok the Priest; From
the Censer Curling Rise, from Solomon. Huddersfield Choral Society, -.rich James M iliigan
(barilona) end the Royal Livorpool Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Malcolm Sargant cond.
Capitol -EMI G7141 $4.98
Musical Interest" "Must" for choral fans
Performance: Excellent!
Recording: Good, but too distañf
J3elshuzzar'.r Fens$, a work that ltus been
popul;sr in Eisgland sibee its premiere in
1931. calls for an exceptionally large or-

-'G

e{r,'jied

F10tUTT

Four Models of 1`Su, 12' and e
From $18 la $59

WAGNER: Díe Meistersinger-Prelude (see
COLLECTIONS)

4

r"tt

e

chestra. which is probably the reason why
amateur choral ,.trganizarionc gin not perform it with any frequency in the -United
`totes: 'rite score presents no serious nuisi
cell problem: for the charms, and time solo
part ran he handled with case by any ooru
potent and robust baritone. The real impact
of the work is fui rtislied'by the instuinentsti
ensemble, aided by extra brass choirs and
MAY 1959
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Y end Ir.'lidm 515

MATCHED ASSEMBLY...

TWEETERS...

Two '3" tweeters and .,, 15' wnnfe' wnuntart
with built-in crdssoyer network.
' Furnished factory osic_fr4Bitdr.: - $60

True brilliance without resonance -for shore
definition of delicately dear trebles.
'Four Models oJ; anaf 3`. From 14.75 to $6.50,

A MATCHED

YAeaA0/ Ye

to $4e

14°

FOR STEREO

Features thenew,'CATHEDRAL 12 -inch Flex -Edge Woofer with
Indox Magnet for 10,000 Gauss. and over 1 -million Maxwell Lines

..

it is new
a matched set
woofer-middler-dual tweeter with controllable LC 'network.
Engineered as a compatible set to provide the finest listening
pleasure over the full audio aYdntrunm . , monaural or al.ereo.
Features the new C-12RW Flex -edge Cathedral woofer that
is unexcelled in bass response by any other 12 -inch speaker
at any price. Full 1 -inch excursion of the cone at
available
16 cps (with only 4 watts input). Thoroughly use -proven to
operate efficiently nt 5 watts - .. just ee.efciently at 25, end
peaks at 35 watts. (Efficiency cuts out before 4000 cps!
The 8 -inch rniddlerranges to 8000 cps with axial sensitivity
of 95 db and fenturea a solid basket that eliminates interaction effect when mounted in same cavity as the woofer. Duel
3 -inch tweeters range to 18,500 cps to complete the spectrum.
attractively
pleasure perfect
Engineeringly matched
packaged to carry away p $98 Audiophile. Includes aug(Kit Model C-33812)
gested enclosure diagram.
Idere is an idea. as practical tá

.

...

...

...

Inc.

1974 East

61st Street

Cleveland 3, Ohio

Expose your ear to the new CATHEDRAL dimension In broalhtaking audio reallem.
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Gracioso. IBERT: Esc3lés. 'Orchestre
National de la Radiodiffusion Franchise, Leo ;3!d Stokowski cord. Capitol P8463 $4,98

_del

Musical Interest:- Standard' impressionist

fare
Performance: Fair
Recording: Good
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Mr. Stokowski; who has been -Very busy
on the Capitol label, conducts still another
orchestra, that of the French Radio, one of
the best ensembles in France, -but -wh'at he
exacts is not one of the better performªncia
of any of the trio of selections_ he has
chosen. He has conducted these in much

z

Q

tn

á

W

c u

better fashion before, notably Escales on
RCA -Victor LM9629; None of the excite
Merit that runs through the "Albortido" is,
conveyed to the orchestra by the conductor,
and the one major piece on the rerrird,.
Iberia, is taut, unrelated, and wiry throughout. For the hest Performances of this last
work, turn to Mercury, Victor, or to the
London disc where thelate Aratilfo Argentn
conducts the. complete Images in the best
effort of diem all. Reiner does an electrify,
ing'A/baredo" on the Victor LP. It is unfortunate that -neither the recording -quality
nor the perfnnntance.has any substance, for
-Mr. Stokowski can usually be counted on
to work miracles with this kind of musk.
J. T.
-
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OPERA OVERTURES-WAGNER: Die

Meistersinger-Prelude; ROSSINI: L'Italiana
in Algeri-Overture; WEBER: OberonOverture¡ MOZART: Tha Marriage of Figero

Q.

-Overture; .BEETHOVEN: Leonora Overture
No. 3; VERDI: La Form del Destino-Overlure. Phii'nermonie Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf cond. Capitol P8465 $4.98
Musical Interest: Tops in.their ¿ISii

Performance: Export
Recording: Good

(7415

kS

No mere curtainraisera, these,. but a collection of overtures one is likely 'to encoun,
ter in concert halls as frequently as its the
opera'hóu=_e. They follow a well -contrasted
'sequence and receive, not unexpectedly, excellent perfrirnsancee from a conductor who
i= equally at home in symphony and. 'opera.
Credit must also he given to the topnotch
Philítarmonia Orchestra, whose 'members
perform brilliantly-with special recogni:
Lion due the flute -and oboe soloists in the
Rossini overture.
Leinsdorf renders all tlsete's ,Inc to Rossini's.lightheárted humor, Verdi's grandeur.
and \Veber's glowing romanticisiu with
equal aptness. Only the "Meistersinger"
Prelude disappoints slightly wills a rending
that is careful, correct, but a hit mechanical,
and lacking the fall. measure of expressive:
Hess.

Aside from treating the brasses As stepchildren of the instrumental family in the
"Meistersinger" Prelude, the engineering
successiully preserves the likeness of these
attractive performances, bringing the inner
voices, particularly in the Beethoven and
Verdi excerpts, into clear focus. The overall sound is slightly under the level of Capitol's best, btu still considerably better than
"good enough."
G.
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DEBUT RECITAL-CHOPIN: "Black
Key" Etude; Nocturne in D -flat; Grande
Valse Brillante; LISZT: Mephisio Watts;
BACH: Nun Komin' der Heiden Hoiland; In

ist Fretide; SCHUBERT: Impromptu in
-flat; DEBUSSY: Reffets dans 1' eau; RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF-RACHMANINOFF: Flight
of the Bumble Bee. John Browning (piano).
Capitol P-8464 $4,98
Musical Interest: Consistently high'
Performance: Poetic and sensitive
Recording: Excellent
In 1954, Joint Browning was one of the
two lop winners in` die Queen Elizabeth
of Belgium [Ter -national Competition-the
same Contest which Leon Fleisher lied
walked off with two years earlier. Upon his
return to this country Browning appeared
iii many of our leading .cities in recital and
With orchestra, and_ thou in 1956 he went
itlto the army. He was released a little more
than a year ago and since that tinte has returned to the concert stage. This disc (narks
his recording debut.
It is a deny impressive .one, -for Browning
has a poet's soul and it is in the more introspective pieces, like the Chopin Nocturne and the first of the flack Chorale.
Preludes (in the Busoni arrangement) that
he 'is most suecewsful. He displays the
greatest réfinement.and sensitivity and his
ear for delicate tonal shading is a joy. And
yet at the same time. these very cptalitles
would stein to contñhute to a certain weakness ill some of the more virtuosic pieces
of this recital. The s 1eplsisto Waltz, for
example; is lacking in the rlentonic drive
and kaleidoscopic ftreWorks-display' which
other pianists have brought to the music.
.If Browning is able to' develop the power
to go along with his poetry, he ís certain.
to become -one of our most important pianists.
M. í3..
t
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RENATA SCOTTO-OPERATIC

La Tráviefe-Ah fors ºAluis
BELLiNi: l'Puritani-Qui Ile voce: DONIZETTI: Lucia di Lammermoor -11 dolce suono

ARIAS-VERDI:

(Mad Scene); ROSS1Ni:IIBarlaiere'di.Sivtg.

lie-Una voce poco fa; PUCC1NI:.Turandot
-Signore ascolia; Tu the di gel sal cintá;.
Madama Butterfly-Un bel dl, vedremo;
Gíanni Schicchi-.O mio babbino caro;
BOITO; Mofistofele-L'altra none; with Phil'harmonia Orchestra, Mantic, Wolf -Ferrari
cond. Angel 35638 $4.98
-

Musical interest:'Standard alias

Performance: Pleasing
Recording: Just right
.Ii, addition to a fetching physiognoriiy
and a promising first name, Rensta Scotto
also possesses a very agreeable voice and
impressive technique. This -is 'her debut disc
recital and,' in all aspeet.s, an auspicious
one. Mihor and 'momentary lapses of intonatii n and' an occasional explosive phrase
will not alter the fact that she can meet
the florid challenges of 'Donizetti and Bellini with agility and accuracy (her chro-Matfc nuns in the Bellini cabaletra arc
particularly expert), can -hit a strong and
confident high C -at will, as well as negotiate the E.flat of'the Mad Scene without
undue effort.
The Boito and'Puccitii excerpts are also
well vocalized, though without resealing
striking individual qualities and without
full exploitation of die dramatic subtleties.
These, too, will conic in time. Miss Scotto
is only 25 years old and will undoubtedly
go pieces. Here she henefite from excellent
orchestral background and faul_il_ess reproduction.
G. J.
HiFY REVIEW'
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Stereo Entertainment
Jazz, Pope, Stage and Screen

Reviewed by

BEST OF THE MONTH
The new Stere-O-Craft label made "The Best" last month and does it

RALPH J. GLEASON

STANLEY GREEN

NAT HENTOFF

JAZZ
MOVIESVILLE JAZZ-HEINIE BEAU
AND HIS HOLLYWOOD JAZZ STARSHeinie Beau (clarinet, alto saxophone,
flute), Don Fagerquíst (trumpet), Ted Nash
(flute, alto, clarinet) or Buddy Collette
(flute, tenor, clarinet), Bill Ulyate (bass sax,
baritone sax, bass clarinet), or Chuck Gentry
(bass sax, baritone sax, bass clarinet), Jack
Sperling or Pill Richmond (drums), Red Calicndcr or Red Mitchell (bass), Jack Cave or
Johh Graas (French horn), Tony Rizzi or
Howard Roberts (guitar), Frank Flynn (percussion). In Your Private Eye; Gullible
Travels: Moonset Boulevard and 9 others.
Coral Stereo CRL 757247 $5.98

Musical Interest: Unusual íf thin
Performance: Well integrated
Recording: A little distant
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth: Very good

This is a collection of parodies and some
relatively serious "impressions" of movie
scores by a jazz-oriented arranger. Not intended to be taken too solemnly, the album
contains a fair portion of effective satire.
The "mood" tracks are attractive if not
memorable. The playing is skilful, and the
solos are quite competent. The basic idea,
however, wears thin fairly soon and Beau
might he encouraged to work on a more substantial thematic premise in his next album.
As jazz, the album is unimportant. As a
pointed look at film scoring, it's interesting
enough.
N. H.
DICK CARY HOT AND COOL. Rose room; You Do Something To Me; More Than
You Know and 5 others. Stere-O-Craft RTN

again with Dick Cary Hot and Cool-a fine collection of modern jazz
stylings . .
"the ears of this veteran reviewer were consistently surprised and delighted .
definitely recommended for all schools of
.
jozz fans." (see below)
.

.

Capitol's stereo version of The New James displays the trumpeter in
great form. "Like his band, his trumpet playing is clean, economical,
and hits with sharp impact
.
.
engineers are to be congratulated for
their tasteful use of stereo." (see below)
.

London scores a major coup in stereo theater with its drama produc-

tion of Alice in Wonderland-"a treat for the ears and-almost-the
eyes . . . the illusion of actually taking part in the mad tea party .
.
is little short of startling."'(see p. 78)
solos (which arc excellent, nnt..ically) are
just off dead center. This one is definitely

rcconnnended for all schools of jazz fans.

It. J.

DIXIELAND FROM ST. LOUIS with
Sammy Gardner and his Mound City Six.
Jazz Me Blues: Tiger Rag; Tin Roof Blues:
Hindustan and 8 others. Everest Stereo
SDBR 1002 $5.98
Mono LPBR 5002 $3.98
Musical Interest: Nil
Performance: Uneven
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth: Adequate

The trouble is with the music, not the
recording, here. Dixieland as drab and dull
as this is little better than amateur and not
as good as some amateurs, at that. Despite
the competent recording, there is little of
interest. Groups of this size and makeup
don't lend themselves particularly well to
stereo; thus, for once, the monophonic is
R. J. G.
just as good.

-

106 $5.98

Musical Interest: Unusual
Performance: Topnotch
Recording: Crisp
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth: Just right
A group of Moen mostly associated with
.so-called !'dixieland" jazz in a collection of
standards and originals in a modern jazz
style that is quite surprising. They play
with facility, feeling and fine emotional concept and the cars of this veteran reviewer
were consistently surprised and delighted at
the result. The stereo has proper depth, the
MAY 1959

G.

HARRY JAMES
THE NEW JAMES
AND HIS ORCHESTRA. Fair And Warmer;
Just Lucky; Bells and. 6 others. Capitol
Stereo

ST 1037 $4.98

Musical Interest: A delightful band
Performance: Consistent verve
Recording: First-rate
Stereo Directionality: Excellent
Stereo Depth: Very convincing

This stereophonic version of The Nett:
James underlines even more clearly )tow
valuable and stimulating a band James now
leads. It's easily the best he's ever had,

and it's characterized by functional, swinging arrangements (by Ernie Wilkins and
J. Hill in this set). The feeling communicated is that of the better swing era units
in terms of directness of approach. There
arc modern overtones as well. The section
work is exact without seeming mechanical.
and there is a superior use of dynamics.
The rhythm section is admirably crisp and
consistent, and there are good soloists in

tenor saxophonist Sam Firmature, altoisi
Willie Smith, and James himself.
The "new" James has abandoned nearly
all of the neighing sound that used to mar
his work. Like his band, his trumpet playing is clean, economical, and hits with sharp
impact. Capitol engineers are to be congratulated for their tasteful use of stereo
and the clarity of the balance. Monophonic
N. H.
version reviewed November, 1958.

-

THE JOJUMPIN' WITH JONAH
NAH JONES QUARTET-Jonah Jones
(trumpet), Hank Jones (piano), Harold Aus-

tin (drums), John Brown (bass). No Moon
At All: Night Train; That's A Plenty and 9
others. Capitol Stereo ST 1039 $4.98
Musical Interest: Pleasant
Performance: Good cooking by Jonah
Recording; Very alive
Stereo Directionality: Tasteful
Stereo Depth: Well done

It is questionable haw muck a jazz quartet benefits from stereo, unless its arrangements are spediftcally geared for it. or are,
unusually intricate. In this case, since Jones
is the focal point of the set, T find the
greater cohesion of the monophonic version
more satisfying.

75

SERKIN CONCERTOS

Musically, Jones' stt'aitbc(orward, swinge
ine trumpet with its.full trine ís enjoyable_

llis

r'aauol vocals are pleasant btu net dis-

tinctive, The occasional' shulle
backgrosuid is irritáting.

rhythm
N. II.

RENDEZVOUS WITH KENTON. Memories Of You; Two Shades Of Autumn: High
On A Windy Hill;
See Your Face Before
Me and'8'othens. Capitol ST 932 $4.98
I

aY

When it comes to the pi:uxs conecrIOS of
Mo'rart, probably no man's performances its
them are es -close to ideal as those of Rudolf
Scrkiu. His pianístic eittipment is just the
rare blend of agility, eloquence. ct»urol and
poetry' -this music demands. Here are two
exarnpk_a of Sorkin perfection --the aimiablc
F Major and the passionals D Minor both
on a single fir' Record.
MOZART: Plano Concerto No. 20 in D Minor,
K. 466i Piano Concerto No. 11 do F Major, K.
43,3-Rudolf Serkín, Pianist, with the Marlboro
Festival Orchestra conducted by 'Alexander
Schneider
kit. 5367 MS 6049 (stereo)

GUARA'NTEEG t-itC: -FIDELITY AND
STEREO-FIDELITY RECORDS BY
1

,COLUMBIA
iD"Columb;i "'MasternaYi',y' U ?ducat; Rec.
A Olvlslen ot Cbrumhlf a,adcasnnp Syttem, Inc,

Musical Interost: Modern big, band ¡are
Performance: Slick
Recording: Excellent
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth:Good ballroom sound

This i't one of Kenton 'e best bands of
recent years. The LP was recorded on lo
cation al Balboa Beach in California, in
1952 and the sound'is quite good,' The soloists are flesihle and competent and are feature:t prominently. Even though this reviewer feels little warmt-h for the .Kentoniurn
brass and bluster, this ís one of The Great
White' Father's more easily digestible LPs.
Even ot, there is more frenzy than seems
quite justifier. Kennet no homer ho]d< the
attention oT the young jara fans: this is an
interesting postscript"lo his decade of "forwardisul'
.R. J. G.

CHICAGO JAZZ-JOE MARSALAJoe Marsala (clarinet), Adele Girard (harp),
Dick Cary (piano), Carmen Mastren (guitar), Rex Stewart (trumpet), Johnny Blowers
(drums), Pat Merola (bass). Wolverino
Blues; Singin' The Blue=s Mandy and 4 oihérs.

m Sled

Sparkling chamiagnemusic, Uncorked by Lloyd
Mown and His Starlight Roof Orchestra on

disk!' Three new stereo albums each a
varied dance program of bubbling waltzes;
polkas, fox trots and novelties.

Musics! lnterosf: Joe's been missed
Performance: Mostly spirited and warm

This is the first record by veteran clarinetist Joe Marsala :old iii.: jazz harpist. wife,
Adele Girard, in some time. Despite the fact
that sorne.ef the performances are uneven
and Night Train could have been omitted,
the record brings pleasure. Alarsala's solos
are personal, logical -and emotional; Adele
continues to be one of the few harpists who
somehow manage the illu'sion of making
that cuinbersoisc instftnrient swing. Rex
Stewart contributes some of his most consistent playing in years. The rhythm section could have been more supple'. The balance on Wolverine Blues is had,
N. H.

Omega

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
OSL-i
-Lloyd Mumm pours as you sip BUBBLES IN THE
WINE, IN A LITTLE SPANISH TOWN,,POOR PEOPLE
OF PARIS, LA RONDE. Intoxicating)

PINK CHAMPAGNE

-PINK

OSL-37

COCKTAILS FOR A BLUE LADY, CHAM-

PAGNE WALTZ, BEER BARREL POLKA, THE HAPPY
WHISTLER, MISSOURI WALTZ and others. For the

connoisseur!
BLUE CHAMPAGNE OSL-46

-Lloyd unbotUes

she SHADOWWALTZ, PUT YOUR

LITTLE FOOT, HOT LIPS, BLUE CHAMPAGNE,
LITTLE SIR ECHO, Limit_ one per customer!

omega: DIsic
STERÉDPHONIC
PRODUCED-BY.OMEGATAPE
INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC
RECORDING CORP.
6906 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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GEORGE WETTLiNG AND H4S

WINDY CITY SEVEN Four Or Five Times,

Hl'dLsian; Morítat;
and

3

Found A New Baby
others.. Stele -O -Craft RIN 107 $5.98
I

Musical Interest; Unusual
Performance: Topnotch
Recording: Tops
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo 'Depth: Adequate

This is a rewarding LP of dixielandtype
Music, with a fine clarinetist. Herb Hall
(brother of Edmond), and an excellent trombonist, Vic Dickenson, featured throughout.
The mood, feeling and virility of this nussie
is surprising when pl iyed by Tanking artists
sueli as these. The stereo sound is quite
good, though there is a bit too.;mech seporation for my taste.
R. J. fi.

POPS

Stere-O-Craft WIN 102'$5.98

Recording: Good
Stereo Directionality: Competent
Stereo Depth: OK for small combs)

610

The Pennies' vein. All the playing is very
competent, butt these Pennies' performances.
-like most of the originals--are stiff rhythmically. :And she tirrangcntents (called
"models of imagination, color, and good
taste" by Beau) are like slick magazine fie lion. They're well -made but shallow in con=
tent. There's often enthueiasen in the play
ing, but most of its effect is di tea by the
over-all context:
The stereo version is preferable to She
mono 'because the band ís big enough for
sections to play against soloists and there
are other' parts of tote arrangements as well
that are apt for Stereo's spacioaaness. N. H.

-

PARADE OF THE PENNIES
RED
NICHOLS AND HiS FIVE PENNIES-Red
Nichols (cornet), Moe Schneider (trombonº), Jackie Coon (mellophone), Wayne
Stinger (clarinet; alto and baritone sax),
Heinle Beau (Clarinet and tenor), Jerry Kasper or Joe Rushton (bass sax), Bobby Hammack or Bobby Van Eps (piano), Allan Reuss
(guitar), Morty Corb (bass), Jack Sperling
or Rollie Culver (drums); Ralph Hansel;
(percussion), Capitol ST /109I $4.98'
Musical In'tere'st: Mostly nostalgic
Performance: Highly professional
Recording: Well balanced
Stereo Directionality: Good
Stereo Depth: Very convincing

"The nice for this session," writes annotator-nmsidian Heinle Beau, "was hi
t-eereate_some of the classic relrtlitiona by
Red and the 'Five Pennies.'" There are
also three originals by Red unrl Thine `:in

REPERCUSSION featuring David Carroll and his Orchestra. La Paloma; Dizzy
Fingers; The Bells Of St, Mary's; The Peanut
Vendor and 6 others. Mercury SR b0029í5.95
Musical Interests Sound bug special
Performance: Outstanding
Recording; Topnotch
'Stereo Directionality: Sharp
Stereo Depth: Excellent

As wills tale monophonic versii,n, the
tweeterseoofer set will have a field day with
this ono. It's arcade for sound bugs and almost every conceivable percussion' instrit
meat is utilized, as well es strings and wind
in'truhteutn. The music itself is more an
excuse to shot:- off than to communicate,
bet it makes a fine forty minutes of fun. The Stereo version is better titan the mono,
ns the pos,libiiities in stereo have been uti
lized quite well. The recording. is orísp and
R. J. G.
clean,

SAMMY DAVIS, JR. AT TOWN HALL
with Orchestra Conducted by Morty Stevens.
Hey Thera; Ethel, Baby; Chicago and II
others. Dacca DY 78841 x5:98. Mono

--

DL 8941 $3.98

Musical interest: Ti's better seen
Performaricet, Aggressive
Recording: Good location engineering
Stereo Directionality: Excellent
Stereo Depths -Very good

This .is part of u Town Hall concert given
by Davis for the Children's Asthma Research Institute and hospital on May '4,
1958. Although Davis is a remarkable performer, his effective-ness is much more t'isual
than aural. When you see him, his lorltndolike energy often makes what lie's doing
Seen) 'better than it is. ,In stereo, more or
that force comes through than ín the monrn

Rigs REVIEW

3

phonic version. There is, for example, a
tap dancing number that becomes quite
realistic as Davis moves from speaker to
speaker; and in general, the greater space
made possible by stereo makes it appear at
times as if your living room has become

10

Davis' stage.
Without visual aid. however, a Davis song

LAFAYETTE
STEREO TUNER KIT
THE MOST FLEXIBLE TUNER EVER DESIGNED
Multiplex Owpus for Now hero* FM
11 Tube, limns/ding 4 duotptepes.)
Toning Eye
Selenium reedier he Pith 17 Tube rerformonte
90KC

Tuned

AFC

lt a. a BlaaaraJ.
8tereophanle
PM.AM tatter
Dee if ma a OaalMammas-a3 PM -AM tanner
Vag It ma a atratqht
Messner -el PM, Or AM
tmaer

I

Performance: Good
Recording: Warm, intimate
Stereo Directionality: Good'
Stereo Depth: Adequate
Miss London is a warm Binge with a
small voice and. great' ability to transmit
emotion in numbers such as Little White
Lies. The usual guitar arri:ompaniinent helps
keep the sound intimate. The recording is
good, the voice is handled nicely and the
guitar does not intrude. There ís no spark
to the LPG however, either technically or
in the performance.
R. J. C.

KT

-500

IN KIT

FORM
74.50
7,45
bows

ONLY

7.00 NONTHIr

O.fset

NEW! LAFAYETTE PROFESSIONAL STEREO
MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER

Solves Every Stereo/Monaural Confrof Problem,
UNIQUE STEREO & MONAURAL CONTROL FEATURES
AMAZING NEW BRIDGE CIRCUITRY FOR VARIABLE

3d CHANNEL OUTPUT 8 CROSS -CHANNEL FEED
PRECISE "NULL" BALANCING SYSTEM

FLOWER DRUM SONG (Richard
Rodgers -Oscar Hammerstein II). Origlnal cost recording with Miyoshi Umoki, Pat

r
TCT-600

n

79.50

Larry Blyden, Ed Kenney, Juanita
Hall, Ara belle Hone. Keye Luke and ethers,
with Orchestra and Chorus, Sarva-torá Doll' Isola cond. Columbia OS 2009 $5.98
Musical `Interesic Considerable
Performance: Admirable company
Suzuki,

ONLY

7.95

DOWN

B.00 MONTHLY

A 'REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT IN STEREO HIGH. Fi.
DELITY. Provides. such unusual lealures as o Bridge Control,
for variable erete.channel signal feed for elimination of "ping
pang" (exaggerdled separotion) affects and for '3d^'channel
output volume control for 3 -speaker tierno sysieme) 3d channel
output oleo serves for mixing iteren to ptoduco Oxcellenl man.
aural recordlrgs, Also has full input mixing at monaural program
tours s, .special "null" stereo balancing, and callbraling System
!better than meters), 24 eauollzotion positions, all-conunlrit
controls, rumble -and snatch litters, loudness switch: Clutch type
volume controls for bolancing Cr as
Moller Volume Coñlrol,
Has channel reverse, electronic abating, input tare)' controls:
Sensllivity 1.78 millivolt, far I volt owl, Duel ?e c4mpedance
outputs (pinto followers", 1200 ohms. Response 10.23,000 rps
-.- 0.5 db. Less then .03%.
1M distortion. Uses 7 new 7025 low noise dual triodes. Size 14" x 4`6" x I0%". Shag, vol., 16 lbs.
Complele with printed circuit board, coge, profusély Illustrated
Inttreclíons, all necessary parts.
LAFAYETTE KT-600
Slerco Preamplifier kit
Nei 79.50
LAFAYETTE LA-600-Stereo Preamplifier, Wired ..Net 134,50
1

Recording: Slight' surface noise

e.

Stereo Directionality: Little needed
Stereo Depth: Excellent
Each soloist is beautifully spotlighted in
-this stereo version fif the original cast release (reviewed in the March issuél, but
there is still little feeling of -dramatic lilovc
ment, even in. the few cases in which it
weals called for. Don't Marry rite fixes
Miyoshi Unicid at the left and Larry lilyden at center stage although some action
is indicated from the song, and the same
is true of Sunday which puts" Pal Sttauki'
and hlr. Blyden between Ilse speakers. During A Hundred Minion Miracles, 'however,
-stereo does inartáge the dubious miracle of

RESPONSE

10-25,000

CPS

±

0.5 08

6 CONCENTRIC FRONT PANEL CONTROLS
4 CONCENTRIC REAR 'PAHEL,INPUT
LEVEL CONTROLS

100° ELECTRONIC'PHASE'REVERSAL

NEW

!h LA`

-

.

ETTESTEREO /MONAURAL BASIC POPWEB,

:AMPLIFIER'CIRCUIT

AbARDSDMT

NEAT, SIMPLIFIED WIRING
RESPONSE SETTER THAN 15,10,000

ILWATTS EACH -CHANNEL
FOR OPTIONAL USE AS 36 -WATT

CPS -- y, DS AT 18 WATTS MONAURAL AMPLIFIER
LESS THAN 1% NANMONIC OR
EMPLOYS 3 NEW PREMIUM -TYPE
INTERMODULATION DISTORTION
7139 OUTPUT TUSES
A svperblyperferming basic sle 8o oreplifier, in easy -to -build kit form to sore
-at minimum oxpenrel Dual
, you loft -of money end Ief-you gel.lnFo stereo
input, are provided, each will, Indlviduat volume control, and the unit may be
used with a stereo preamplifier; for 2-15 wall stereo channels or, or the Rick of
or. If deslied. rl met be used es
o switch, es a fine 36-wall monaural omotiner
2 separole menao,el I8 -wolf emplifersl CONTROLS include 2 input volume con trek, channel Reverse switch (A8 -RA), Monourol-Stereo twitch. DUAL OUTPUT

nor

-

KT -310

47.50

stretching poor Miss Umeki's arms; -while
her' voice comes from the center, thé-flower
thrum she is supposed to heat is heard clearly from the 'left.
S. C.

I

4.75 DOWN
5.00 MONTHLY

OPJLY

r

l a!eítP
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SCREEN

Musical Interest: Tchaikovsiyland
-MAY 1959

Ir.

groundedgrtd triode low noise front end wilts Wed*
mixer, double-tuned dual Ilmiters'with FosteiSeeley discriminator, lea than l%
harmonic dirtorll.n, frequency response 20.20.000 cps, -F '/y db, foil' 200 (cé
bandwidth and sensllhti' of 2 microvolts (Cr 30 db quieting .with full limiting el
one microvolt. AM specifications include 3 doges of 'AVC, 10 kc whittle filter,
built-in ferrite loop entenno, ten Ikon a% hermonte dinónion, s.ntllrvty of 5
microvolts, 8 la bandwidth and fro vancy response 20.5000 cps
3 ebb.
The 3 con/Ion of the KT-500 ore FM Volume, AM Volume, FM Tuning, AM Tuning
and 5 -position Function Selector Switch. Tastefully, styled with gold -brass etcun
tcheon having dark maroon background plus. malehing maroon knobs with gold
Inserts. The Lafayette Stereo Tuner was designed with the builder In mind. Two
separate priñted circvil boards make conetrucllon and wiring slmple, even for
such o complex unit. Complete kit'includes ell'ports and metal covet, a itep-by.
sloe instruction manual, schematic and pictorial dlagromt. Site Is 13%. W x
10%' 0'es 41h' H. Shpg. wt.st221lbs.
laT500 .............n.,....,,.:,,....,...,,.., .,,,.,,,,.,.,,.., ........... ...,....... ... Nei 74.50
LT -5O Some as above, compleleiyrfaclpry wired and tolled. Met 524.50

STAGE

4018 $4.98

-aligned

FM npeclficoilone include

7100 $4.98
Musical Interest: Pleasant Pop

,with Orchestra and Chorus, George Bruns
condo Mary Costa end Bill Shirley {vocals).
Disneyland' STCR-4018 $4.98. Mono-WDL-

Pre

Dual Double-Toned ,Tsansf.rmer
Coupled Limiters,
Moro than o year of r.searoh, plonning and engineering -went Into the making or
Ilhe Laleyen. Stereo Tuner_ 4h uelQu. flexibility permits the reception of binaural
broadcasting (sfrnuiloneous Warremlulon on both FM and AM), the Independent
operation of bath the FM and AM sections el the soma time, and the ordinary
teceptlon of either FM or AM. The AM ond,FM sections ore seoerolely tuned,
each with a s.peral. 3 -gong tuning condenser, saporoto flywheel tuning and
5.porot* volume control for proper boloncina when used For blosurel programs.
Simplified accurate 'knife-edge tuning is provided by magic eye which opertils%
Jndependenlly on FM and AM. Aulomatit,freauency control "locks In" FM 'renal
patmanenty.,Aside from Its unique ffeelbiltty, this le, above ell else, a Quality
high-fldelry roper iñdorporating feature' Pound esclusisely-fn the,hrghet priced
tuners.

Vie

JULIE IS HER NAME Yol. II-feafuring Julie London. Blue ,Moon: Spring Is
Here; Little White Lies; Guess i'll Have To
Change My Plans end'8 others. Liberty LST

SLEEPING BEAUTY (Peter Tchaikovsky-George Bruns). Soundtrack recording

Whirl. Filter

Cascade FM
17 Tuned Charlie
Dual Canted* Fillewer Output
leperetely Tuned FM end AM Seasons
Armstrong Graft wilts FM/AtC' and

recital fails to 'impress. 1-[e's simply hot
that perceptive a müsicia1i. He add; little
to most of his material hut volume of obvious sentimentality. He gives a reading of
Ohl Men River, for instance, that could almost be taken as a parody, but I'm afraid
the didn't mean it that wvay. The audience,
it should be noted, clearly had a good' rime.
.I did only during his impersonations. N. H.
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liononaurol)

parolletnopera-

-

opeIMPEDANCES' are; 1, 9, la and 32 ohms-tpermilling
lion of 2 speaker systems of up to 16 ohms, INPUT SENSITIVITT is 0.45 volts per
channel for toll oufovt. TUBES ore-2.6AN8, 4.7189; 62.34-r,.csller. SIRE 9-3/t6'9
110-9/16" with controls) x 51/4"h x 131/2`w, Supplied complete wets perforoled
metol cogs, all necessary parts and detailed lnslrutllons. Shag. wt,, 22 Ibs
,.-Nei 47.50
'KT -310 Stereo Power Amplifier Kit ...,
LÁ410 Stereo Power AmplIaer, Wired

QtÓ
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ever made.,.
'the STANTON Stereo FLUXVALVE is
hermetically sealed' in lifetime polystyrene with
all of the precision that has made Pickering
a quality leader in the field of high fidelity
for more than a dozen years.

For instance...only the
STANTON Stereo FLUXVALVE has the
''T-GUARD" stylus assembly-so safe and easy
to handle...so obedient and responsive.
lo every musical nuance in the stereo groove.
STANTON Stereo FLUXVALVE has

the parallel reproducing element contained in the
:'TGUARD"....assuring the' proper angle of
corresponderíce between recording and playback
styli for maximum Vertical Tracking Accuracy.

44
N t., ., I.r 42.aM .hin .b WIT"
,.. UMW .....try,
V, uyh.. .w.., Tn..
al 1.,N

Of

ty ballet score to fit the requirements of
the latest Disney drum has been splendidly
accomplished by George Bruns, plus a retinue of others including Sammy Fain. The
stereo effects are done in good taste, and
in view of the fact that the price is the same
for both versions, might be given the edge
S. G.
in preference.

<
l. ,

Truly the finest stereo pickup

Only the

Performance: Suitably spacious
Recording: A bit sharp (stereo),; tops
(mono,)
Stereo Directionality: Always, tasteful
Stereo Depth: Impressive

M

.

...Tier, S.

an

A nd... because of this

the STANTON
Stereo FLUXVALVE reproduces music
with magnificent sound quality...from both
stereophonic and monophonic records..,with
negligible wear on record and stylus.

In plain truth...the STANTON
Stereo FLUXVALVE is by far the finest stereo
pickup made... backed by a lifetime Warranty'.
assuring you a lifetime of uninterrupted,
trouble -free performance-with a -quality of
reproduction no other pickup can equal.
W. mown you
NEWLY

ví.11

you, Weltering Dele, Soon
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FOR STEREO/MONO SYSTEMS

FOLK SONG

40 WATT MTV/4.5995
ESCTOPY ASSEMBLED

O., $69.95

SING ALONG
50

We

SIMPLE TO
ASSEMBLE

Bloat WORK

GUARANTEE

.,,

Carroll).

'

WONDERLAND
(Lewis
Asher. Morgaretie Scott.
Chatterton, Ian Wallace and
IN

Jane

Vivienne
others. London OSA 1206.2 12" $11.96

Interest: For everyone
Performance: Superb company
Recording: Crystal clear
Stereo Directionality: Outstanding
Stereo Depth: Brilliant

Already hailed for its splendid stereo releases of operas and operettas, London has
now entered the field of straight theater.
The results couldn't be more impressive.
Using an acting version prepared by Dodglas Cleverdon and with Margoretta Scott as
narrator, a group of topnotch English actors
performs the classic story in a manner that
is a treat for the cars .and-almost-the
eyes.
All the familiar scenes take on a dramatic
clarity that would be impossibletu achieve
on a monophonic release, or even, in some
cases, on the stage. For example, when
Alice swims around in her own tears, not
only does the very room seem to be flooded
but her voice has even been given an appropriately hollow sound. The sequence at
the Duchess' house may well have you
ducking the flying pots and pans, while the
illusion of actually taking part in the mad
tea party or the Queen's croquet game is
little short of startling.
S. G.
MIKE NICHOLS AND ELAINE MAY
-IMPROVISATIONS TO MUSIC with
Marty Rubenstein (piano). Mercury SR

'

..,

60040 $5.95. Mono MG 20376 $3.98

Interest: Considerable
Performance: Remarkable

Anyone Can As,emblá in

CHECK llceae effiee
*

-

HOUR

1I

curia sa.

"Sing Along" is now a national pastime, and
Mitch Miller our national kaprll)neistrr for
community singing. There seems to be no end

*
**

40 watts RMS
80 Watts peak.
S dD 200,000 CPS response
101 msrmtlen I.ce /hot, 1% S 4(1 w.,NS
input
for
40 watt output
3110 wit
Paum and Noise
minus 92d6
4
16 Ohm output impedances

ro the old chestnuts America enjoys singing
along with Mitch and able Gang. Here is the
fifth album in this famous series, a collection
of fine, contagious folk songs that invite you
to join in.
FOLK SONGS-SING ALONG WITH MITCH
CL 1316 CS 8118 (stereo)

*
*
*

100%, Pnnled Circuh
no wires.
2 AC. Convenience Outlets

*
*

(ratludine cove.)
Full sue cage cover Included
Tubes: (2) EL34'i, ECC 83, 12AU7 and 5U4

*

* - 8COMPARE

*
*

See

-

jeatw es
due
-

Third Channel Output
Compact Sien: W-121/1",

O

STEREO -FIDELITY RECORDS BY

COLUMBIA
78

h'l Maras

1211. A

division of Colo mtia Broadcasting Systin,lnc.

1+61r

PERFORIAANCE FULLY GUARANTEED!

your (ACM Dour,, at Write O

,,ell D.aer hnuoLNt lncnaa

GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY AND

0"Eaturitii'

8",

oi

e.>f

2506 W. Washington Boulevard HR -5

Los Angeles

18,

California

Recording:'Tops
Stereo Directionality: Who needs if?
Stereo Depth: Ditto

Mike Nichols and Elaine May arc two
bright, observant and extremely gifted performers whose special forte is inlprovisiug
a humorous situation around a given theme,
and in this release they offer

a

superb sarm-

pling of their special art.
Nothing is added, however, and quite a
bit is lost by the use of a sort of "spurio
stereo" in which Mr Nichols is heard front
the left speaker and Miss May from the
right-even, as in one routine, when they
are supposed to be dancing together! The
monophonic release is certainly the preferred one here. Incidentally, the take used
for -the stereo versiofi of the bit called
Coc%rail Piano is different from the mono S. G.

Furl
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Mono Entertainment
Jazz, Pops, Stage and Sereen

BEST OF THE MONTH

Reviewed by

'

RALPH J. GLEASON

Capitol's Nat "King" Cole in Welcome to the Club comes through with
"his best LP in a long time. .
.
The whole LP swings beautifully, but
.

STANLEY GREEN

Wee Baby Blues has classic proportions and seems destined to endure:"

NAT HENTOFF

(see below)

JAZZ
THINGS ARE GETTING BETTERCANNONBALL ADDERLEY WITH MILT
JACKSON. Julian Adderley (alto saxo'
phone); Milt Jackson ivibes); Wynton Kelly
(piano); Percy Heath (bass); Art Blakey
(drums). Blues Oriental; Groovin' High; Just
Ore Of Those Things and 3 others. Riverside
RLP 12-286 $4.98

United Artists makes a major contributioin with Hard Driviñg Jazz
starring the Cecil Taylor Quintet. "Taylor, a furiously personal modern
jazz pianist

impresses almost by his fire alone

draws on
the whole (jazz tradition, gospel music, and his studies of Bartók and
.

.

.

A wholly unpretentious and iufectionsly
relaxed album, this is a successful first pairing of Milt Jackson, the best of the modern
jazz vibists. and Cannonball Adderley of the
Miles Davis unit. As has been mentioned
in these pages in recent ntotnths. Cannonball's growth in the past year has been impressive, and this album is further proof
that he has not only found his own style
hut is becoming sufficiently at ease in it to
he able to edit his solos Snore and more
effectively.
Cannonball is convincing in a variety of
roles here-the shouting blues of Snunrls
Jor Sid; the thoughtful tenderness of Serves
Me Right; and the gospel -like jauntiness
of Things Are Getting Better. Jackson is
in characteristically fluent, flowing form;
and there is excellent rhythm section support.
N. H.

ABOUT

MEMPHIS-BUSTER

BAILEY. Buster Bailey (clarinet), Red Richards (piano), Gene Ramey (bass), Jimmie

Crawford (drums) on four numbers. On
three, Herman Autrey (trumpet), Vie Dickenson (trombone) and Hilton Jefferson (alto
saxophone) are added. Bear Wallow; Beale
St. Blues; Hot Water Bayou ar.d 4 others.
Felsied FAJ 7003 $4.98

Musical' interest; Full-bodied swing
Performance: Solid jazz elders
Recording: Well balanced

This is one of seven historically valuable
albums British critic Stanley Dance super
vises] in this country last year for British
Decca and American London Records.
They're being released Isere on Felsteil, a
London subsidiary label. It was Dance's
contention that a substantial number of
nldrr jnzzinien-mostly swine ern playersstill had much to say scut were being largely
ignored by most American labels.
MAY 1959

.

Capitol's presentation of film star Judy Garland At the Grove "is a
striking sef of interpretations.
She can hurl herself into a song
much as Al Jolson did. An album that can be replayed often,and there's
no cover charge." (see p. 83)
in this set. clarinetist Buster Bailey contributes his best playing 071 records so far.
As always, he is technically expert but he
rises the technique much less as an end in
itself then he has usually done. I-Iis playing-as in the lung Memphis Blurs-often
has considerable emotional impact and he
receives fully swiugiug aid from the sidemen. His original themes are also aurae
live. There are rough spots, but the albiuiu
as a whale is refreshingly enjoyable and
Mr. Dance and London Records are to be
-

N.

commended.

H.

-

BASIE REUNION
Paul Quinichette
(tenor saxophone). Buck Clayton, Shad Collins (trumpets), Jack Washington (baritone
saxophone), Nat Pierce (piano), Freddie
Greene (guitar), Eddie Jones (bass), Jo
Jones (drums). Blues
Like To Hear; Love
Jumped Out: John's Idea; Baby Don't Tell
On Me; Roseland Shuffle. Prestige 7147 $4.98
I

ALL

.

Stravinsky." (seep. 81)

.

Musical Interest: Hot modern jazz
Performance: The growing cannonball
Recording' Good

.

Musical Interest: Valuable memories
Performance: Virile, swinging
Recording; Very strong presence

Six former Basic sidemen and two present
members play tunes originally recorded by
the full band between 1937.40. Baritone
saxophonist Jack Washington hasn't been
recorded since the late 1940's. and while
he's a little rusty, as the notes honestly
admit, he plays with such robust spirit and
swing that he's very invigorating to hear
again.
The best solos are by Buck Clayton, who
continues to grow with the years. Also ºenernlly effective is trumpeter Shad Collins.
Paul Qurnichette plays with miteh emotional power but his conception is sonic times debatable and his tone occasionally
wavers.
Yet he certainly swings. The

.

.

rhythm section is sturdy, based confidently,
as have been all Basic units since 1937, on
Freddie Greene's guitar.
These unen play with so much outgoing
intensity and collective exhilaration that
N.A.
the album should wear very well.
BENNY CARTER. JAZZ GIANT.

Blue

Lou: Old Fashioned Love; Ain't She Sweet
and 4 others. Contemp8tary C3555 $4.98

Musical Interest: Mainstream jan
Performance: Good all around
Recording: Excellent

Two of the very best jazz musiCiaus of
die '30's jobs forces here; Benny Carter.
who is heard on. alto sax and trumpet and
lien Webster on tenor. it is Carter's buntpet work that is the most interesting because, despite his technical proficiency on
the alto. he has never really communicated
very broadly on that instrument. Webster.
who is great ballad interpreter, shines out
Coating Virginia and there is good support Throughout front the rhythm. All in
all, this is a pleasant, if not historic, LP.
R. -J. G.

WELCOME TO THE CLUB-Nat
"King" Cole with orchestra conducted by
Dave Cavanaugh. Mood Indigo; The Late,
Late Show; I Want A Little Girl; Wee Baby
Blues and 6 others. Capitol W 1120 $4.98

Musical Interest: Almost universal
Performance: Scintillating

Recording: Brilli..nt

This ís the best Nat Cole LP in a long.
long time and the best accompaniment he
has ever liad by a big band That's because
it's really the Count Basic band (with
Gerald Wiggins sitting in for Count) playing behind Nat and it makes bins somd
79

PURCHASING
A

that has classic proportions and seemsdcstined to endure. Any Time, Any Piave, Anywhere is another gem. interestingly enough,
ibis LP :hews what can be done when u big.
Maul! ís a trimly cohesive unit. 1t ís better
backing for swing Vocals than any of the
studio _tuups extant, not excluding the
highly publicized ones. While there are
occºsional solo spots, it is the ensemble
sound of the Basie baud and its irresistible
rhythm that pushes this album lute the top
R. J. G.
rank of vocal efforts.
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?titre Lansing
Elecfrovolce
Jensen

Hartley
university
Research
Jennzen

Musical Inte-est: Good pop jazz
Performance: Excellent
Recording: The best

The formula is the same. It
always remain so. But it is

Karlson
Viking
Concerfone
Bell
G.E.

Harman-Barden
£ice
Pilot.

Most critics continue to- dismiss the curas a cracked shell of her
former uniquely penetrating self. Site may
well be uneven these days,- butt to this. reviewer she is capable at her host of eclips-

Dynaklf

H. H. Scott
Penlron_
Ampro
TM
Revere Choi.

rent,Billie Holiday

Gerrard
Mlracard

ing every other jazz singer. She has several
eloquent moments in this set, and no bad
ones. There are long solos for the relaxed
accompanists; the tempos.are right -for her;
and throughout, she gives ^tlte lyrics more
-meaning than anyone else now singing.
Norman Granz strangely doesnrt list a
singié supporting player. They sound like
Ben Webster fierier saxophone), Harry'
Edison (trumpet). Barney Kessel (guitar)
and perhaps Alvin Stotler (drums) and
Jimmy Rowles- (piano). Even Billie, by the
way. can't make the lacitryncose One for the
Road come alive for.me.
N.

Unger
Wollensak

Groséi-Steers
Rek-O-Kut
Compotients
Noreleo

Fairchild

Pickering! Gray
Audio Tape
Full' Lfne of

Cabinets

. . .
INTERESTING,,
INFORMATIVE
ZIFF-DAVIS PHOTO ANNUALS
'YOU'RE SURE TO ENJOY!

35 -MM
ANNUAL
now on sale
only $1.00
($1.25 outside U.S.A.)

Here's a complete guide to 35-M\T- photography by the editors of Popular Pitoroyrrtphu, the world's largest selling photo
mn.gazlne, It covers everything you want
to know about miniature photography: how
to use color, shuicting techniccuos, the best
in 35. -MM pictres, facts on lenses, filters,
film. Plus 'a buying guide to cameras and
equipment. lie sure to get you(' copy of
this. valuable Annual!

COLOR
ANNUAL
'nowv'on sale
only $1.25

everywhere

POprilaº- Photóyr&phy's 1959 COLOP.

A\-

-NUAi., Is One of the outstanding photographtc achievements of the year ! Over 172
page-including the year's hest ruler shots,
Portfolios' of leading pros, equipment and
accessories review,a me Tntsriiational Portfolio. Don't, miss the exciting 195;í COLO):

,

THE POLL WINNERS RIDE AGAIN!
Barney Kessel with Shelly Marine and Ray
Brown. Volaré; Spring is Here; Angel Eyes;
The Merry Go Round Broke Down .and 5
others. Contemporary C 3556 $4.98

,Musical Interest: Billie is nonpareil
Performance: Generally consistent
Recording: Competent

Sherwood
Acrosódnd
Fisher
Bogen
Leak

nn difference what type of rune be
selects; the result is tasteful, mainstream
jazz that fits into everyone's taste categories.
R. J. G.
ntiiake.s

$4.98

Weathers

will peobably
still pleasant,

firmly swinging. melodit: acid thoroughly
good jam.. Jones plays open and muted
trumpet and occasionally sings. His ballad
work ís reminiscent of Eldridge, but ít

SONGS FOR DISTINGUB LOVERSBillie Holiday {vocals). Day In Day Out:
Stars Fell On Alabama; I Didn't Know What
Time It \Vas and 3 others. Verve MF V-8257

Wharfedate

For the Camera Fan

80

$3.98

Acoustic

64-MR Cortlondl St., N Y: 7, CO. 7-2137

ANNUAL

JONAH JUMPS AGAIN -The. Jonah
Jones Quartet. Pennies From Heaven; Any
Time; They Can't Take That Away From Me;
Poor Butterfly and 8 -others. Capitol T 1115

like the jai.2 singer he is. b:csitailly. The
whole LP swings beautifully, but We-e Baby
Blues ís the outstandiiig track, a blues.vocal

KEEPIN' UP 'WITH THE JONESES,
featuring the Jones Brothers playing the
music of Thad Jones and (sham Jones. Thad
Jones (trumpet and fluegelhorn), Hank Jones
(piano and organ), Elvin Jones (drums),
Eddie Jones (bass). Nice And Nasty; Three
And One It Had To Be You and 4 others.
lvlctrojarz E1003 $3.98
Musical Inleresl: A major jazz family
Performance,: Excellent
Recording: Superior

Three of the best contemporary jazzmen
are brothers. Thad Jones is a trumpeter
and airanger for ilce Count Basic band.
Hank Jones is one of the most active freelance pianists in 'New York; and. drummer
Elvin .)one§ works with Tyree Glenn and
is in increasing demand in the recording
studios. Each ha; a clearly identifiable
style, and each is consistently inventive. in
this album, Ihey're joined by bassist Eddie
Jbne. lair relation) of the. Basic band.
The tc-su)t is an unusually warm, continuously satisfying session. The star is
Thad. ;Since he's more or less buries] ín the
Basic brass seofion, Thad isn't as widely
appteeialed a modern trumpet soloist as Ile
deserves to be. Flo lids a real braes sound
that can he assertively ririging and also
touchingly lyrical. He constructs choruses
with logic and taste, and -he has a superb
rhythmic sense. His accorüpaniucent Is excellent, and there are charscteristieally
crystalline solos by` Flank.
N.H.
-

Musical Interest: Broad jazz
Performance: Tops
Recording: The'besf:

This is a wonderful (rib with a fine heat,
good ,solos, fascinating inlérplay betcsecn
the ucttsícians and at least hromujur jazz
sólu voices ín' Kessel and 'Brawn. Their sitpériority is evident in. their treatment of
the banal Volare. and the novelty The
Merry Go Round Bro!e,Dour , as well as
ín the beautiful ballad Angel Eyes. This
Minim is well worth sprite on any LP shelf.
The transcribed comments of the partici
pants make fascinating lifter notes, R. J. C.
LEGRAND JAZZ with Michel Legrand
(c ndtictor-arranger), Miles Davis (trumpet)
on four numbers, Ben Webster (tenor saxo
.phone) on four numbers, end others. Django:
'Round Midnight; In A- Mist and 8 others.
Columbia CL 1250'$3.98
Musical Interest: Mostly for soloists
Performance: Fine despite the paper
Recording: Clear and clean

This is Michel Legrand's .first all -jars
album. in lie previores sets (Cole Porter,
French and Italian music, etc..). Legrand
indicated lie etas a dechnically brilliant arranger who could rarely resist the tempts
Ion of using bravura effects for their own
sake. He would seldom let a line unfold
or amnod. develop 'syithout- letting grant.
lions cleverness intrude, The 'same fault is
evident. here.
That the 'album is wo -tic having is due
almost entirely to the caliber of the soloists.
especially Miles Davis and Ben Webster.
The acrangeinents are best when they're
niost economical, as in Blue nerd ScnihnolrNl and Nigh. in Tunisia. Tlcc:y are worst
when overly cluttered as in !n a Mist,
JYihl Altar Bikes, the background figures to
'Round Midnight ,and sever.;' other passages. Some of f]ce figures are, in feet,
surprisingly corny. Tliere-is little evidence
in this allliun that Legrand has much to
contribute to jazz althriuglr' he does know
which soloists to use:

THE GAMBIT, Vol. 7-Shefly Marine &
His Men.The Gambit; Blu Gnu; Tom Brown's
Buddy & Hugo Hurwhey. Contemporary C
3557 $4.98

I3fFi REVIEW

was produced by Tom Wilson, who gale
Taylor lmis first chance to record a few,
years ago -when Wilson owned the now de-

Musical Inleres9: Good modern jars
Performance: Competent -to-excellent
Recording: Topnotch

This group, which varies between

SANDBURC SINGS

funct Transition label, The liner note writer
means Brandeis composer-teacher, Harold
Shapero, not Shapiro.
N. H.

sort
and an
'a

of reprise of the bebop concept
escapade in the Hollywood far-out Writing
school, produces some very .gnod jazz when
it essays rtnmbers like Btu Gnu and Tom
Brown's Buddy, in which the jazz freedom
Can help out the dullness inherent in the
horn soloists. But on the title suite, the
whole thing hogs down completely and
sounds.pompoqs. Even 'the excellent drumming of the lender and the bass playing of
Monty Budwig cannot move IL
R. J. G.

THE REAL FATS WALLER.

FLAT ROCK ,BALLADS

CARL SANDBURG

fe as

Carolina

Shout-; Rosetta; Harlem Fuss end 8 others.
Camden CAL -473 $1.98'

Musical Interest: Some of the best Fats
Performance: Superior piano and wit
Recording; Good transfer

John \Nilson has assembled Lute of Cant;
den's best reissue sets. Included are not

SHELLY MANNE &' HIS MEN PLAY

PETER GUNN. Peter Gunn; The -loiter;
Slow And Easy; Dreamville; A Profound Bass
afid 5 others. Contemporary C 3560 '$4.98
1

Musical Interest: Commercial jazz
Performance: Excallon+

Someone 'once asked Carl Sandburg what he
wanted out of life. 1'le mentioned teeing eiut

Recording: First rafe
Aided by the excellent, recording techniques of the Contemporary studio. drutn>
mér Manne has produced an LP that should
be a big seller, even though its actual value.
jazz -wise, is questionuble. The tunes are'
all from the pen of Hank Mancini, who
does the Peter -Gunn TV sand-, and include
several quite familiar to TV audiences. The
best solos occur ,when Victor Feldman
plays marimba and when i'Ierb Geller sakes
a blues chorus on Slow and Easy. R. J. G.

of jail, eating "regular", getting what he
wrote printed and "a little love at home",
"And then, maybe the -fifth thing I need,"

-

"it scems-like every day when I'm
at all in health, I got to sing." Here's a
he said,

-

C

collection of the songs Mr. Sandburg's "got"
so sing-Arner-ican songs si'hich have come
down through the generations.
FLAT ROCK BALLADS-Sung and played by

GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY AND
STEREO -FIDELITY RECORDS BY
onlyseveial of `Vailer's

most exuberant
land oaten irreverent) vocals, but also the
piano solo on Carolina Shout. and -an excellent instrumental small hand hates. linfortunately, however, two essentials for any
reissue album are missing= complete infor
motion on peráonnel and dates. The latter
omissions aside, this is a fine bargain. N. II.

HARD DRIVING JAZZ-THE ,CECIL
TAYLOR QUINTET-Cecil Taylor (piano),
"Blue Train" (tenor saxophone), Kenny Doe'
ham (trumpet), Chuck lsraels (bass), Louis
Hayes (drums). United Artists UAL 4014
$4.98

Musiéal interest; High and intense
Performance: Rewardingly individual

ML 5339

Carl Sandburg

r

COL-UMBIA
r -Mycu ttrr.
O -'Cnlnmldd' "YonteraorYc"
A.tt,t.ion n( C,1mbin BrmacnMinr:trtrm, Inc.
`V?

Recording: Good
A fascinating album; This. is the first
lime Cecil Taylor, a furiously personal
modern jazz pianist, has recorded with
it)ready established contemporaries. The
tenor saxophone is actually John Coltrane,
playing under -á pseudonym. Taylor. 'the
most absorbingly original jazz pianist since
8íl1 Evans, draws on the whole jazz tradi
lion, gospel music; and tuts studies of Bart6k and Stravinsky, among other classical
musicians. His but`ningly personal style is
opt, however, a pastiche. He has managed
to assimilate these influences without being
restricted ,by any of them. He is of' particular interest harmonically, and is also
'working toward freer rhythmic practices,
but so fat he has not found -a rhythm section that can piny with ease within his
rhythmic concepts.
So intense is Taylor's emotional energy
that lie impresses -almost by his fire :done,
although he has much _besides. to offer.
Coltrane, one of site most daring of the
Modern tenor players,_ is an appropriate
companion for Taylor because he welcomes
any musical challenge. He plays with con
istent invention ,here. This quality of company spurs Kenny Dorham into some of bís
best trumpet playing on records.
The rhythm section is steady. Their are
interesting solos by young bassist, Chuck
isracls, a Brandeis music student, who has
hods imagination and good toile. The album
MAY- 1959

POPS

TH1
ARM'

LES BAXTER'S AFRICAN JAZZ. Congo Trains Elephant Trail; Welkin' Watusi;
Balinese. Bongos and 8 others. Capitol 1
$3.98

1

THAT

117

CONTROLS

Musical Interest; Exotica
Performance: Competent
Recording: Fine

Ttiis is a csnimendium of blues clichés
with phrases and paraphrasits from Every
Day to Sintilu running through the "original" compositions, 'Emotional'ly, ii is empty
music; highly derivative'and though pleasant enough as a background for conversation. even --the presence ;,f sonic jazz men
(Larry Bunker and so on) doesn't glee it
enough content to warrant serious listening. However, it is excellently recorded
and for tlsis alone it will gain spume acceptance. The liner notes infer that Ms. Baiter
rivals Martin Johnson as an explorer. The
music sounds more like'he went only as far
R. J. G.
as the nearest record shop.

ES>I_

Provides ckatter lows, better 1tigis, Ltcreases
stylus and record life. Perfect stylus contact-with
boils sides of record groove -regardless of turn-

table leveling. Approved byilrc High Fidelity
Corsstimer's Bureau of Standards. Only $3 4.95.
FOR-LiSTENING AT ITS BEST

FRANCOIS CHARPtN TRIO--CRAMLazzare!le; C'etait
PAGNE COCKTAIL.
Kier; Cha Cha Cha des Thons and
$3.98
Kapp KL-I t
I

13

Electro -Sonic

others.

Lahoi'iitories, Inc.

1

Musical Interest: Aímable
Performance: Beaiteoup de.eharme
Recording; Réaliste

Gyro

Dept'R 35-54 36th St Long island City 6,N Y

PS:

The new ESL Gyroljewei electrodyxaraic stereo

-

This is very pleasant listening. M. Char-

cartridge is years Ahead in performance Only S6 4.9S.
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KIT BUILDERS 'EVERYWHERE ASKED FOR IT!

Completely new edition of

-

ELECTRONIC KITS

pits breathes the Parisian airs in an intimate cocktail lounge, fashion, backed by his
own piano, plus guitar and drums. Four of
the numbers were written by the singer,
while two arc the inspirations of the prolific Domenico Modugno. No translations
are on the jacket.
S. G.

MAURICE CHEVALIER SINGS

now on sale!

BROADWAY with Orchestra, Glenn Osser
cond. Give My Regards To Broadway; Just
In Time; Do If Again and 9 others. MGM
E3738 $3.98

Musical Interest: For Shubert°Alley cats
Performance: In the Chevalier manner
Recording: A bit echoey

4¡

!fr

Broadway, as sung by Maurice Chevalier,
easily turns into a gay Parisian boulevard
-no matter what the tune may be. With
his own very special jutted -lip personality,
he gives a bright new sheen to even the
most familiar musical fare. from Give My
Regards to Broadway all the way to I've
Groans. Acctr.siomed to Her Face.
S. G.

.

1v..-

A MUSICAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
BING (1934-1941)-with BUDDY COLE
AND HIS TRIO. Juné In January; Small Fry;

rü

Yes Indeed and 23 others.

Decca DL 9064

$4.98

Musical Interest: Still dean of men
Performance: Contagiously relaxed
Recording'. Good

g ..._.

i

....

WI

Because of the wide popularity of its
first Annual on kit construction, Ziff Davis now offers this exciting follow-up
-ELECTRONIC KITS #2! This brandnew sequel will save you money on hi-fi,
ham radio, other electronics devices by
showing you how to use easy -to -assemble kits! What's more, ELECTRONIC
KITS #2 features a big up-to-date directory of available kits, complete with
specifications; prices, and manufacturers' names!

over 160 pages -600 illustrations
HOW TO BUilLD A KIT-Learn what's involved in building a kit,
and pick up tips on good construction practices.

KIT CONSTRUCTION CHECK LIST-Here's a summary of important steps in assembling a kit, enabling you to get it right the
first time.

HOW NOT TO MAKE MISTAKES-Pick up tricks to simplify
work and reduce the chance of error.

WORKING WITH WIRE-For rapid assembly and reliable operatíon, you should know how to handle various types of wire. You'll
find out here.
FOR YOUR

HI-FI-How to construct a Stereo Preamplifier. Stereo

Adapter. Tape Recorder. Turntable. AM -FM Tuner. Book Shelf
Speaker Enclosure. Integrated Stereo Amplifier. Monaural Amplifier. Record Changer. Tone Arm. Speaker Enclosure.
FOR YOUR SHOP-How to build a Vacuum Tube Volt Meter.

Signal Generator. Oscilloscope. Tube Tester. Multitester. Transistor

Tester.

-

FOR YOUR HAM SHACK-Transmitter. Receiver. Grid -dip
Meter. Modulator. Single-sideband' Converter. Mobile Transmitter.
FOR YOUR HOME-Table Radio. Transistor Pocket Radio. Junior Electronics Experimenter's Kit. Clock Radio. Radio Control

Transmitter.

ELECTRONIC KITS
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acting."

N.

H.

SOPHISTICATED SAVAGE featuring
the Savage Beat of AUGIE COLON. I'll
Always Be In Love With You; El Doctor;
Tambo; The Peanut Vendor and 7 others.
Liberty LRP 3101 $3.98
Musical interest: Exotica
Performance: Good
Recording: Excellent

Mr. Colon seems to he snore sophisticated
than savage throughout this LP, but on occasion manages to sound a bit like Miguelito Valdes. There's a fine drummer (apparently Mr. Colon) spotted throughout;
some of the songs have considerable humor
and occasionally a marvelously heterogeneous mixture of mtisical elements from Hawaiian to bop! The Jailer is especially
flavorsome in I'll Always Be In Love With
You. By no means a dull LP; the sound
alone makes it attractive to hi-fi fans.
R. J. G.

#

2 IS NOW ON SALE

to pick up your copy today-only $1:00 (outside U.S.A., $1.25)
ZIFF-DAVIS,PUBLISHIN6 COMPANY, One Park Ave., New York 1,6, N, Y.
Be sure

This single album is taken from the previously released five-volume Crosby package
(DXK-151). There are brief versions of 26
songs with which Crosby had success between 1934 and 1941, The accompaniment
by Buddy Cole and his trio is unobtrusive,
but I would have preferred the original recordings (only two originals are included.
the duets with Johnny Mercer in Small Fry
and with Connee Boswell in Yes Indeed).
Crosby sings with mellow consistency and
bis spoken introductions are warm, concise.
informative, and nevei arch. For many,
these performances will bring back memories of those crowded years. Binds sing.
ing demonstrates once again that, as Dean
Martin said recently,"Bing set the pattern
for the whole present style of casualness, of
being yourself, not only in singing but in

SENTIMENTAL AND SWINGINGTOMMY DORSEY AND HIS ORCHESTRA
-featuring JIMMY DORSEY. Ruby; Let's
Have A Party; Just Swinging and 9 others.
Columbia CL 1240 $3.98
MITI REVIEW

Musical Interesd: Moderate
Performance: Not the best Dorsey band
Recording: Competent

This is a collection of performances re.
ended by Tommy Dorsey in 1955 and later
stied to Columbia. Among the sidemen are
trumpeters Charlie Shavers, Lee'Castle, and
the late Andy Ferretti; and drummers
Louis Benson and Buddy Rich. The program is similar to what one could have
heard around that time during an evening
at the Hotel Statler inNew York. The hand
is well drilled, at its best on ballads and
medinni tempo dance' numbers, and rather
strained oh up tempo swingers. The leading soloist was -Tommy, but he didn't,give
himself nearly as many solos as he should
have.
N. H.
DEANNA DURBIN w`rlh Orchestras, Edgar Fairchild, Charles Previn, Víctor Young
and Johnny Green cond, Spring Will Be A
'Little tale This Year; Amapula;.Always acid
9

others. Decca DL 8786 $3.98

Musical Interest: Quite a mixture
Performance: Rather bland
Recording: Shows age
Decca has dusted off some of the singles
made by' Deanna Durbin oven ten years ago,
and while the dubbing may leave Touch to
be desired, theré is do doubt that her fans
will enjoy hearing her. again. She seems
to have bad little,vocal projection, but there
is an attractively serene quality present on
Most of the less -demanding songs.
S. G.

JUDY GARLAND AT THE GROVE.
You' Made Me Love You; Wheñ The Sun
Comes Out; Swanee and 10 othols. Capitol
T 't

1

18

$3.98

Musical Interest': This is show biz
Performance: An unforgettable stylist
Recording: Vivid
Recorded at the Cocoanut Grove, tisis is a

spiking set of interpretations by Judy Car.
land. It's difficult enough to verbalize mñskal experiences; it's all the harder to try
lo define the "star" quality Miss Garland
possesses,_and"has bad since she was quite
small. Part of it is her control]bd abandon.
This seeming paradox simply means sbe
can Itur.Llterself into. -a song, much is Al

Jolson did, while part of her remains keenly
aware of the audience's reactions and knows
exactly when to alter speed and dynamics.
Her aiming, then, is superb. Her sense of
drama, which might seem overblown in 'a
lesser artist,. is just right for Iser naturally

ÁCLND

GROVE'

expansive stjle and,vbice end tier hued capacity for communicating ctaotion.
The material includes severdl songs long
identified with her; a few Jolson specialties; and even a Pfirple People Eater that
becomes her own "special material" by the
time she's through with it. This ís an album than can he replayed often,, and there's
no cover charge.
N. H.

Lest the album title lead you to assume
that this is an on-lhe-spot recording -at a
night club, the liner notes set you straight
'by allowing that the recital is "based" upon
Miss Kirk's night club net. To provide the
proper atmoaaphcic, however, she is accompanied by four male singers, and every now
and' them a can is pried open to let out the
applause and laughs. Miss Kirk's routines
,are apparently elaborately staged affairs,
but even -without visual aids she is impress
lively slick. and slinky throughout her assortment of standards and 'specialty numbers.
S. C.
I LIKE MEN! featuring ',Peggy Lee.
Good For Nothing J'oe; I'm Just Wild About
Harry; My Man; Bill and 8 others. Capitol

'T

1131 $3.98

GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY AND

STEREO -FIDELITY RECORDS BY'

'-t"(sWmbs' ( lttuas Art.

Miss Lee can he one of the very best
jazz -oriented pop singers on occasion, hut
this is riot one of the occasions. Here she
concerns herself with an -attempt to be bold
and almost brazen in her implementation of
the album title and loses a few points by so
doing. Spree of the tunes, though, are quite
well done; I'm Just Wild about Hairy, Jim
and When a ;roman Loves a Man. There
are good jazz solos spotted here and there
and the recording ís really,oxcollent.
R. J. G.

A division of

Colvoth Loodrntinr Woo, Inc.

How can two
stereo speakers
cost ...soa'little?

JEANETTE MACDONALD and NELSON EDDY-FAVORITES, iN HI-FI with
Orchestras, _Lehman Engel'end David Rose
cond. 'Rose -Marie; Italian 'Street Song;
Wanting 'You and 9' others. 'RCA Victor
LPM-1738 $3.98

700 Series Mark III

Musical interest; Ah, romance!
Performance: Rather well preserved
Recording: Splendid

Made in Enpland-

Offcrinó bobs of Herbert, Bomber@ and
Friml, the fondly -remembered movie leave
has finally 'been recorded le high fidelity
sound, and there is little question that members of the Eddy -Mac cult will lap it up.

S. G..

ORCHESTRA

HEAR IT. La vie
Diane; Tangerine: My Silent Love
others. Warner Bros. B 1247 14.98
1

en rose;

and 8

MAY 1959

In this ,inspiring'coltcctien,_ _l,hnny Cash
'rums his attention from the popular songs
that have made hirn one of the brishtesi
stars of today to the simpler songs of fail and
devotion. He sings thetas rrvcrcntty and fervently. Listening to them, you will at once
'sense the warm blend of artistry and sincerity
that iras so quickly made him a star.
HYMNS BY JOHNNY CASH
CL 1284 CS 8125' (stereo'

COLUMBIA

Musical Interest: Medium
Poiformañce: Good
Recording: Excellent

Mr. Eddy's nasal baritone seems lo be better preserved than Miss MueDonald'a rather
Schraffty soprano, but together they do
manage to recapture 'hose dear, dead, romantic days when beans were always happy

..i_.p.1y

9

Musical Interest: Well maintained
Performance: Full of razzle-dazzle
Recording,: All right

MATTY MALNECK
WILLIAM HOLDEN: AS

N.aw.rei+Mwl,.AH,-pY.V*w"e., ww..il.rnY-...,'..

SINGS HYMNS

LISA KIRK SINGS. ÁT THE PLAZA
with Órehestra, Don Pippin cond, Travel
Light; Anything Goes; Good Little Girls and
8 others. MGM E3737 53.98

in May.

-..r~coy

JOHNNY CASH

Musical Interest: For Holden fans
Performance: For Holden
Recording: Four stars

No mista%e.:.you"hearel.the price correctly!
It's unbelievable because you'd expect to
pay so much more for just one superb bleb
fidelity speaker. Hov' miteh does RQA cost?
Let your dealer tell you the Trice twice
(youctt raise your eyebrows the first tune).
But it's true! -Compare R&A's "full -spectrum -of -sound" performance with higherpriced speakers, Convince yourself (bat your
stereo speaker Investment can' he minimized
without sacrificing quality. If stereo is in
your future plans. single R&A speakers
offer superb Hi -Ft enjoyment at a most
sensible price. Coaxial construction!
Aleoósax
8" 10" and 12" models
)11 Anise-tropic Magnet system of
12,000 Gass Flux Densities.
At better Hi -Fi dealer*.
money back guarantee.
Buy it.,.: try it

...

...
ERCONA CORPORATION
16

(Electronic Division)
W. 46 Street, -Dept. 32, N.Y. 88,,N. Y.
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.41

MORE ,NEW ITEMS .RATED AT A. GLANCE
Musical
Interest

liitfe
BE

-

GENTLE PLEASE-Ernie Coleman Trio
Stella By Starlight, April In Paris, So In Love, Soy
.$3,98
Warner Brothers W 1261

It Isn't Sá & B

,

Recorded

ente

Sound

JJJJ JJJJ JJJ

-

Score

11

others.

JJJ

DANCING AT THE MARDI GRAS-Lester Lanin Orchestrci

<

Medley of 43 dance tunes.
Epic LN 3547
$3.98

FOR

Perform-

LOVERS-Roy Hartley (piano) and Ray Walker Orchestra

JJJ

JJJ

JJJJ

JJJ

JJJ

JJJJ JJJJ

Heart of Paris, Secret Love, A Certain Smile, Shadow of Love & 8'others.
RCA Victor LPM 1870

SONGS OF OLD NAPOLI-Roberto Murolo and Guitar

-..

JJJ JJJJ
JJJJ
`

1

1

11

JJJ,-

cardillo, Lo zoccoloro, Cicerenello & 8 others.
Epic LC 3544
$3.98
Marionni,
STILL

Lu

MORE-Sing Along with Mitch Miller and the gang

-

-

When Doy Is Done, Beer Barrel Polka, Good Night Sweetheart, &
Columbia CL 1283
$3.98
Smiles,

JJJJ JJJ

AROUND THE SAMOVAR-Leonid Bolotine and Orchestra
Curly Haired Cotherine, Song of the Volga Boatmen, Lesginke, Moscow &
Warner Brothers W 1255
$3.98

COCKTAIL DANCING-Lester Lanin Trio
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Medley of 56 dance tunes.
$3.98
Epic IN 3531

DANCING ROOM ONLY-Guy Lombardo Orchestra
Arrivederci Romo, Stardust, Autemn leaves, Fascination &
Capitol T 1121
$3.98

8

PLAY FOR KEEPS-Jerri Adams (lay 'Ells Orchestra)
For All We Know, Every Night About This Time, But Nol For Me
Columbia CL 1258
$3.98
THE FRANK MOORE FOUR
Take The "A" Train, Frenesi, Manhattan. Night Train &
Capitol T 1127
$3.98

,

others.

& 9 others:

8 others.

THE GYPSY AND HIS VIOLIN-Arital Kocze and his Band
Magyar Dance, Balaton Czardas, Temesvar Czardas & 3 others.
Westminster WP 6103
$3.98

EXCITING SOUNDS FROM ROMANTIC PLACES-Leo Diamond (Harmonica} and Orchestra
la Vie En Rose, Arrivedi;rei Roma, Sleepy lagoon, liii Marlene & 8 others.
ABCParamoun} ABC-'268

MISTER'PIPE
Serenade

$3,98

ORGAN-Eddie Dunstedter at Morton Pipe Organ

In Blue,

Capitol T 1128

tio

Poinclano, Brazil, Deep Purple & 7 others,

$3.98

WORLD'S GREATEST LOVE THEMES-Joe'Harnell (Piano) and Orchestra
Medley of 12`themes from Tchaikovsky; Chopin, Grieg, Brohms, etc.
Epic IN 3548
$3.98

DRINKING SONGS SUNG UNDER THE TABLE-Thé Blazers
Father Deat Father, Rye Whiskey, Show Me The Way To Go Home &,8 othe's.
ABC -Paramount ABC 270
$3.98

INFORMALLY YOURS-The Smart Set with Orchestra

-

J

9

Careless, Mean To Me, Lover Come Back,To Me, Hooroy For Love & 8 others.
Warner Brothers W 1258
$3,98

JJ

SING ALONG AROUND THE CAMPFIRE-The Four Counselors
Clementine, Alouette, Good.Night Ladies, Red River Volley &7 others.
ABC -Paramount ABC 266

<

--

$3.98

CHANTILLY LACE-The Big Bopper

J

The Clock, Pink Petticoats, White Lightning, Strange Kisses 8 8 others.

Mercury MG 20402

$3.98
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KIFI REVIEW

Golly, gang, ,here's an album of songs
That were taken just from lull Holden's
movies! Not only that, but each one was
pii:ked by Rill himself, no foolin'. and
they're all played just the way lie likes to
hear them. Arid you know something. Bill
doesn't always hear them the way they were
played in the pictures. No sirrce, not Bill.
Like, take for instance, you remember how
isn't 1t Rornt,ntic? seas always played soma
gooey -like every time he and Audrey +got to.
_ether in Sabrina? Well, Bill hears that
one real fast. Arid that River Kwvii dlorrh
--man. you should hear the way they swing
out on that one uoµ. Gee; that Bill Holden!
S. G.

11111ncam

UMBERTO MARCATO-THE ROMANVOiCE OF UMBERTO MARCATO.
Anema a core: Arrivederci Romo; Piccolissima serenata and 9 others. 'Kapp KL-t 114
$3.98

why
profess¡onals
choose
the

TIC

Musical Interest: Forthe heart
Performance: From the heart
Recording: A bit close

Unlike 'the French, who''s interpreters of
musical romances seem to be mostly women,
the Italian singers of amore are usually
men. One of the newest is Umberto Mar rato, who whispers his emotions with appropriate fervor in both Italian and English.,
rto-matter if the origins of the songs are
Viennese (Fascination), American ¡Cho
Sera Sera, Around the IT'orll.) or French
(Autumn -Leaves) .
S. G.
SALUTE TO THE SMOOTH'BANDSFREDDY MARTIN AND HiS ORCHESTRA.
Does Your Heart Beet For Me?; Accent On
Youth: Moonlight 5orenade gnd 9 -others.
Capitol T 'l 116 $3.98

engineers select the Roberts because its
recording and playback, features fulfill the highest
standards of professional performance. Precision
elements that make for smooth, controlled operation
are Roberts. calibrated V.lJ meter, exclusive, new
MULTI -RASE' HEAD (for full track erase in stereo
recording) and hysteresis synchronous motor,
Responding faithfully from 40 to 15,000 CPS, the
Roberts satisfies discriminating audiophiles in
their most exacting listening and recording needs.

STEREO RECORDER

134950

Sound

NOW!

ROBERTS MATCHING

RECORDING AMPLIFIER
PROVIDES IDEAL SECOND CHAN:
NEL PLAYBACK AND RECORD.

COMPLETE WITH ROBERTS
RECORDER

ROBERTS ELECTRONICS inc.

From ,the,,pioneer in ceramics

-

-

449900'

1028 N. 'La Brea Avenue; Hollywood 38, California

Musical Interest: Excellent concept
Performance: Fine, loving replicas

RECORD ¡N STEREO

for electronics

Recording: Superior

WERIE]

Historically, this is an intriguing record.
Freddy Martin has recreated the style- of
twelve of the best known "sweet hands" of
the Thirties and Forties, even unto the
"Here's the band again" inirroductioit to
Dick Jut-gems. It's the only available anthology i. know of that allows immediately
available comparisons between these leaders, who certainly slid establish strongly individual styles.
Although this kind of music- is not my'
area of preferenceor specialization, i did
enjoy hearing all these styles come alive
again, because it also reanimated sonic recollections of the era with which these
"sweet" hands were connectéd. Very good
mutes by Martin.
'iite bands saluted are Lawrence. Welk,
Russ Morgan, Ambrose, Henry King, Hal
Kemp, Clyde McCoy, Dick Jurgcns, Guy
Lombardo, Orville Knapp, Wayne King,
Glenn.Miller, and Ray Noble.
N. TI.
OPEN FIRE, TWO GUITARS featuring
JOHNNY 'MATHIS- Tenderly:
Concentrate On You; Please Be Kind; My Funny
Valentino and.8 -others. Columbia CL 1270
I

53.98

the new single.
Approx.
Twice
Sise

ceramic. element_
Stereophonic

cartridge
DYNAMIC BALANCING MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
DYNAMIC BALANCING during Mánufticture provides full stereo reproduction. SINGLE ELEMENT DESIGN 'offers balanced outputs; excellent
separation of 20 db over full audio -frequency range, with equal outputs
from both channels. Compatible with stereo and'monophonic discs.
SPECIFICATIONS
RESPONSE: 20,10 16,000 cps. OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 0.5 vrms at

1

KC each channel. COMPLIANCE:

r 10'6 cm/dyne, vertical & lateral, RECOMMENDED LOAD: 2' megohms. RECOMMENDED
TRACKING PRESSURE: 5-6 grams. CHANNEL SEPARATION: 20 db. STYLii: Dual tIp; 0.7 mil diamond or sapphire, and 3 mil sopphire.-MOUNTING DIMENSIONS: EIA Standard Vie" P. Ih" centers.
3

For additional information, see your Authorized

ERIE 'Distributor

Musical Interest:. Middling

Performance: Uneven
Recording: Elegant
'l'his.is not \1athis's best LP, though anything by hint these days has the Midas
touch. He is more excitable than usual;
MAY 1959

DIVISION

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICES: BRIE. PA.. U.S. A.

8S
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,EQUIPMENVánd

Issue, closes

July

R
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ACCESSORIES
Surplus'Rece)vers, Transmitters, Snoop'
erscopes, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 10C.
Meshna, Malden 48, Mass.

Concertone Crown; Ferrograph Presto, rand berg, Pentair), Bell Sherwood, Rek-f.Kut, Dynaklt,
others. Trades. Boynton Studio, Dept. HM, 10 Pennsylvania Ave., Tuckahoe, N, Y.
FREE Monthly Hl FI Magazine. Write fof quotation on
any Hi Fidelity components. Sound Reproduction Inc.,
34 New St., Newark, N. J. Mitchell 2'6$16.
HI-FI Haven, New Jersey's aewé.st and finest sound
center. Write Tor information on. unique mail order
plan that offers professional advice and low prices.
28 -Easton Avenue, New ,Brbnswick, New Jersey.
BUILD your own high fidelity kits; simple instructions.
Also,. wired and tested- sets available.' Box 301. HI Fl
Review, One Park Avenue, New York-16.
WESTERNERS( Buy Your Sound Equipment Near. Home
and save, money. Get our delivered prices. Free consultation service. Charles Munro-Audio Components,.
470 Linden, Carpinteria, California.
"CROSSOVER netwoík kits. Write -Watson Industries,
110, Mildred, Venice, California."
MOVING to.Europe. Selling $1300. Fisher HI -Fi (GIstom Sixty) Performance, Appearance perfect. 5450.00.
Writer Lussenbdrg, 94 North 6th Streets Paterson 2,
AMPEX

New Jersey.
GARRARD RC98 Changer mounted, Fairchild Cartridge
225A like new $60, or: best dffer. Dr. Muscles, 91

Esmond, Dorchester, Mass.

equipment: Stereo Preamp Two -32' Waft Am,
plifiers AM-FM.Tuner,Miraca:d Stereo Changer. 'Pentron Tape recorder stereo play back plus Tapes, Mike,
Write Marlines, 29' April Lane, Hicksville, New York..
STEREO

PRICES? The Besti Factory -sealed Hi -Fl -components?
Yes! Send for'Frea Catalog. Malian; 25R Oxford .Road,
Massapequa, L.
N. Y.

I

UNUSUAL 'Values, HI-FI Components, tapes and tape
recorders. Free Catalogue MR. 'Stereo Center, 51
W. 35 St., N. Y. C. 1.

Sale.--Custom-Bllt
($25.00) SP-2 ($72.50);

lift,

i7

Heathkit
Excellent

and

romliíenee'to: .HIFI REVIEW,

Preamps:.
quality.

A.

-3

-3

-3
-3

Costs $1.00

in

stores.

tiFR',

Tei

Lafayette Hill, Pa,

TAPE RECORDERS
recorders, hl fí components, Sleep Learning.
Equipn(ént tapes. Unusual values.
Free Catalog.
Dressner, 69.02HF 174 Street, Flushing 65, New York.
LEARN While- Asleep with amazing new Electronics
Educator. endless tape recorder. Details Free. Research
Association, Box 24-5, Olympia, Wash.
RECORDS ,& Tapes-Factory Fresh-All Labels- Dis.
count Prices-Free Catalog. GTRS. Box A-102, linentagh, N. Y:
Hl -FI Tape-Buy-splice free, 40/15,000 CPS. Parma=
nently fub,tcated. Money back .guarantee. 7" boxed
reels. Acetate 1200' 11h mil 4/$5.20. -1800' 1 mil
4/$6,76. Mylar 1800' 1 mil 4/$9.60;' 2400' 1/2 mil
4/$13.00. Postage 156 per reel. IllSonic, Box 86N.
TAPE

New York 63, N. Y.

86

A HANDY GUIDE TO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, NOT
NECESSARILY IN THE HIGH FIDELITY FIELD, BUT OF
WIDE GENERAL INTEREST.

Mars"! Astonishing, professionally
produced 15 minute tape (71/2-full 'track) takes you
to Mars on Space Ship' R-9. A fantastic adventure in
high fidelity sound effects, narrated by famous radio TV personality.' Never before released to the public.
$5.00 postpaid or COD. Delco Productions, Box 140,
Grand Island, Nebraska,.
CUSTOM Recdrding and Duplicating of Tapes an
Discs. Specialized Services. Write-Merle Enterprises,
Box 145, Lombard, Illinois.

PHOTOGRAPHY

"SPACE Ship to

_

f

iLM

1

EQUIPM£NTR=SERV
Economy! Anscochrome,. Ektachrome, film developing, 801 (20 exp. 35mm rolls Mounted). Color
prints front transparencies -21x3% six for $1,00,
34x5. six for $1:50, 5x7 each 756, 8x10-$1.50. Lee Jan -Lab., Box 382naGrange, 1(tlnbls..
SAVE $$$. Fresh 8min, 16mm B&W and color film.
Home Processing Equipment. *Free Catalog. Superior
Bulk Film Co., 442-444 N. Wells, Chicago 10.
COLOR

REPAIRS and SERVICtIIa

BUSINESS .:OPPQRTUNITIES
Repair Instructions, HIFIs, T.V.s, 'Radios, Phonographs' Tape Recorders, 996. Send Make.
Model Number. "Radio Coop," Box 5938, Kansas City
12. Missouri..
HI-FI Doctor-Writ solve your hi-fi Problems on -the spot. Acoustic, Addle, Radio Engineer. Stereo desig ing, Professlonaf-visits, day, evening. New York area.
William Bóhn, Plaza 73559. vreeksdays.
SCHEMATIC,

repairs. New precision method
restores 'peak performance Ineepenslvely. Laboratdry
test report included. Bring or ship defective components to Bremy Electronics, 394 East 18th Street,
Paterson 4, New-lersey. Tel:: LAmbert-5.1191.
ALL Makes High.-FidelitySpeakers Repaired. Amprite,
70 Vesey St., N. Y. 7, N. Y. BA,7.2580.
PROFESSIONAL HI-FI

-MISCELLANEOUS

selling advertising book matches.
Free samples furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. MD.59,
Chicago 32, Illinois.
MAKE 425-550 Week clipping newspaper items for
publishers. Some clippings worth $5.130 each. Particulars free. 'National, 81 -DG, Kn'ckerbocker Station.
New York.
EARN Extra money

ÉRULÁTIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES'
1859 INDUSTRY Training. Home -Study. Drafting, Design, Electronics. AerO Tech, 2162-20 'Sunset Blvd.,
Las Angeles 26, Calif.
ra

Hi -Fl Salons and Record Stares! Soméon'e "borrowing"
your personal copy of Hí -FI Review each month? You
aught to be -taking advantage of HiFl Review's convenlent resale plan. Sell copies In your store .
perform a godd service for your customers .
.
with
.no risk involved. For details, write. Direct Sales De'
-partment, HI -Ft Review, One Park Avenue, New York
16, New

'ark.

STAMPS &.'COINS
Free! Includes triangles, early
United States, animals, eommemorativee, British Colonies, high value plctotials, etc. Complete collection
plus big illustrated magazine .all free. Sind 56.for
postage. Gray Stamp Company, Dept. Z2, Toronto,
GIGANTIC Collection

Canada.

WANTED!
H1=Fi EQUIPMENT,

TAPE AND.

Classified

Tape Decks, Stereo Tapes, Accessories,
EFSCO Sales Company,
270 Concord, West Hempstead, New York.

Stieg-

introduce "Record CollecLeslie Creations. Dept.

Y.

{

-3

WA -P2

Freer

le. N.

Ave., New York

Excellent' Values, Catalogue,

LP RECORD Cleaning -Cloth in Handy, Case. Only 256!

tor's Catalog" included

Park

RECORDERS

Beach 66 St., Arverne 92, N. Y.

with "Hl" Hi Fi Prices? Unusual' DI;
counts On Your High Fidelity. Requirements. Write
Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y.
EVergreen 4.6071.
SOUNDTASTIC-That's what our customers aré saying
upon receiving our price sheets. en our latest High
Fidelity Stereo and Monaural amplifiers, tuners, turn.
tables, speakers; tape recorders, kits, Alt brand new
with factory guarantee. Prompt In -stock service: Free
selector' and planning booklet mu, available on re:
quest. Audio World, 2057 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn
23, N. Y.

Orie

Buying Famous

30-15000 CPS
Guaranteed= Complete Satisfaction or Money Refunded
-Compare these Low.Low Prices. 600.Fí 5" ReelAcetate Base --3 for $2:85. 900 Ft. 5" Reel --Acetate
Base
for $3.40, 900 Ft; 5" Reel-Mylar Base
for
for 14;20. 1200 Ft. 7" Reel-Acetate Base
for
$3 9
IBDO
It. 7" Reef-Acetate Base
for $6.85.
$525. 18(0 Ft. 7" Reel-Mylar Base
2400 Ft 7" Reel-Mylar Base
for- $10.60. Mail
Orders Filled. Please add 156 PP & Handling-Per
Reel, Write for free Complete HI:Fi Catalog. Norman
& Babb; Inc., 68 W. 45th St., N. Y. 36; N. Y.

DISGUSTED
-

Send ürdér

-3

GOVERNMENT

FOR

May ,4th.

THOUSANDS of Satisfied Audiophiles
F&B 'Recording'--Tape-Top Ouality

ACCESSORIES

British Colonies from Brunel, Solomon IsNegri Sembilan. Sarawak. St. Christopher,
Nevis,. Tregganu, Gilbert Ellice. Free with- approvals.
Viking, Great Neck 35, N. Y.
FREE -Mint

lands,

haven't stamps from North-West Pacific Islands! -Absolutely free with approvals, elusive- North
West Pacific Islands stamp. Viking, -Great -Neck 120,
BET you

N. Y.

OR. RECORDS!
The 125,000 people who purchase
RE-VIEW are always in the
market for a good buy. 'So if you
have something to sell, let HiFi
REVIEW readers know 'about 'it
through our classified columns. Ít
costs very little; just 35á a word.
Minimum message: 10 words. For
further information, write:

Martin Lincoln

HI FI REVIEW
line 'Park Avenue
New York 16, New York

'MISC:ELLANEOUS
AESTHETICIANS: Abstractions created from
trennalre,' Box 2301, Norman, Oklahoma.

free dues-

-OPTICAL Bargains-Request free Giant Catalog "CJ."
Microscopes,
96 pages-Astronomical Telescopes,
Lenses, Binoculars Kits, Parts. Amazing war surplus
Barrington, New
bargains. Edmund Scientific Co

Jersey.
TRADE your

_

monaural (mint condition) LP's in

for

Stereo. Write: The Definitive Record Club -11024 Mag-

nolia Blvd., North Hollywood, California.
BARBELLS, -Courses, Apparatus. Catalogue 106. Good
Barbell Co., Dept. D, Siloam Springs, Arkansas.

RiFI

REVIEW

-

YOUR COPIES OF

HiFi

Hib

ARE VALUABLE

-Í
Keep them neat .. .
ready for
clean

...

instant reference!

Now you can keep a year's copies of HLFI
REVIEW In a rich -looking leatherette file
that makes It easy to locate any Issue for

ready reference.
Specially designed for RIFT REVIEW.
this handy file-with Its distinctive, washable Sivar cover and 16 -carat gold leaf
lettering-not only looks good but keeps
every issue neat, clean and orderly.
So don't risk tearing and soiling your copies of H1FI REVIEW-always a ready
source of valuable Information. Order
several of these HIFI REVIEW volume
files today. They are $2.50 each, postpaid
-3 for $7.00, or 8 for $13.00. Satisfaction
guarºnteed, or your money back.
Order direct from:

JESSE JONES BOX CORP,
Dept. HF
Box 5120, Philadelphia 41, Pa.

(Established 1843)

I'm walking
on

air...

there are times when be strains and all his
unsure intonation is exposed. He is almost cloying in his sweetness on Bye Bye
Blackbird. But Columbia has given him the
best of recording and some sympathetic accompaniment by guitars and bass, R.J. G.

Musical Interest: Popular ballads
Performance: Noi her best

Recording; Good
Despite the fact that this is superior pop
singing, it ís by no means the best of Carmen \7,cRae, who is one of the very top
girl singers around. The selection of songs
is first class and the accompaniment is
quite sympathetic, but Carmen is basically
a rhythm singer and these songs are all
taken straight and sometimes a bit blandly.
R. J. G.
GARRY MOORE-THAT WONDERFUL YEAR -1940 with Orchestra and Chorus, Irwin Kostal and Keith Tester cond. You
Are My Sunshine; Intermezzo; Johnson Rag
and 10 others. Warner Bros. W 1282 $3.98
Musical Interest: Nostalgia stuff

Performance: In the right mood
Recording: Up-to-date

Under the over-all title of That Wonderful Year, Garry Moore devotes a portion of
his weekly television program to the songs
and the fads of a particular year. \Vith a
vocal group singing some pleasantly unobtrusive arrangements, this is an acceptable
enough formula for rounding up a group of
cumbers that were either written or popularized during 1940. Mr. Moore is on
baud to sing occasionally, while the theme
song ís used to bridge the selections by inquiring, somewhat redundantly, "Do you recall-remember at all... ?" Of course,
whether 1940 was such a "wonderful year"
has a lot to do With geography, as the 'inclusion of The Last Time I Saw Paris all
too painfully attests.
S. G.

2038E $3.98

Musical Interest: Tops in pops

-

Performance: Good
Recording: Excellent

check to the American Cancer
Society, right now-that's a smart
move, too.

There's g line selection of material here
designed to give Miss Page's voice a favorable showcase. It Had 7'o Be You is one
of the best (and swingingest) and Sunday
Kind of Love gets a good, intimate feeling
to it. She is not a great singer, but. an exceedingly pleasant one and the recording
is topnotch], live and vihraht,
R. J. C.

- a

Guard your family!
Fight cancer with
a checkup and a check!
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
MAY 1959

FOB THREE

CARMEN McRAE BOOK OF BAL.
LADS with Orchestra directed by Frank
Hunter. The Thrill It Gone; My Romance;
Please Be Kind; Angel Eyes and 8 others.
Kapp KL 1117 $3.98

I'VE HEARD THAT SONG BEFORE
featuring PATTI PAGE. Let Me Ca11 You
Sweetheart; Tenderly; Memories Of You; It
Had To Be You and 8 others. Mercury MG

Just had my annual medical checkup. (Smart move.) I'm making out

BEETHOVEN

BLUE

CHJIFFON-THE

GEORGE
SHEARING QUINTET AND ORCHESTRA.
Nocturne: Kinds Cute: My One And Only
Love and 8 others. Capitol 11124 $3.98

Musical Interest: To read Mary Worth by
Performance: All the notes are right

Recording: Very good

George Shearing and his: quintet are
beam with a string orchestra iu an innocuous inuod album. Shearing's piano is the

N
Here is some unusual intnic-a concerto, a
large one, with not one soloist but three.
Listening to it is a little like hearing a
Beethoven trio and one of his symphonies at
the same time-a musical banquet in terms
of sheer sound! Bruno Walter conducts this
line performance.
BEETHOVEN: Concerto in C ("Triple"); Leon ore Overture No. 3-John Corigliano, Violinist;
Leonard Rose, Cellist; Walter Hendt, Pianist;
Bruno Walter conducting the New York PhilML 5368
harmonic

GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY AND
STEREO -FIDELITY RECORDS BY

COLUMBIA
oJ

'cnlumb;a "lteslerworia"

A.IlY1sier or eolombin

C1

nrrla.laslina

Atarcns flee.

System. Ire.

HiFi REVIEW HAS A
BUYER FOR YOUR
USED EQUIPMENT
If you have hi-fi equipment, accessories or records to sell, look to the
classified columns of HiFi REVIE\1
for fast results.

Your message, placed iii our classified columits, will he read by more
than 123,000 hi-fi fans. Best of all,
your classified ad costs you only 35c
per word (including name and address). For further information
write:

Martin Lincoln
I-IiFi REVIEW

One Park Avenue
New York 16, New York
UNHAPPY
WITH "HI"
HI -Fl PRICES?
us your hi-fi needy
surprised. Ask for our /yea
audio catalog, loo.

IYnle

-you'll De pieasanlly

KEY ELECTRONICS CO.
120 Liberty St.
N.Y. 6, N.Y.

EVergreen 4-6071

87

heavily featured solo inns-omen( thiough
out.
N. H.

Hi Fi MARKET PLACE

LOVE iS A KICK featuring FRANK
SINATRA. You Do Something To Me; Saturday Night; Deep Night: Five Minutes
More and 8 others. Columbia CL 1241 $3,98
Musical Interest: Broad
Performance: Excellent'
Recording: Early hi-fi
These are rc-isducs front the lost time
Sinatra was with Columbia and, although
he sings very well un some of them, such
as Deep Night and Saturday :\ri ht. they
are not up to whnt be is cluing right none,
nor i3 the sound as good as )what is plo
tluced today. However. Si1121la fans in
other word, 9/10ihs of the world's poptil4lion) will dig them ae much 113 i dn. which
.is a lot.
11.1 C.

ANTENNAE
THE FINEST OF iTS

K

ND

,

Get more FM stations with the world's most
powerful FM Yogi .Antenna systems.
To be fully informed,

send 25t for book
"Theme And Varia lions" by L. F B. Carini
and containing FM
Station Directory:

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO.

Wethersfield 9, Connecticut

THEATER
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

Black wroucht. ran record enI,Inet
ito,.e-art' over 1
200 r8 record album...n.
or
m
nC nerd a bun, e
Ten lna s:Ulna/ comparemenla. Wile
` r,
year eonlecUnn 1W
Symp,oniPs. operas. ballets. Sena, rat- e mmb,r asid
shoe n uzrot Subniantl?liy conslr cted any l l,'
.
'C e,nflad.
It measures
-x22-x10' with m thhree
Icrvc, Please remit 10.02 with outer. or OW. nines
Ate!. Small express he. rOlieeltvl O,,
doleeery
Every
le bear, our t:unatu
AIRMAIL.
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$9,95

MeINRY..ftACK (i'AHANTeh:
L[SLIE CREATIONS e neat. 11L , Laiayetle Hill, Pa. 1
Item, my heron' Cabinet! I enele,:c 59.113 Ck. or M.O.
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AdAte f,
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Cult,
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Zama.... Seale
p~ Ilt rtta

BUCK STRETCHER'
HImFI VALUES!
Expand the buying power
of your Hi -Fi dollar at.
Sun Radio with substantial
savings on new and fully
guaranteed name brand
Hl -Vi components!
Said JOT our special price gltofations and our Hi -Fi package
specials?

SUN

Rodio

Dapi. W9
&

Eleclronict (o., Inc,

650 6th Ave., New York 11, N.Y.
Phonet ORegon 5-8600

NI -Fi SALONS
AND
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FILMS

THE INN OF THE SIXTH HAPPINESS
(Malcolm Arnold). Soundtrack recording

with the London Royal Philharmonic, Malcolm Arnold cond. 20th Fox FOX -3011 $3.98
Musical Interest: The "Nick-Nack" score
Performance: Cinematic
Recording: Tops for music. portions,
Following up his own hail of incorporating the Colonel Bogey iliarch into the store
Tor The Rrida On the Riser Kwtri, Malcolm Arnold has done much the same :thing
by utilizing the ancient children's marching
song, This Old Man, fur the most dramatic
inolttcut in The inn Of the Sixth Happiness. The emotional impact of this song
easily transcends -musical values, and is
especially clfcctine as the voices air. 'lint
heard in the. distance and then accts to
come closer and closer. Otherwise, the
film's main theme, which start's out with
the first four notes of 4/1,10st Like Being
In Lose. gets quite a workout, and there is
the added attraction of transitional dialogue inserted between musical sequences.
S. G.

PORGY AND BESS (George GershRex Stewart, Hilton
Jefferson, Lawrence Brown. Pinky Williams,
with Orchestra, Jim Timmens cond. Warner
Bros, W 1260 $3.98
Musical Interest: Gershwin's masterpiece
Performance: Imaginative
Recording: One of the best
The score for Porgy and Ress lends itself
admirably to jazz treatment, and till, relea?e is highly recommended fur its taste,
imagination, musicianship. and, above all,
its fidelity to its source. Instead of ap.
prn:lrhing the numbers 'individually, thn
concept of this package has lu;ets to treat
the opera as a whole. with each of the instruments taking the part of a specific character in the story. '1'11u,. Cootie Williams'
tender trumpet is heard as !'orgy-, Milton
Jefferson's lyrical alto s.Ixophone is )less,
flex Stewart's driving wa-wit cornet .is
Sportin' Life, and I-awrettce }frown's d oquent tronllmne soars high as Clara in an
especially affecting Summertime. Altogether, it is one of the best planned anti
must successfully realized jazz versions of
a 13roadwav' musical.
S. G.

win). Cootie Williams,

REDHEAD

(Albert Hague -Dorothy

Fields). Original

cast recording with Gwen

Vcrdon, Richard Kiley. Leonard Stone. Cynthia Latham, Doris Rich and others, wifh Orchestra and Chorus, Joy S. Blae'kton cond.
RCA Victor LOC-1048 $4.98
Musical Interest: Infrequent
Performance: Fabulous
Recording: First-rate

That Redhead Is New York's latest Lit is
unquestionably clue to the performance of
Gwen Verdun. and the recording of the
score clues little to change like general verdict. Mies Vet-doll's numbers are till iofuscd with an altogether Winning quality
of plaifitivene?s: even when she is at her
most joyous. as in Look 1V1i6's let Lone. or
arousing. as in 'Erbie Fitch's Twitch, she
is still the shy little kíd trying her darned to enjoy herself and also to please
others. What is also revealed on the recording, p(l5tiltly even more than ill the thcillre,
is that Richard Kiley iS one of the beat
musical comedy leading men aground, with
a rich, masculine voice that can do wonders
even witlt the most ordinary lyric.
The ahove preoccupation with the stars
of the offering may lead you to believe that
the songs are less than inspired. And you
would be right. Albert Hague's mlisie cines
little to capture the turnof-ihecentury Ida
vor of the story. bin each on its cnmt terms
there is a dearth of melodic inyen'liyeness

or wit. Dorothy Fields' lyrical muse (e
most cooperative one in the past> steins to
bate temporarily deserted her, except in
the music hall turn 'Erbie Fitch's Ttoitch
or the funny piece of iuinbled advice called
Rehen!e Yourself.
The score cottthills meaty palter numbers,
lint such items as Just For Once and The
liude Scan Rug lack the gaiety implied in
their lyrics. Possibly- the most original
idea, as well as the most attractive melody,
is to he

found in She's

,Taal .Vot

Enongh

frontal: for Ile, in which Mr. Kiley, kidded
along by Leonard Stone, reveals his true
Feelings for ¿\Liss Verdun while still pro.
testing, "she's not enough woman for toe."
Later. with an affilt native title, the same
nnie is coated to an almost aggressively dactylic rhythm scheme. but \ir. Kilev's delivery makes it easy to forgive combining
'Mill/livable" with -'meet-able,' and when
he routes to "posterior" and "superior,' the
sentiment is posit it' dy lofty-. After all, he's
S. G.
describing Gwen Vcrdon,
SOME CAME RUNNING (Elmer Bernstein). Soundtrack recording with Orchestra, Elmer Bernstein cord.

Capitol W-1109

$4.98

Musical Interest: More than most
Performance: Doubtlessly definitive
Recording: Capital
By virtue of his having composed and
conducted three film scores for Frank Si
nacre (the first ins o were The Mon With
the Golden Arm and Kings Go Forth).
Elmer Bernstein most certainly merits the
title of official Kapcllnteister to the court.
Also in attendance to lend their oI1111[preis
cnt hands are those royal ballad( ern, Jimmy
Van Heuseu and Sammy Cahn. who hare
tom dint ted the main theme. The combined
telett Is have put together a frequently
might dud entertaining score, wide!' includes, of course, the almost inciittihle jazz
sequenees to contrast with the fairly heavy
dramatic goings on.
S. G.
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Oliver

Why Do/14 They
Severa' members of my staff have recently spent
considerable time working with stereo AM/FM tuners.
A part of their work is published on page 45.
Getting so close to such a variety of stereo tuners,
We were all impressed by the occasional lack of "human
engínecriñg'S tbát went into functional, designs. While
ofttimes the electronic circuitry is superb, tine manufacturer seemingly has given little thought to the possible
use of his equipment. For example, we would earnestly
recommend that a]1 AM tuner manufacturers '(stereo or
mono) keep -those ferrite rod antennas away from the
vicinity of power transformers. One tuner-which we
tested at considerable length -had a tunable hum due
solely to the proximity of the ferrite AM antenna rod
and the power transformer. Also, more manufacturers
should go in for mounting the ferrite rods on pivots.
Such AM antennas are directional and there is always
a good chance that your favorite AM station may be
off a null point of the anteñna.
For the past few months we have been agitating rots
more constructive thinking relative to mounting the
primary hi-fi equipment off -on switch on the tuner. A
surprising number of amplifiers 'still are turned off and
on by rotating the volume control. We think that the
volume control should be 'left fixed and that either a
push-button off -on switch can. be installed:in the ampli,
Fier (or a rotary twitch) or that the equipment be turned.
on front the tuner. A possible solution to this dilemma
might be putting in a two-way, three -position a.e.-switch
on the tuner ,panel. Ili, one position, the tuner and
amplifier can be turned on. simultaneously. In the second
position the amplifier can' he turned on but the tuber
stays off-pet-nmitting the.ámplifier to be used for playing
records while not using up electricity to heat tip the
tuner. In the third position, the whole hi-fi rig would
be turned off.
Stereo tuner -manufacturers should also realize that
such equipment gill often be used to listen to straight
AM or FM broadcasts. Thus, the audiophile needs a
visual indicator to tell him quickly whether he is listening to AM or FM. Practically every .stereo tuner that
we have tested to date seems to he predicated upon the
assumption that all audiophiles have a long memory.
Bull's-eye lamps or an additional tuning indicator could
be used to signify, AM versus FM' inputs. Certainly the
solution is not as difficult as a few manufacturers' make
it appear.

Multiplex-How

'Soong If Ever?

Proponents of stereo broadcasting-especially those
using AM/FM or AM/AM equipment-refuse to roll
over and play dead now that FM multiplex is on the
horizon. In fact, the first optimistic estimates regarding
multiplex arc rapidly being re-evaluated, as storm elouiis
press iii on the supposedly bright future of FM multiplex
from all sides.
At this writing, there are at least nine mutations of
the FM subcarrier multiplex idea --all slightly different
and' all. claiming to be superior to any othey syste!tu. 1.d
90

r-n1\'rED IN

P. Ferrell-,

Editor

confuse the whole picture, a variety of.new methods to
acbicve the stereophonic effect has been proptssed by
the "Big Boys." Bell Telephone has tested a compatible
system via A1.1í/F111/TV that Ieft listeners and viewers
wondering what, it was all about. RCA, meanwhile, carries out mysterious AM/AM stereo broadcasts --:not -using
.their originally proposed single sideband technique-in
the wee hours of the morning. Practically all manufacturers -with Crosby multiplex adapters are reluctant to
sell them nntil the Federal Communications Commi;sibn
decides on a standard:FM multiplex system. Meanwhile,
sales of stereo AM/FM tuners scramble toward new
heights. The audiophile may well ask, "Where will it
all end?"
Those in the knoLe. and capable' of ebjec.tive views,
feel that stereo broadcasting is more desired by the
listener titan. it is by the stations themselves. This is
in sharp contrast to- color TV, where the shoe has been
on the other foot. Most broadcasting stations are -still
leery 6f stereo discs. Quality is a major problem. Discs
seem to be okay in the borne, but lack the 'qualityrequired by broadcasting stations-of gad stereo tape
which are now in. extremely short supply.
FM multiplex enthusiasts privately admit. that the FCC
has good reason_ for'dragging its feet'and not making a
hasty decision. Rather than subject itself to possible
avenues of criticism, the FCC may well let 1959 go by
without okaying FM multiplex. Simultaneously, it is
even more doubtful that it will approve 'various "compatible" AM tnetheds now being offered to the public
as being as good as straight FM multiplex.

te

... And Nów Sfer.lo Cartridges.'atid Tóhe Arms
CU's mañ in t.hewhite coat recently introduced' some
new terms (ushatter ` motional impedance. etc.) into
the lexicon of the hi-fi enthusiast. in the March issue of
"Consumer Reports" he claims to have thoroughly tested
stereo cartridges and tone arms. Once again he went out
on a limb, recommending certain units and damning
others. Fortunately-at least on this occasion-there appears to have been a somewhat greater sampling rif
available consumer items. Few knowledgeable audiophiles questioñ the "check -rated" Shure cartridge/ESL
tone arm cotnbibat.ion :Ind 'much to my surprise, there
was -no touting of a. "bargain" stereo cartridge and tone
.arm: Oddly endugh, same six samples of the Shure
cartridge were tested but as far as -we can determine,
Only one sample of each of the »remaining 21 cartridges
was evaluated. The purpose Of this shenanigan rentains
a mystery as does CU's continued recommendation of
equipment long since 'discontinued--D&R. turntables.
Bogen DB130 amplifiers. etc. Also, I icanncit help but
wontker why Consumers Union refuses to test hi-fi equip:
pent in the same manner as most manufacturers-in

Phis case. measuring frequency response of the. individual
-channels vs. channel=te-channel separation. If Consumers
Union would recognize that the hi -1i component manufactttrers are little people, not multi -million -dollar chi)!
'cérns ready and eager to bilk the public, 1 could personally hive more credence in their test procedures.
U.S.A
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Ralph Bellutny, starring in "Sunrise At Campobello", listens to stereo on his Collaro changer and Goodntans Triaxonal Speaker System.

Collaro- your silent partner for Stereo
Listen to stereo records and discover the most exciting way of
listening to music ín your home. Listen to the new Collaro
stereo changer and discover the changer which provides truly
silent performance to meet the rigid quality demands of
stereo. Here's why Collaro is your best buy:
A. Five-terminal plug-in head: Exclusive with Collaro.
Provides two completely. independent circuits thus guaranteeing -the ultimate in noise -reduction circuitry.

B.

Transcription -type tone arm:

C.

Spindle assembly.: Typical of Collaro precision quality

spindle shaft which is micro -polished to .000006 (6
millionths of an inch) for smoothness- insuring no injury
to records.
There are three Collaro changers priced from $38.50 to $49.50.
The changer illustrated here is the new Continental, Model
is the

TSC-840.
For full information write to Dept, MRS Rockbar Corporation,
Mamaroneck, N. Y.

As records pile up on

prelsure tends to increase. Result may
be damage to records or sensitive. stereo cartridge. This can't
happen with the Collaro counter -balanced arm which varies

a changer, tracking
'

less than 1 gram in preSsure between the top and bottom of
a stack of records: Arm accepts any standard stereo or monaural cartridge.

RocKBAR
C..orprz.Zicvc

C

-

A
American sales representative /Or Collaro Ltd.

&

other fine companies. ice

IN JUST SIX

MONTHS...

HERE'S WHY!

°First,

wrR

regardless of your budget or the
space you have available, whether you
want monaural high fidelity or true stereo,
there is a Wolverine enclosure and speaker
system that will meet your needs ... AND
AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD]
°Second, only Wolverine gives you features
found in speakers and enclosures costing
two and three times more.

E

by Gr)

YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM

...

HAS WON UNIVERSAL ACCLAIM FROM
THE EXPERTS AS THE GREATEST --\
VALUE IN HIGH FIDELITY
DULL -RANGE LOUDSPÉA1tERS.
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COMPARE ALL FIVE LOUDSPEAKERS

e
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WOLVERINE

SPEAKER

SPEAKER

C

o

No

No

Yes

No

No

Ye.

No

Vol

No

No

No

yes

Ye,

No

No

1-Io

No

Yes

No

No

Ne

Yc.

Voice Coil

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Stugfiypc Mognel'

Ye,

Vet

Yer

No

Vol

10.73

519.50

533.00

559.40

¶:=1/

\

SPEAKER

SPEAKER

A

I

Yes

No

Yes
11

Lew3iIhew;ene
Feome

Lanq-Thro

NET PRICE

LS 12

l5

519.50

8 518.00

1
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WITH ALL THESE FEATURES:
-The hallmark

211' deep; 7l41° 4aftlu opening, l9ét
wit 4 lbs, Audiophile net, $18,00

Ni

1'3 50

en-

for the corner, for along the
closures
wall, for shelf'or bookcase.
OO Two full -range
loudspeakers-eight-inch
and twelve-inch.
Two convenient, easily -installed Step -U
Kits that let you expand your highfidelir
system now ... or later.

of fine loudspeakers. Frames are heavy
and rigid, holding the speaker cone and
the delicate voice -coil inexact center position without danger when the speaker is
bolted to the cabinet.

reason- 20 watts pragramil 40 watts
await Imp. lance 8 ohms Meehan
Ica! cressove* 2000 cps. 81 " die

41' watts
>'ha 2' dial.,

...

°Three handsome, acoustically -correct

-Two cones divide
the sound, one for maximum bass reproduction and a second, smaller cone for ef
ficient high-frequency -performance. Clean,
crisp -highs are produced well beyond the
póint where conventional speakers fail.
- -Voice coils
-dme'rsA io
are edge -wound from precision, flattened
ribbon conductor; efficiency is increased
18% over conventional round -wire coils.
gaining the equivalent of five extra watts
from a typical amplifier.
G
-The voice coil is wound
on a fiberglas form into a rigid, concentric
assembly. This -exclusive assembly maintains shape for the life of the speaker system, permanently preventing shorts and
distortioncausing rubs.
-Wolverine speakers contain deep, medium -diameter voice
coils. Conductor remains in the air gap
even 'on longest excursions, preventing
nonlinear operation characteristic of wide-

diameter, shortthrow coils.
-Long -accepted as the
most efficient, slug-type magnets have
the lowest leakage and greatest structural
strength.
e 11
--Wolverine speak.
ers are only 31/2" deep for easy mounting
in walls or ceilings. Ideal for '!built-in
sound" throughout the home.
I

-

a
!,
For Ike carrier . ,
THE LORAINE
cornerhorn
A
enclosure, the Loraine
employs a corner of the room to
reinforce and extend the bon
range. For 12" speakers. Hot
precul ports for adding

For along the wall .
THE LANCASTER
Handsome and functional direct
rodioior enclosure for 12" speakers.
Has precut ports for HF1 end
MFI Step -Up -Kits. Finished
an four sides for high -boy
or low -boy use.
HWD, 25" X 20" X 14"
Audiophile Net
$48.00

HF1

and MF1 Step -Up -Kits . .
HWD 27' X 20" X 14"

Audiophile Net
$48.00

EXPAND

YOUR

For shelf or bookcase

..

.

THE LINDON
Direct radiator enclosure for 8"
speakers. Excellent for use in
aleteo pain. Hal precut port lot
addilion of HF1 Slop -Up-Kit.
HWD, 11"X231/,"X10"
Audiophile Net
$34.50

HIGH-FIDELITY SYSTEM WITH WOLVERINE SET-UP KITS
STEP
.. Add the Model HF-1
STEP 2... Add the Model MF1
1

,

Hibh-Frequency StepUp Kit. Can.
be added to all Wolverine. full range loudspeakers. Extends

highfrequoncy

performance

beyond,the limits of audibility,
for silky, precise definition .of
string and woodwind. instruments. Consists of VHF driver
and crossover network with
built-in level confról. Complete
with oil wiring, mounting hard
ware and instructions for simple, 5 -minute installation:
Audiophile Net, $20.00

MidRange Step -Up Kit. Can be
added to Wolverine speakers
otter the HF-1 Step -Up Kit is
installed. Spreads mid -range

sound evenly throughout the
room, increases output In the
vital "presence" range, conSists of treble driver and cross
over network with builtlin level
control. Complete with all wlr
ing, mounting hardware and
instructions for simple, 5 -minute

installation.
Audiophile Net, $25.00

W LVERINE
`,,curwv/o4='

Perfect for Monatlral, Perfect for Stereo
Whether starting from scratch or converting to stereo, the Wolverine series will
meet your demand for full -range quality
sound
and at a price 40% below
comparable components. Compare ' the
sound, compare the price, and you too
will choose Wolverine by Electro-Vaice.
See your Wolverine high-fidelity specialist.
For additional information, write Dept59-F

...
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Elne t1tc:,

Buchanan, Michigan
Superb new products through research.
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